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SURVIVOR US I: BORNEO
TAGI (orange) and PAGONG (yellow): The beaches tribes will be living on.
RATTANA (green): A made-up word referring to the numerous rattan trees on the island. Chosen by Kelly and Sean.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
In two minutes, salvage what you can from a boat,
then jump ship and paddle a bamboo raft to camp.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

Quest For Fire

50 matches, Immunity

Pagong

Drag a raft with a cauldron on it to shore and
along the beach, lighting a series of torches.

2

Buggin’ Out

Immunity

Tagi

One at a time, players eat a live butok larva. First
to fail loses. In a tie, tribes choose the other’s
representative for the tiebreaker, eating two.

3

Treasure Chest

Fishing equipment

Tagi

Swim out to a submerged chest and bring it to
shore.

3

Rescue Mission

Immunity

Pagong

Build a stretcher and carry one person (hanging
from a tree) through the jungle to a first aid tent.
Standard SOS challenge, judged from a plane.

4

4

Distress Signal

Buried Treasure

Crate of supplies (blankets,
hammocks, etc), additional
items of choice

Immunity

Tagi

Tagi

A representative from each tribe saw the reward,
learned about the challenge, and could request any
item to be added to the crate. Dirk from Tagi
requested a filet knife, Jenna from Pagong
requested a spice rack, presumably with spices.
A swimmer heads to a buoy, dives to retrieve a
bottle, and hands it to someone who crosses a
floating bridge. They and a rower paddle to shore,
where the bottle is opened to reveal both the
location of a buried treasure chest (two people
dig) and the key to open it (one person runs into
the jungle). First to open their chest wins.
Ramona sat out for Pagong.
Later this season, Probst calls this challenge
‘Treasure Island Relay’.

5

5

6

Choose Your Weapon

Shipwrecked

Abandoned Barracks

Fruit, live chickens

Immunity

Chocolate, tinned food,
military rations

Pagong

One person for each tribe competing in three
events – blowgun, slingshot, and spear. The first
two rounds are to accumulate the reward fruit
(each piece hit is given to the winner), the spear is
winner take all.

Pagong

One player rows an outrigger to a buoy and back,
picking up stranded tribe members on their way,
who can then assist with the rowing. First tribe to
shore wins.

Pagong

Search in a dilapidated building for one of a knife,
can opener, and army helmet, then bring it back.
Grab the wrong item and it counts for the other
tribe.
Pagong won after Richard grabbed the wrong item.

6

Obstacle Course

Immunity

Tagi

Two players: Hurdles, ten-foot wall, more hurdles,
ladder, net slide, rope swing, commando crawl.
They and two more players: Blown bridge, even
more hurdles, grab the tribe flag and take it to the
finish.
Rudy sat out for Tagi; Colleen and Gervase sat out
for Pagong.

7

-----

-----

-----

Merge. As chosen players, Jenna and Sean select
which beach to live at, as well as name the new
tribe and paint the flag. They spend the night on
the sand spit, with dinner, a bed, and breakfast.
Standard breath-holding in the first round, with the
last three remaining moving on to the final – dive
down and move along a seafloor ladder, releasing a
set of buoys.

7

Snake Island Relay

Immunity

Greg

8

Archery

Video from home

Greg

Bow and arrow. One shot each.
Jenna plays, but her loved ones don’t send a video.
8

End Of The Line

Immunity

Gervase

Rope maze through the jungle. Hit five checkpoints
in order, then head to the finish.

9

Out On A Limb

Barbecue, letter from home

Colleen (shared with
Jenna)

Ropes course. Sixteen medallions to collect, each
on a different section. First to get all 16 and return
through the hole in the centre of the central net
wins.
A flip-over-the-piece game, on a 100-piece square
board.

9

Squared Off

Immunity

Rudy
Though randomly determined, the four men took
their turns before the four women.

10

Bamboozled

Pizza, phone call home

Gervase

In the first two rounds, cross an unsteady bamboo
balance beam. The first four move on, then the
first two. For the final, cross a beam quicker to
earn the first chance at a longer beam. Whoever
crosses the longer beam successfully wins.

10

Fast Fire

Immunity

Richard

Using matches and whatever debris you can gather,
make a fire that burns through a rope.

11

Survivor Quiz Show

Night on a cruise ship,
surprise loved one visit,
breakfast

Sean (shared with
Richard)

Multiple-choice survival trivia. One step forward
onto a coloured square for each correct answer.
Eight coloured squares before the finish mat, two
in each of four colours. Last player left on each
colour is out.
Only the breakfast was shared, but all six players
got care packages when Sean’s dad visited camp.

11

Walk The Plank

Shoe soles, Immunity

Kelly

Balance on a shared set of planks in the ocean for
Immunity and the most random prize in history.
Kelly won after 2 hours, 54 minutes.

12

12

Mud Pack

Witch Hunt

Beer and a date with Probst

Immunity

Kelly

Run to the mud volcano, slather yourself in mud,
come back, and empty the mud into your bucket.
Most mud after five minutes wins.

Kelly

Listen to five island/game myths, then run around
Pagong camp in search of masks with questions
stuck on them. Record your answers on a brick
camcorder and bring it back to Probst. First back
with all the correct answers wins.

Ten questions about the other players and the
game. Highest score wins.

•
•

13

Fallen Comrades

Immunity

Kelly

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who got only one vote at the first Tribal
Council?
Who performed each leg of Buried
Treasure for Pagong?
Whose shirt is Probst holding?
What state is Gervase from?
Whose blue bandanna is Probst holding?
Who are the two girls in the shown photo?
Excluding the raft and personal items, what
did Pagong bring with them at the merge?
Who from Pagong sat out of Obstacle
Course?
Sean works in which hospital department?
Name the Pagong members in order of
elimination.
TIEBREAKER: What is Sonja’s surname?

Two continuity errors – here, Gervase’s home state
is New Jersey, but the premiere says he’s from
Philadelphia; and Greg’s bandanna has an Out On A
Limb medallion attached, even though he was
voted out before it.

13

Hand On A Hard Idol

Immunity

Kelly

Hands on the idol, feet on the stump. After a while,
players must switch positions every 30 minutes.
Kelly won after 4 hours, 11 minutes.

Richard
Kelly
Rudy
Susan
Sean
Colleen
Gervase
Jenna
Greg
Gretchen
Squared Off

Bamboozled

Fast Fire

------------1
--------------1
----4
7
1
5
2
6
3
8
2
=5
=5
=3
=3
=5
1
1
------------5
1
6
3
4
2
4
1
5
3
2
--1
------4
1
3
2

Hand On A Hard Idol

Fallen Comrades

Witch Hunt

2
6
=3
5
1
=3

Mud Pack

Walk The Plank

Out On A Limb

4
2
MISS
3
MISS
MISS
5
6
1

Survivor Quiz Show

End Of The Line

4
10
5
7
FINAL
8
FINAL
9
1
6
Archery

Snake Island Relay
Quest For Fire

Buggin’ Out

Treasure Chest

Rescue Mission

Distress Signal

Buried Treasure

Choose Your Weapon

Shipwrecked

Abandoned Barracks

Obstacle Course

Tagi
Pagong
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
DQ
1
1
2

3
1
2

SURVIVOR US II: THE AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK
KUCHA (aqua): Tjapukai for ‘kangaroo’.
OGAKOR (lime): Tjapukai for ‘goanna’.
BARRAMUNDI (orange): Chosen in reference to a large, common species of fish. Proposed by Alicia.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Abandoned by an RAAF rescue plane, tribes have
five minutes to take supplies from a crate and
begin hiking to their campsite, five miles (eight
kilometres) away.
Tribes are pre-divided.
With one player holding a lit torch, use planks to
cross a gap-filled bridge, push a raft holding the
torch across the river, grab two bundles of ladder
rungs, use a rope and pulley to take a second raft
back across the river, run to a lifeguard tower, use
the rungs to make a ladder, and light the fire on
top.

1

Bridging The Gap

50 matches, Immunity

Ogakor

There appears to be a stage missing somewhere –
to go from the start to an island in the river, then
to the other bank, and all the way back to the start
requires four crossings, not three.
Kucha’s torch went out during the challenge and
they wouldn’t have been able to win even if they
were ahead of Ogakor.
Cliff jumping, then swimming down some minor
rapids while hauling a crate.

2

Butch Cassidy

Blankets

Ogakor
Maralyn officially sat out, but apparently was
allowed to dive anyway.

Spinning wheel of traditional Aussie ‘bush tucker’,
as well as tripe (from a non-native animal), an
apple slice and piece of a Mars bar. In a tie, each
tribe chooses the other’s representative for the
tiebreaker.
2

Tucker’d Out

Immunity

Kucha
Michael ate twice for Kucha to make up for uneven
numbers.
There are fewer spaces on the wheel (10) than
there are meals served (16).
Carry buckets of water across sloped beams to the
opposing tribe’s loader, who will place them onto a
bar held by their tribe’s waterbearer, standing on a
small podium. First to drop their pole loses.

3

Water Torture

Fishing gear

Ogakor
The challenge failed after Mike’s pole broke. To
break the tie, tribes had five minutes to load as
much water as they could onto their own
waterbearer.

3

4

4

Lock Step

Master Mind

True Or Falls

Immunity

Three egg-laying hens and a
rooster

Immunity

Kucha

Tied-together obstacle course. Log chute with low
hurdles, sand bank slide, wade across the river,
alternating sand mounds (to go over) and branch
arches (to go under), hurdles, toughnut, run to the
finish.
A giant nine-square sliding puzzle. It can be solved
in just 20 moves.

Kucha
Kucha had to use the completed puzzle, showing a
map, to find their chickens.

Kucha

A tribal version of the previous season’s Survivor
Quiz Show, with tribes filling up their spaces with
members who got questions correct (and then sat
out for the rest of the challenge), as opposed to
just moving forwards. Frankly, it was confusing.

Combination of the previous season’s Rescue
Mission and Shipwrecked, this involved building a
travois (impractical three-sided stretcher), then
rescuing three victims. Once someone was rescued,
they could help out.
5

Triage

Crate of supplies (toiletries),
catalogue items of choice

Kucha

Each tribe got to pick two items from a catalogue
containing possible rewards, which were added to
the crate. Both tribes selected spices as one of
their items. Kucha also chose blankets, Ogakor
chose soup mix.
Kimmi and Rodger sat out for Kucha.

5

6

The Maze

Blind Leading The Blind

Immunity

Mountain Dew and Doritos

Ogakor

Kucha

Retrieve five gaudy tokens in numbered order,
then head to the exit at the opposite end of the
maze.
A caller guides their blindfolded tribe to stack two
logs in a trestle; switch a lobster trap on a table
with one in the water; pick up buckets and use
them to retrieve water from a water tower, taking
the water to a bucket and repeating the process
until it overflows; and transport a picnic basket to a
table.
As it turns out, Jerri sucks even more than she
thinks. (Does anyone even remember that Invisible
Nick was the other caller?)

6

7

7

-----

-----

Perch

Immunity

-----

Immunity

Cancelled due to Mike’s evacuation.

-----

Keith

Men spend the night at Kucha, women spend the
night at Ogakor. The next morning, they have
fifteen minutes to pack up the camps and leave.
They will be staying at a new campsite.
Stand on a large pole over the water for as long as
possible. Last player left wins. Temptations were
offered.
Keith won after 10 hours, 17 minutes.

8

Return To Sender

Three-course meal

Jerri (shared with Amber)

8

Don’t Fence Me In

Immunity

Keith

Boomerang throwing. One attempt each. Closest to
the centre of a giant target on the ground wins.
A giant game of Boxes.
Keith won after claiming 17 of the 64 squares.
Paired obstacle course. Commando crawl, balance
beam, horizontal cargo net, swing steps, water pit,
elevated tyre, ten-foot wall, rope ladder, V bridge,
net slide, sprint to finish. Two heats and a final,
each heat containing two pairs.

9

Double Play

Snorkelling at Great Barrier
Reef

Colby & Jerri

Pairs were Rodger & Tina, Amber & Keith, Nick &
Elisabeth, and Colby & Jerri.
Dumping Jerri on her ass is encouraged.
Vandalising one of the Seven Natural Wonders of
the World for your own enjoyment is not.

9

Hanging In The Balance

Immunity

Nick

Elimination-style tournament with one-on-one
matches. First round: Slack-rope tug-of-war on
small podiums over the water. Second round:
Swinging balance bridge. Third round: Slack-rope
tug-of-war on rickety pontoons.
Given five hundred Aussie dollars, buy food.
Sharing is allowed. (Note the tiny portions for most
meals, especially in comparison to recent seasons.)

10

Survivor Auction

Various items

-----

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Doritos and salsa
Chocolate and peanut butter
Glass of Mountain Dew
Crackers
Slice of pizza
Oreos and milk
Burger Rings and beer
French fries and ranch dressing
Iced coffee and energy bar
Roast turkey dinner
Mystery item (glass of boiled river water)
Cheeseburger

10

Fire & Rain

Immunity

Colby

Make a fire in a bucket on one side of a scale, then
fill the leaking bucket on the other side with water
to raise the fire, lighting a wok.

11

End Of The Line

Horseride to stockmen’s
camp; overnight stay

Colby

Rope maze. Get to four checkpoints, then across
the river to the finish.

11

Blue Plate Special

Immunity

Colby

Use a slingshot and macadamia nuts to break the
others’ three hanging plates.

12

Survivor.com

30-minute ‘email chat’ with
loved ones, $500 online
shopping spree

Tina’s family

Loved ones are asked five multiple-choice
questions about survival in the Outback. Most
correct answers wins for their player.

12

Fugitives

Immunity

Colby

A story about Australia’s convict history, with
players shackled for ‘authenticity’. Players collect
the keys to unlock the five locks on their shackles
by choosing the correct answer from two options,
carrying the shackles around with them.
One would think that with all these facts
researched, the fact that these people are known
as “convicts” rather than “prisoners” would have
come up at some point.

13

Survivor Pentathlon

Pontiac Aztek, hot meal,
shower, surprise loved one
visit

Colby

The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Starting
blindfolded and shackled, complete a small rope
maze, remove the blindfold, finish a sliding puzzle
(solvable in just 10 moves), unlock the shackles, fill
a bucket with water and cross slanted beams to fire
scale, repeating until water spills from hole in
bucket, then make a fire big enough to burn
through a rope.
Elements, in order, come from Blind Leading The
Blind, Fugitives, End Of The Line, Master Mind,
Water Torture, and Fire & Rain.
The other three each got a care package from their
loved ones when Colby’s mother visited camp.

Generic ‘match the covered pairs’ game, most
notable for hearing Probst say ‘roo doo’.

13

Memory

Immunity

Colby

Note that although Probst says there are 36 covers
and 18 pairs, the overhead shots at the beginning
of the challenge show 40 covers (ie 20 pairs), and
the scores at the end of the challenge (17 pairs
found in total as Colby makes his last selection)
combined with the six remaining covers suggest
there were actually 42.
Twelve questions about the other players and their
lives, highest score wins.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
14

Fallen Comrades

Immunity

Colby

•
•
•
•

•

Questions:
Who frequently said ‘use your magic’?
What town does Rodger live in?
Which Barramundi member has a Master’s
Degree?
Who spent twelve years living in Germany?
Who is the man in the shown photo?
Which two players have Chinese characters
tattooed on their bodies?
And which jewellery item do they both
wear?
Whose shorts is Probst holding?
What is Elisabeth’s boyfriend’s name?
And which college did they both attend?
Who listed Bill Clinton and the Pope as the
people they’d most like to be stuck on an
island with?
Who listed being on the Deans’ List for five
college semesters as their proudest
accomplishment?

Learned: Germans had to develop a sense of
humour after dealing with Jerri for twelve years.
Invisible Nick apparently has something
approaching a personality, but Amber does not.

Tina
Colby
Keith
Elisabeth
Rodger
Amber
Nick
Jerri
Alicia
Jeff
2
5
1
=7
=7
3
6
4
=7
=5
2
=5
=5
=3
=3
1
=5
--1
----------4
1
5
2
3
6
--1
-------

Butch Cassidy

Tucker’d Out

Water Torture

Lock Step

Master Mind

True Or Falls

Triage

The Maze

Blind Leading The
Blind

2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2

--1
----=3
1
2
=3

Ep. 6 Immunity

Bridging The Gap
2
1

Fallen Comrades

Memory

1
---------

Survivor Pentathlon

Fugitives

--1
---------

Survivor.com

Blue Plate Special

---------------

End Of The Line

Fire & Rain

=3
1
2
=3
=3
2
=3
1

Survivor Auction

Hanging In The
Balance

MISS
MISS
MISS
MISS
4
2
3
1
MISS

Double Play

Don’t Fence Me In

2
9
1
4
8
5
10
6
3
7

Return To Sender

Perch

Kucha
Ogakor
XXXXX

2
1
3

SURVIVOR UK I: MALAYSIA
ULAR (blue): Malay for ‘snake’.
HELANG (yellow): Malay for ‘eagle’.
SEKUTU (orange): Malay for ‘united’. Chosen by the producers.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
The same method of abandoning tribes as in the
original US season.
Tribes are pre-divided.
A rehash of Quest For Fire from the original US
season, with an even uglier fire spirit.

1

Immunity

Helang
Helang won after Ular was disqualified for not
lighting one of their torches.

2

Strawberries and cream

Ular

A rehash of Buggin’ Out from the original US
season.

2

Immunity

Ular

A rehash of Rescue Mission from the original US
season.

3

Four tins of food, a knife, and
snorkelling gear

Ular

Five players put on T-shirts, each with a single
letter, and stand on a trestle in the water. Then
they manouevre themselves around each other to
form as many words as possible from the five
letters, scoring a point for each word. If a player is
not involved in making the word, they must turn
around to show the blank side of their shirt.
Highest score after three minutes wins.

3

Immunity

Ular

A rehash of Treasure Chest from the original US
season.

Ular

Four players move a ball through a large driftwood
table maze littered with holes. Their score for the
run is the number next to the hole their ball falls
down (the first hole is #1, the second is #2, and so
on). Highest score after three attempts wins.

4

Three live chickens

4

5

5

Immunity

The ABC Of Survival

Jungle Assault Course

Tinned alphabet soup, beer,
and chocolate

Immunity

Helang

Twenty masks are hidden in a swamp. One at a
time, players enter the swamp, retrieve one of their
tribe’s colour-coded masks, and bring it back. The
first tribe to get all ten of their masks wins.

Helang

40 oversized letters are positioned underwater.
One at a time, tribe members dive down, retrieve
one, and return to their raft. Once either tribe has
picked up eight letters, a 30-second countdown
will begin (but the other tribe can continue diving
if they deem it necessary). The tribe who can form
the longest word with their letters after 30 seconds
wins.

Ular

Relay. One person runs along the beach, digs under
a log and crawls through. The second person
crosses a long balance beam made from a fallen
tree and climbs up a muddy slope to a platform,
using a rope to help them climb. The third person
completes a two-rope traverse over the jungle
using their hands and feet to propel themselves,
unclipping at the end and switching to a handover-hand traverse on a different rope to get back.
The fourth player climbs down a cargo net, moves
through a group of hanging logs to a muddy pool.
They must swim across the pool, going under two
logs, and return. The final person uses a rope swing
to get over a small gully, travels over two logs and
under a third to the finish.
Ular won after James from Helang was disqualified.

6

6

Crate of supplies (pillows,
hammocks, toilet paper, a
Walkman, alarm clock, and
two handheld fans)

Tinned fruit, beer, Immunity

Ular

Ular

A rehash of Distress Signal from the original US
season, without the addition of extra items to the
supply crate.
A rehash of Buried Treasure from the original US
season, with an extra digger in place of the floating
bridge leg, now performed by the swimmer.
This challenge was held on the beach Tagi (and
later, Rattana) lived on in the original US season.

7

7

-----

-----

Immunity

-----

Andy

Each tribe visits the other, then they assemble at
the Sand Spit to merge. They must choose which of
the two tribe beaches to live at, after being told
that their existing camps are in the process of
being dismantled.
Stand on a communal log over the water for as
long as possible. No touching the others. Last
player left wins. Win or lose, players are given a
cold beer when they return to shore.
Andy won after 22 hours, 58 minutes. Zoe lasted 57
seconds.

8

An overnight stay at ‘the
James (shared with Andy)
equivalent of a five-star hotel’

Three players at a time dive down to an
underwater beam and stay submerged for as long
as possible. The three people who last the longest
(regardless of which heat they were in) move on to
the final. Whoever lasts the longest wins.
Although they all lasted longer, the final three
players finished in the same order in the final as
they did in their heats.
James won the final after 1 minute, 52 seconds.

8

Immunity

Pete

Multiple-choice survival trivia. Starting from a log
at the far end of a grid, players move forwards,
backwards, or not at all based on their answers. If
they get any question wrong, they are out. Last
player left wins.
Auction. To earn money, use a blowgun and one
blowdart to hit a hanging target. Miss the target
and get no money, hit the outer ring for £50, the
middle ring for £100, and the bullseye for £250.

9

Various items

-----

Items:
•
•
•
•
•

A hot pizza
Burger, fries, and ketchup
Two bars of chocolate
Another burger, fries, and ketchup
Phone call home

9

Immunity

Richard

A rehash of Fast Fire from the original US season.

10

A full English breakfast, not
to be shared, delivered to
camp the next morning

Pete

A rehash of Bamboozled from the original US
season.

Richard

Dive down, retrieve one of 25 small treasure chests
scattered in the surrounding seabed, and bring it
back to the pontoon to open it. The faster players
move, the more chests they can open and the
better chance they have of winning. Whoever
opens the chest with an idol inside wins.

Richard (given to
Charlotte)

One at a time, players race along an assault course
made of assorted balance beams and similar
obstacles. After thirty seconds, or whenever they
fall off, their position will be marked. Whoever gets
the furthest wins.

10

11

11

Immunity

30 Second Assault Course

Video from loved ones

Immunity

Eve

Use a bundle of provided materials to assemble a
floating stretcher. Then, swim with it to a ‘stranded
diver’, load them onto the stretcher, and bring
them back. The first player to return to shore with
their diver and grab the Immunity Amulet wins it.
Richard and his brother (playing the part of a
stranded diver) spend the night on the Sand Spit
together, as part of him winning the reward.

12

12

A large cake

Immunity

Eve

Richard

Guess how much weight you’ve lost on the island,
with only a mirror and the knowledge of your
previous weight to help. Then, each player is
weighed. Whoever guesses closest to the actual
weight they’ve lost since they were weighed the
day before the game started wins.
A rehash of Hand On A Hard Idol from the original
US season, but with players stepping between
stumps every 30 minutes from the beginning of the
challenge.
Richard won after 14 hours. The challenge lasted 7
hours, 30 minutes before anybody dropped out, a
Survivor record.

13

Immunity

Richard

Orienteering. Using a compass, and starting in five
minute intervals, navigate to three stations, answer
a general knowledge question found there.
Incorrect answers result in a one-minute penalty at
the end of the challenge. Finally, get to the mud
volcano and use five questions with numerical
answers to locate an individualised plaque.
Whoever grabs their plaque in the quickest time
wins.
Eight questions about the other players and the
game, highest score wins.

•
•
•
•
•
13

Immunity

Charlotte

•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who were the two victims in the second
Immunity Challenge?
What’s Zoe’s partner’s name?
What does ‘Sekutu’ mean in English?
How long did James last in the final of the
first individual Reward Challenge?
What bad news from home did Mick
receive?
How many Sekutu members chose
toothbrushes as their luxury item?
In the survival trivia challenge, what did
Andy think termites were called?
Who cut the rafts from the ship on Day 1?
TIEBREAKER: Which soccer team does Pete
support?
TIEBREAKER: Who was the 7th person voted
off?
TIEBREAKER: How much weight had
Richard lost at the time of the final reward
challenge?

Ep. 6 Reward

Ep. 6
Reward/Immunity

7
6
2
8
5
10
4
9
1
3

7
9
8
4
6
3
5
1
2

=8
=3
7
=3
=8
6
1
2
=3

MISS
MISS
£50
£50
£50
£100
£100
£50

----1
-----------

=3
=5
=3
=5
2
=5
1

----1
---------

2
6
1
5
4
3

--------1
---

=3
2
5
=3
1

4
3
1
5
2

Ep. 13 Immunity #2

Charlotte
Jackie
Richard
Mick
Eve
Zoe
Pete
James
Andy
Simon

Ep. 13 Immunity #1

1
2

Ep. 12 Immunity

Jungle Assault Course

1
2

Ep. 12 Reward

The ABC Of Survival

1
DQ

Ep. 11 Immunity

Ep. 4 Immunity

2
1

30 Second Assault
Course

Ep. 4 Reward

2
1

Ep. 10 Immunity

Ep. 3 Immunity

1
2

Ep. 10 Reward

Ep. 3 Reward

1
2

Ep. 9 Immunity

1
2

Ep. 9 Reward*

Ep. 2 Immunity
1
2

Ep. 8 Immunity

Ep. 2 Reward
1
2

Ep. 8 Reward

Ep. 1 Immunity
DQ
1

Ep. 7 Immunity

Ular
Helang

DNF
2
1
DNF

1
2
3

*Cash amounts shown were the amounts earned in the blowdart portion of the challenge, pink squares show only the players who bought items (though everyone shared).

SURVIVOR US III: AFRICA
SAMBURU (ketchup red): Named after the real-life Samburu tribe, which appears at various points throughout the season.
BORAN (mustard yellow): Named for the real-life Borana tribe.
MOTO MAJI (relish green): The Swahili words for ‘fire’ and ‘water’. Suggested by Lex.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

Description

-----

Dropped off by bus/truck, tribes have a limited
amount of time to choose provided supplies and
begin hiking to camp.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

2

2

Trail Blazer

Stairway To The Stars

Safari Supper

Matches, a fire cart, and
Immunity

Blankets, canned food, and all
Day 1 supplies both tribes left
behind

Immunity

Samburu

Take a cart and cauldron along a marked course,
lighting three fires along the way.
Take five logs across an obstacle-filled path to a
tower, using them to form a staircase. One person
climbs up.

Samburu

Samburu

Linda sat out for Samburu. This is officially the first
challenge with the ‘tribes with more members
always sit people out’ rule, though it isn’t used at
eating challenges for whatever reason.
Drink a shot of cow blood mixed with milk, one
person from each tribe at a time. One point for
finishing. Highest score at the end wins. In a tie,
each tribe chooses the other’s representative for
the tiebreaker, a larger glass of pure cow blood.
Lex drank twice to account for uneven numbers.

3

Rock & Roll

100 gallons of fresh drinking
water, and organic shampoo

Boran

Roll a giant ball along a marked course to the finish
line.
Brandon and Kim P. sat out for Samburu.

3

Distress Signal

Immunity

Boran

Rehash of Distress Signal from Borneo.

4

Caught In The Web

Items used in challenge

Samburu

Run up a ramp and along a mesh net to a cargo
net, climb it to grab a hanging basket, and bring it
back. First tribe to bring their 12 baskets back wins.
Linda [?] sat out for Samburu.

4

Movin’ On Up

Immunity

Boran

Deconstruct a camp and rebuild it two hundred
yards uphill, with the assistance of two players
functioning as architects.
Teresa sat out for Samburu.

5

-----

-----

-----

Tribes send three players to an unknown task – a
tribal switch. Everyone sent (Frank, Silas, and
Teresa for Samburu; Kelly, Lex, and Tom for Boran)
switches to the opposing tribe.

5

Get Your Goat

Three egg-laying chickens and
a rooster

Boran

Move twenty colour-coded goats from a communal
pen to a smaller pen at the far end of the field.

5

Puzzle Of Shields

Immunity

Samburu

Assemble twenty shield-shaped pieces to form an
abstract ‘mask’ design on a large platform.
Boran threw the challenge to get rid of Silas.

6

Africa 102

Buffet picnic

Samburu

Another rehash of Survivor Quiz Show from
Borneo, but this time tribes sat on bleachers and
moved together. Exciting!
Tom sat out for Samburu.
Bow and flaming arrows, aiming for targets ranging
from 30 to 70 feet (9 to 21 metres) away.

6

Spearit Hunt

Immunity

Boran

Shrieking like a girl to reassert your own status as
the most flaming thing on the season is optional.
Kelly sat out for Samburu.

7

-----

-----

-----

Immediately prior to the Immunity Challenge, the
tribes are merged, and decide on the spot that
they’ll live at Boran’s camp. Only personal items
will be moved from Samburu.

7

When It Rains, It Really
Pours

Immunity

Teresa

The ‘in Soviet Union, hamburger eat YOU!’ of dunk
tanks. A bucket of water is above you, attached by
chain to a hand above your head. When your arm
drops, so does the water. Last one dry wins.
Temptations were offered.
Teresa lasted 6 hours, 20 seconds.

8

Stomp-pede

Two goats to barter with at a
Ethan (shared with Lex)
nearby village

Use an adjustable seesaw beneath a tower to
catapult nine assorted items into a basket atop the
tower.
Obviously, only the trip to the village was shared
with Lex.

8

Box Your Mind

Immunity

Ethan

Memorise a nine-box grid containing items, then
search the surrounding area for the item in a
specific box, placing it in your own grid. Players
with wrong answers are out. After two rounds, a
new grid is shown, and players must recreate the
entire thing. Most correct boxes wins.
Aside from Frank, all the women were eliminated
before the final round, and all the men were in the
final round.

9

Obstacle Course

Movie night (Out Of Africa)
with appropriate snacks

Brandon and Frank

Paired obstacle course. Cargo net A-frame,
toughnut, rope climb or ladder climb to ring a bell,
commando crawl, climb over three walls, build a
puzzle ladder, climb over a ten-foot wall, run to
finish. Two heats, winners do the same thing again
in the final.

9

Light It Up

Immunity

Lex

With a magnifying glass, sticks, and elephant crap,
make a fire that burns through a rope. Touch the
rope and you’re disqualified.

Given 20,000 Kenyan shillings, buy food. Sharing of
food and money is allowed.

10

10

Survivor Auction

African Folklore

Various items

Immunity

-----

Lex

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Coffee and croissant
Cheese and crackers
Glass of beer
Sundae
Mug of chocolate syrup
Mystery item (fried chicken dinner)
Hoagie
Mystery item (bacon, eggs, and pancakes)

Listen to a story about Samburu rites of passage,
then run around a boma to seven question
stations. Choose the right answer and smash an
ostrich egg to find a coloured strip of leather. First
player back to the start with five out of seven strips
wins.
Of the seven questions, only once was the correct
answer presented as the alternative on the player’s
left.
Loved ones answered four personal questions via
videotape. Players tried to match their answers.
One point for each correct answer, highest score
wins. (Presumably there were extra answers
recorded in the event of a tie.)

11

Know Your Loved One

Overnight stay at Masai Mara;
balloon ride

Lex (shared with Tom)

Loved ones are Kim J’s and Teresa’s husbands,
Ethan’s and Kim P’s mothers, and Lex’s and Tom’s
wives.

•
•
•
•

Questions:
The player’s most embarrassing moment
The ‘physical trait’ the player least likes
about themselves
The player’s biggest fear
The player’s greatest achievement

11

12

12

Pot Shots 2

Swahili Scramble

Second Chance

Immunity

Chevrolet Avalanche; trip to
AIDS hospital to donate

Immunity

Tom

Throwing a rungu (approx. pronunciation: Not
What Probst Came Up With) to break the others’
three hanging pots.

Lex

Swahili wordsearch. Take the letters used in more
than one word and rearrange to form the mystery
answer, with the extra assistance of a crosswordstyle clue.

Lex

The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Puzzle
ladder, climb to horizontal net, run across it, climb
back down, drag fire cart, solve shield puzzle on
platform, commando crawl, hit a target with a
flaming arrow.
Elements, in order, come from Obstacle Course,
Caught In The Web, Trail Blazer, Puzzle Of Shields,
Obstacle Course (again), and Spearit Hunt.
Eight questions about the other players and the
game. Highest score wins.

•
•
•
•
•
13

Fallen Comrades

Immunity

Kim J.
•
•
•

Questions:
What army rank did Frank reach?
Who listed ‘manipulating men’ as their
favourite hobby on their application?
Who was first to hit a target in Spearit
Hunt?
Who are the two kids in the shown photo?
Where is Jessie employed as a deputy
Sheriff?
Who has a black widow tattoo, and where?
Who are Sage Hunter and Jocelyn Rose?
Which female player has no piercings?

As it turns out, nobody cared enough about Frank
to know what Army rank he reached. (And,
surprisingly, he didn’t list ‘manipulating men’ as his
favourite hobby.)
Just for the record, neither Kelly nor Lindsey have
any piercings.

13

Hard Idol

Immunity

Kim J.

Rehash of the first season’s Hand On A Hard Idol,
with the added stipulation that players can’t lift
their feet (and are standing on two uneven stumps
instead of one larger stump).
Kim J. lasted 3 hours, 21 minutes.

Ethan
Kim J.
Lex
Tom
Teresa
Kim P.
Frank
Brandon
Kelly
Clarence
1
=7
4
=2
=5
=7
=7
=2
=5
----1
--------=4
=2
1
=2
6
=4
4
2
3
1
6
5
----1
--------1
----4
1
=2
=2

Hand Idol

Fallen Comrades

Second Chance

Pot Shots 2

---------------

Swahili Scramble

Know Your Loved
One

----1
------DQ
---

African Folklore

2
2
=3
=3
=3
=3
1
1

Auction

Light It Up

1
-----------------

Obstacle Course

Box Your Mind

3
9
4
6
1
7
5
8
10
2

Stomp-pede

When It Rains, It
Really Pours

Trail Blazer

Stairway To The Stars

Safari Supper

Rock & Roll

Distress Signal

Caught In The Web

Movin’ On Up

Get Your Goat

Puzzle Of Shields

Africa 102

Spearit Hunt

Samburu
Boran
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1

3
1
2

AUSTRALIAN SURVIVOR I: WHALER’S WAY
KADINA (sand yellow [though the show calls it green]), TIPARA (sea blue), and AURORA (silver [though everything aside from the flag is
orange]): Ships that wrecked in the area near Whaler’s Way. Merged tribe name Aurora chosen by producers.
NOTE: Whaler’s Way, located about thirty kilometres south of Port Lincoln, South Australia, is the southernmost location ever chosen for a series
of Survivor, well over 1000 kilometres farther south than the runner-up, Santa Carolina, Mozambique (used for the third South African season).
Episode

1

Title

Reward

Choice of campsite

Winner/s

Description

Kadina

Coin toss. The youngest player in the game (Jane,
also the youngest player in the show’s history) calls
it, and the result determines which tribe gets the
choice of the two campsites – one closer to the
cliffs for food, or one closer to a windmill for
water. Tribes visit the two shared facilities on
alternate days.
One player swims to a pontoon to grab the map to
camp. Then, start hiking when they return, picking
up supplies along the way.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

Matches, Immunity

-----

Run to the beach, retrieve a log, climb to the top
of the cliffs, place it over a wall of fire, return to
the beach, grab a second log, return to the fire
wall, cross over the first log while carrying the
second, position the second against a tower, walk
up it to light a torch, take the torch to a platform,
use it to light spears, throw the spears at a bonfire
downhill. First to light a fuse above their bonfire
wins.
Cancelled after the bonfires didn’t light properly in
the high winds. Both tribes were given matches as a
result, and a replacement challenge was to be held
the next day.
David sat out due to illness. Jane sat out for Tipara
to even up the numbers.

1

2

Immunity

Fishing rod, spices, cans of
Solo

Tipara

Kadina

Listen to a bunch of information about the history
of the area and answer true or false questions as a
tribe. After three questions, each tribe picks one
person to answer on behalf of the other tribe. First
wrong answer loses.
Dig up a buried treasure chest and use rollers to
get it to the top of a sand dune.
Sophie sat out for Tipara.

2

Immunity

Tipara

Six players stand on a ring-shaped platform, while
one player pulls out coloured wedges on the other
tribe’s platform, the colours to remove determined
by a spinning carnival wheel. First to fall loses.
Jeff sat out for Tipara.

3

Hammock, lanterns, two extra
pots

Kadina

Untangle a set of ropes while staying outside the
circle beneath them, tie them together and to a
dinghy, row the dinghy around a buoy and back,
drag it back to the finishing circle.
Sophie and Rob sat out for Tipara.

3

Immunity

Tipara

Take turns using an axe to chop a log holding a
crow’s nest full of crates in the air. When it falls,
use it as a beam across a gully, search for a ringer
in the crates and ring a triangle at the finish line.
Jeff and Jane sat out for Tipara.

4

Snorkelling gear, lollies

Tipara

Rehash of Treasure Chest from the original US
season, with tribe having to open their chest with
one of a group of keys hanging from a nearby
holder after bringing it back to shore.
Tipara opened their chest on their first attempt.

4

Immunity, right to participate
in follow-up Reward
Challenge

Kadina

A twist on the usual Stupid Leading The Blind
challenge – one blindfolded person (chosen by the
other tribe) must drive a Ford Escape through a
series of pillars while guided by the rest of their
tribe, all of whom can see. Knock over a gate and
someone has to run to a penalty area to grab a
ribbon before placing it under the car’s windshield
wipers.
Dude, Craig rocks.
Pull an electronic car key from a tin. Whoever gets
the working key wins the car.

4

Ford Escape

Sylvan

5

Lobster trap, spices and
sauces, an extra pot, a
Southern rock lobster

Kadina

5

Immunity

Tipara

Sylvan won the car despite not having a licence (as
revealed at the reunion, he later sold it because he
thought getting his driver’s licence was ‘too hard’).
Running and rowing to retrieve the various parts of
the reward. Horrendously boring.
Obstacle course. Rope swing, wall climb, tightrope,
steep wall climb, rope slide, around a tree, tworope traverse, water-filled tunnel swim, cargo net,
sprint to finish line.
Jane and Joel sat out for Tipara.
Roll an empty barrel down the hill, fill it with sand,
nail it shut, and roll it back up.

6

6

Phone calls home

Immunity

Tipara (shared with
Kadina)

Tipara

Tipara shared the reward with Kadina, because they
felt that Kadina’s lost nail was bad luck. (Reward
Communism is a recurring feature of the Australian
seasons for some stupid reason.)
Tribes pick one member to retrieve four tribecoloured pegs, then the final dual-coloured peg,
while harnessed to a bungy cord and racing against
the other tribe’s representative.

Both tribes are given five minutes to pack up
whatever camp supplies they can and leave for ‘the
dead tree’, where they are merged. They will be
staying at a new campsite.
7

-----

-----

----In addition to the usual snack/feast (this time,
product-placed potato chips), players get to take a
communal shower. Streaking and penis envy
optional.

7

Immunity

Craig

Arrange four puzzle pieces into a square, then run
to a group of lassos. First seven move on. Use the
lasso to hook a partially-buried shovel. First five
move on. Dig inside a marked circle for a box. First
three move on. Use the orienteering coordinates
and compass inside to find a flare. Take it to the
finishing platform and light it.
Apparently, this challenge marks the beginning of
‘the serious business end’ of the season.

8

8

Overnight stay at a Pioneer
cottage, Dell computer
package

Immunity

Everyone tells a story, the others guess whether it’s
true or false. One point for each person who
guesses wrong, highest score wins.
Naomi (shared with
Craig)

Craig

Arguably, Naomi and Craig had an advantage by
only having been around the others for four days,
with everyone else being together for the full 22
days to this point.
Hold a pole over a fire for as long as possible,
using your non-preferred arm. When the cotton on
the end of the pole ignites, you’re out.
Craig lasted 1 hour, 3 minutes, 15 seconds.

9

Pizza

Lance (shared with
everyone)

A rehash of Survivor: Borneo’s Squared Off
challenge, with the added sweeteners of getting to
eliminate a square anywhere on the board during
your turn, as well as the one you move from, and
the ability to start from any of the 81 squares on
the board.
Not surprisingly, Craig (now outnumbered seven to
one) was the first player eliminated.
One on one races to eat assorted seafood (a
pilchard, three baby squid, a plate of fish eyes) as
quickly as possible. First to finish moves on.

9

Immunity

Sophie
Players chose their own partners expecting a paired
challenge, but found out their chosen pairings
were the first round matchups.

10

Devonshire tea

Jane

Giant slingshot and painted cricket balls, aiming for
a large ring in the water. Most balls in the target
wins.
After the challenge, a whale began playing with the
props. Damn famewhory whales.
Estimating measurements. In each round, furthest
away is out.

10

Immunity

Joel

First: Something weighing one kilogram. Second:
Something one metre long. Third: One minute
(using stopwatches borrowed from a local school).
Fourth: Two litres of water from a barrel. Fifth: The
current temperature. Sixth: The current weight of
the other person remaining in the challenge.
Despite the ‘cold’ appearance of the season, it’s
over thirty degrees Celsius during the challenge.

11

Fifteen minute webcam chat
with loved ones

Joel

Move five life rings along a rope cluttered with
driftwood and other debris.
The losers got to SMS their loved ones instead.

11

Immunity

Sciona

Standing on individual floating pontoons. Only feet
can touch the platform. Temptations were offered
via remote-control boat, but players did not have
to quit the challenge to receive them if they could
reach them.
Sciona lasted 3 hours, 40 minutes.

12

Camp bed, teddy bear, choice
of minestrone or roast
chicken delivered to camp

Katie

Use a shark hook to retrieve a net with a crate
inside, smash the crate open with a rock to get a
pile of letter tiles, arrange some of them (but not
all) to correctly form the mystery word.
Yes, a teddy bear really was part of the reward.

12

Immunity

13

Ice cream with toppings,
advantage in Immunity
Challenge

Katie

First round: Blindfolded maze. First four move on.
Second round: Arrange six poles to form four
triangles. First to finish gets to choose who stands
inside each of four traps. Whoever gets the
working trap is out. Third round: A three-level
Tower Of Hanoi puzzle with life rings hooked
around poles. First to finish chooses which of three
‘tiger traps’ each player crawls into. Whoever gets
the working trap is out. Final round: Throw juggling
balls into a hollowed-out torch. First to get a ball in
chooses which of two planks over a gully each
person crosses. Whoever gets the falling plank is
out, leaving the other person as the winner.

Katie (shared with
everyone)

Use a plank to cross a grid of stumps around a
lighthouse, each with a pole attached to it. Find
your four coloured pegs and coloured flag, get to
the lighthouse, put the pegs in, climb it, and stick
your flag in the top.

Multiple-choice quiz about the season’s challenges.
For each wrong answer, move backwards one
space on the plank, eventually falling in the water.
Last one dry wins.
Katie’s advantage was that she could skip
answering any one question.
The three main elements of this challenge all later
appeared on the American version as parts of
challenges involving visiting loved ones – Pearl
Islands had walking-the-plank, Vanuatu had
challenge trivia, and an Immunity Challenge
advantage was an item up for bids at Guatemala’s
auction, which also offered a loved one visit.

•
13

Immunity

Rob

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
In total, how many logs were in the water
in the failed first Immunity Challenge?
And, as revealed in the replacement for
that challenge, what were the names of
the two Aboriginal tribes who lived in the
area?
How many votes did Jeff get when he was
voted out?
How many obstacles were there at the fifth
Immunity Challenge?
How was the treemail for the second
Immunity Challenge presented?
What was the second item picked up on
the original hike to camp?
What colour balls did Jane have in the
reward challenge she won?
How many podium wedges were there in
the second Immunity Challenge?
In the first Reward Challenge, Kadina won
a fishing rod, cans of Solo, and what else?
What colour was Jane’s pontoon during the
final challenge she competed in?

Hidden from the other players via steel walls, build
a fire to light a lantern, then hang it up as close to
38 minutes after the challenge began as possible.
13

Immunity

Rob

Tribal Council was held via a verbal vote
immediately after the (daytime) challenge. As such,
the jury was bored out of their wits watching the
challenge, much like the show’s three remaining
viewers.

Rob
Sciona
Joel
Katie
Sophie
Jane
Lance
Craig
Naomi
Caren
=3
=5
=3
2
1
=5
=5
=5
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
1
=2
7
6
1
3
5
2
4
4
1
5
2
6
3

*Katie had an advantage in the challenge.

Ep. 13 Immunity #2

4
5
3
1
2

Ep. 13 Immunity #1*

------1
---

Ep. 13 Reward

Ep. 12 Immunity

----1
-------

Ep. 12 Reward

Ep. 11 Immunity

Ep. 10 Immunity

5
4
2
7
6
3
1
8

Ep. 11 Reward

Ep. 10 Reward

2
6
3
9
5
8
4
1
7

Ep. 9 Immunity

=5
=2
=2
=5
=2
=5
=5
=5
1

Ep. 9 Reward

Ep. 8 Immunity

=2
=8
=4
=4
=2
=6
=6
1
=8
=8

Ep. 8 Reward

Ep. 7 Immunity

Ep. 1 Reward

Ep. 1 Immunity

Ep. 1 Tiebreak
Ep. 2 Reward
Ep. 2 Immunity
Ep. 3 Reward
Ep. 3 Immunity
Ep. 4 Reward #1
Ep. 4 Immunity

Ep. 4 Reward #2

Ep. 5 Reward
Ep. 5 Immunity
Ep. 6 Reward
Ep. 6 Immunity

Kadina
Tipara
1
2
XXXXX
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
Sylvan
DQ
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

------1
1
4
3
2
1
2
3

SURVIVOR US IV: MARQUESAS
ROTU (blue): Tahitian for ‘wind’.
MARAAMU (yellow): Tahitian for ‘rain’.
SOLIANTU (fuchsia): A made-up Pidgin-esque word intended to mean ‘sacred allegiance to the sun’. Chosen by Kathy and Rob.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description

1

-----

-----

-----

Given an inflatable raft and a sealed crate
containing minimal supplies (with no food or water
at all), row to camp.

1

Outrigger Fire Quest

Immunity

Rotu

Rehash of the first season’s Quest For Fire, with
tribes taking an outrigger canoe instead of a raft,
and having to take it out to the wok to light their
torches instead of already starting in the water.
In accordance with the ‘no help, suckers!’ theme of
the season, there is no form of fire as a reward this
season.

2

Do Or Dive

Snorkelling gear

Rotu

Swim out, dive down to remove rocks from a boat
on the seafloor, bail the water out when it surfaces,
and row to shore.
Robert sat out for Rotu.
Eating fafaru – fish slices covered in a rotting
marinade of sea giblets – without using hands. One
slice each, from a small trough-like bowl. In a tie,
each tribe chooses the other’s representative for
the tiebreaker, three slices.

2

Marquesan Menu

Immunity

Rotu

Apparently, Jeff Probst has experience smelling
public toilets on hot summer days. The things you
learn.
Hunter ate twice for Maraamu to even up the
numbers.

3

3

Raft Rescue

Coconut Maze Race

Choice of comfort (blankets,
pillows, and lanterns) or
sustenance (a week’s supply
of rice)

Immunity

Rotu (who chose
comfort)

Build a six-person bamboo raft for the challenge,
then row to five crates and tow them back.
Neleh and Paschal sat out for Rotu.

Rotu

Roll three coconuts through a table maze to the
centre. Four people control the corners, one is the
caller, and positions rotate after each turn.
Gina sat out for Maraamu; John, Robert, and
Tammy sat out for Rotu.
Stand on a piece of wood and flip it over to find a
new buff.

4

4

-----

Life’s A Tapestry

-----

Immunity

-----

Rotu

Kathy, Neleh, and Paschal switched from Rotu to
Maraamu; Rob, Sean, and Vecepia switched from
Maraamu to Rotu; everyone else stayed where they
were.
Slide coils of fabric around a table (a supposed
reference to weaving) to make the shown image.
John, Rob, and Sean sat out for Rotu.
A caller guides blindfolded tribe members to
retrieve fourteen puzzle pieces, then they remove
the blindfolds and work together to build two tikis.
Kathy and Gabriel were the callers.

5

Tiki Towers

Raid the losing tribe’s camp

Maraamu

Half of Rotu – Rob, Sean, Vecepia, and Zoe – sat
out.
Maraamu had two minutes to grab whatever they
could from Rotu, but had to leave behind a knife,
cooking pot, water can, the magnifying glass used
to make fire, and the tribe’s personal items.

Rehash of Distress Signal from Borneo, this time to
be judged from a boat with binoculars.
5

Distress Signal

Immunity

Maraamu

The other half of Rotu – Gabriel, John, Robert, and
Tammy – sat out.
Paschal, dressing up like a pilgrim doesn’t make
you adorable. It makes you CREEPY.
Untie two raft paddles, smash open coconuts to
find a key, unlock a chain around an outrigger, row
around a buoy and back, grabbing a flag.

6

Jungle Relay

Picnic lunch

Maraamu

Paschal and Rob started the challenge, Neleh and
Zoe joined them from the second paddle onwards.
Gina, Kathy, John, and Robert took over for the
rowing. Sean, Tammy, and Vecepia sat out.
Maraamu won after Rotu was disqualified for
breaking two separate rules.

6

Maze

Immunity

Rotu

Rehash of The Maze from Outback, with tribes
physically tied together and retrieving five rungs
for a ladder in the centre of the circular maze.
Zoe, John, and Robert sat out for Rotu.

7

-----

-----

-----

Rehash of the merge set-up from Borneo, with a
slight change – rather than taking only three camp
items with them to the new beach, the tribe
switching beaches has five minutes, with the help
of both ambassadors, to pack as much of their
camp as they can and begin rowing.
Stand on rickety pontoons for as long as possible.
Kathy won after an unknown amount of time.

7

Sea Legs

Immunity

Kathy
Starting from here, players who win an individual
Immunity Challenge can give their Immunity to
another player if they desire.

8

Go Fly A Kite

Deep-sea diving trip and
King-size Snickers

Kathy

Make a kite before the challenge, then unfurl all
the string. Yawn.

8

Tammy

Multiple-choice survival/local trivia, with players
chopping a bunch of coconuts belonging to
another player (each has three) for answering
correctly. When all your nuts drop, you’re out. Last
one left wins.

Coconut Juice

Horseride and Marquesan
feast

Paschal and Sean

Gather floating coconut clusters or individual
coconuts on the beach, and fill a three-foot tall
tube with the juice.

High Stepping

Immunity

Tammy

Single-elimination stiltwalking contest.
Dive down to retrieve a shell. The player without a
shell is eliminated. After three rounds, dive down
to find a 40-pound rock, and take it to shore.
Build a fire that’ll pop popcorn, then transport it to
a pyre.

Parang Swing

Immunity

9
9
10

Rock Bottom

Night on a cruise ship

Paschal (shared with
Neleh)

10

Virtues Of Fire

Immunity

Robert

11

Turtle Roll

Overnight stay at Soliantu

Kathy's son

Rehash of Squared Off on a 127-space hexagonal
gameboard, with added ‘skip a turn’ and ‘eliminate
a player’ spaces, and with loved ones competing
instead of people we care about.
Loved ones are Neleh’s mother, Paschal’s wife,
Vecepia’s husband, Robert’s sister, Kathy’s son, and
Sean’s friend.

11

12

Sands Of Time

Second Chance

Immunity

Saturn Vue

Vecepia

Sean

Use slingshots to break tiles on the top halves of
six hourglass-shaped structures, each with a tiki
representing one player in the bottom half. When
your tiki is completely covered in sand, you’re out.
Last player left wins.
The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Retrieve
eight puzzle pieces, assemble a tiki, crack open
coconuts and pour the juice into a tube, untie a
series of knots to release hanging stilts, stiltwalk
along a ten-foot course, smash open coconuts to
find a key and unlock a box with a slingshot, and
smash a tile above your tiki to cover it with sand.
Elements come from, in order, Tiki Towers,
Coconut Juice, Jungle Relay, High Stepping, Jungle
Relay (again), and Sands Of Time.

12

Marquesan Folklore

Immunity

Kathy

Listen to a story about Keikahanui, a legendary
crossdressing warrior (yeah, I don’t know either),
then answer questions about it at marked stations
around some ruins, retrieving tikis for a necklace.
Once again, the correct answer is the choice on the
player’s left only once.
Questions about the eliminated players and the
game. First to score ten points wins.
The infamous Purple Rock Of Doom tiebreaker
immediately followed this challenge.

•

13

Fallen Comrades

Immunity

Vecepia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13

Hand Idol

Immunity

Neleh

Questions:
Two points: Name the first Immunity
Challenge Rotu lost, and who was voted
out.
What is Sean’s girlfriend’s name?
Who wants to work for the New York
Times?
What was Rob’s excuse for leaving home
to be on Survivor?
Who was the 1997 national watermelonseed-spitting champion?
Whose necklace is Probst holding?
How many siblings does Sean have?
Whose American flag (America! WOO!)
bellyring is Probst holding?
What is Tammy’s fiancée’s name?
In which military branch did John train to
be a nurse?

Rehash of Africa’s Hard Idol, with an added pond
beneath the pedestals.
Neleh lasted 4 hours, 31 minutes.

Vecepia
Neleh
Kathy
Paschal
Sean
Robert
Tammy
Zoe
John
Rob

Maze
1
2
=3
=3

Hand Idol

Jungle Relay

7
--8
--2
7
--5
1
----10
--3
--=5
5
--3
2
----1
1
7
--=5
FINAL
--1
3
--1
8
--5
1
=3
1
--6
6
----6
--9
1
=5
6
--4
5
1
--9
--2
--=5
FINAL
1
2
4
3
--1
--1
FINAL
--5
--4
--=3
2
--6
4
*For this challenge, the players’ loved ones competed in their place. Their results are shown.

Fallen Comrades

2
1

Marquesan Folklore

Distress Signal

1
2

Second Chance

Tiki Towers

1
2

Sands Of Time

Life’s A Tapestry

1
2

Turtle Roll*

2
1

Virtues Of Fire

Coconut Maze Race
2
1

Rock Bottom

Raft Rescue
2
1

High Stepping

Marquesan Menu
2
1

Coconut Juice

Do Or Dive
2
1

Parang Swing

Outrigger Fire Quest
2
1

Go Fly A Kite

Sea Legs

Maraamu
Rotu

2
1
3

SURVIVOR UK II: PANAMA
NORTH ISLAND (red) and SOUTH ISLAND (blue): Self-explanatory, based on the tribe’s positions relative to each other.
COLUMBUS (no set colour): Named after the explorer, who discovered much of the Bocas del Toro archipelago. The person who proposed it is
unknown. Since the tribe has no official colour, purple (as a median between red and blue) is used in the table following this list.
Episode

1

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Immunity

Winner/s

Description

-----

Prior to boarding the boat to their new home, each
player is given a sealed envelope and told not to
open it. As they approach, the identical, meagre
sets of supplies both tribes will receive are shown.
When the boat eventually drops anchor, players
open their envelopes to reveal their tribe, and have
90 seconds to put on their tribal colours and
lifejackets, get their supplies overboard, cut away
their tribal canoe, and begin rowing to their island.

North Island

Obstacle course. Starting on one side of an island,
run along an uphill path through the jungle to a
clearing, crawl under a cargo net spanning the
width of a bog, then run up the hill to a lookout
tower. Two players climb it to unhook a hanging
basket from the rope keeping it in place, then one
more uses the rope to pull the chest along a zipline
to a second platform. While they do so, the other
five tribe members go through a muddy tunnel,
climb up and over a fence, cross a balance beam,
and go over a second fence to reach the same
second platform. They must climb up it and detach
the 250-pound chest from the zipline, lower it to
the ground, and carry it down the hill to a
plankless bridge, moving it from one ramp to the
other, before continuing down to the finish beach,
where they use the matches inside to light a torch,
and one player take the torch to a beacon in the
water, lighting it.
North Island won after South Island was
disqualified because Susannah walked around the
final wall.

All of the items taken during
the challenge (a wok, biscuits,
chocolate, toiletries, two
extra tins of food) and a
bucket for water

2

North Island

One tribe member is taken away. The rest must
ride a local canoe down a creek loaded (with
‘valuable items’ hanging at various points) to reach
them, stopping to pick up their tribe flag and
whatever ‘valuable items’ they deem important
along the way. Untie the hostage, row to the finish
beach, and raise the tribe flag.
Meeta sat out for North Island.
One pair at a time, hang by your hands from a bar
over the water for as long as possible. Tribe with
the highest cumulative time for its five
participating players wins.

2

Hanging Around

Immunity

North Island
Helen sat out for North Island.
North Island’s cumulative time was 6 minutes, 29
seconds.

3

The leg of lamb from the
challenge, a diver’s knife, and
snorkelling gear

South Island

Each tribe has a chest containing a large block of
ice. Inside the ice are a leg of lamb and a tribe flag.
Using whatever methods possible, (which may or
may not include provided ice-handling gloves and a
fire pit), melt the ice enough to retrieve the flag
and raise it up a flagpole. No smashing the ice
apart.
Dave and Tayfun sat out for North Island.

3

Immunity

South Island

Relay. One player swims out to two beams, diving
beneath both, then retrieves a colour-coded conch
shell from the seabed just past the second beam
before returning. First tribe to bring back all four
conch shells wins.
Helen and Meeta sat out for North Island.

One tribe member spends the day at the opposing
tribe’s camp, trying to learn as much information
as possible. At the challenge, these two players
answer a series of questions. First player to answer
a question incorrectly loses.
Beer, snacks, and a karaoke
machine

4

South Island

•
•
•
•

4

Immunity

South Island

Questions:
Who cut free the other tribe’s canoe from
the boat on Day 1?
Which member of the other tribe works in
the emergency services?
How many members of the other tribe are
now (or have ever been) married?
Who is the youngest person on the other
tribe, and how old are they?

Rehash of Tucker’d Out from Survivor: The
Australian Outback, but with different food
(obviously). As before, in a tie, each tribe chooses
the other’s representative for the tiebreaker – two
white worms, two locusts, and a live crab.
John ate twice for South Island to even up the
numbers.

5

5

-----

Breath Holding

-----

A fresh set of clothes, their
clothes laundered, their
luxury item, and the right to
choose two of the other
players’ luxury items to take
back to camp

-----

Tribes leave their beach and row to what will be
their new island. Arriving at different locations on
the island, they hike through the jungle to a
waterfall, where they are merged. They will then
hike to their new beach.

Drew and Susannah
(dead heat)

Four players at a time dive down to a log
embedded two feet above the seabed and try to
hold their breath for as long as possible. The two
players who last the longest out of all eight
(regardless of which heat they were in) compete in
the final, which involves diving down and pulling a
rope to retrieve a log fifty feet away. First to
surface with their log wins.

6

Broken Spears

Knife and fork, two dishes,
sleeping bag, and a choice of
three tins of unrevealed food

Drew

Basically, four players stand on the corners of a 4 x
4 gameboard, while the other 12 squares have
spears, three for each player in the round. Players
take turns moving to adjacent squares, breaking a
spear if they move to a square with an intact one.
Players can try and convince the others not to
move to ‘their’ squares. Once a player’s three
spears are smashed, they’re out. Two heats, with
the last two participants in each heat moving on to
the final. Last player left with a spear intact wins.
Possibly the most unclear challenge in Survivor
history.

6

Log Stand

Immunity

Jonny

A rehash of the Episode 7 Immunity Challenge
from the previous season. This time, the log
appears to be a bit flatter and thus easier to
balance on.
Jonny won after a touch over 24 hours.

7

7

Luxury dinner evening away
from camp

Immunity

John (shared with
Bridget)

Enter a bat-and-spider-filled cave, retrieve a spider
barehanded, and take it to your jar outside the
cave entrance. Most spiders caught after 15
minutes wins.

John

First round: Multiple-choice survival trivia. Give a
one-kilogram sandbag to another player for every
correct answer. Second round: Carrying the
sandbags (both earned and the ones kept from
wrong answers) in a backpack, go under and over
two hurdles, climb up and over a cargo net, down
a steep hill, across a makeshift log bridge, up the
other side, over a fence, over and under two more
hurdles, and to the finish. Fastest player wins.

8

8

A fishing trip with beer

Ever-Decreasing Targets

Immunity

Drew and Jonny

A caller guides their blindfolded teammate to cross
a beam over the water, swim to a second, climb it
and cross, swim to a third, and climb it and cross.
Each beam has three ‘skittles’ on it, and 10 seconds
is added for each skittle knocked into the water.
One pair plays at a time, with the others taken out
of sight so as to not give any hints away. Pair with
the fastest time wins.

Dave

Use a bow and two arrows to hit a hanging stump
target. Miss both times and you’re out. From the
second round on, only one shot each, and the
target gets smaller each time. Last player remaining
wins.
A rehash of When It Rains, It Really Pours from
Survivor: Africa, with players holding not one but
both hands above their heads.

Bed for the night and cooked
breakfast

9

John

Dave is the first person in Survivor history to be
forced to quit an endurance challenge by the
show’s medical personnel.
John’s winning time is unknown (but over two
hours).

9

Family Values

Immunity, 30 minutes with
your loved one

Jonny

Walk down five paths to find a player’s loved one.
Identify them, the player they’re related to, their
relationship, and their age, writing all the
information on a provided sheet of paper. One
point for each correct piece of information (total
of 20 points available), highest score wins. No
conversation or physical contact with loved ones
during the challenge.
Jonny’s loved one is his girlfriend.

10

10

Care package from loved
ones

Immunity

John, Jonny, and
Susannah (tied)

A rehash of the episode 12 Reward Challenge from
the previous season, except this time weights are
measured in kilograms rather than pounds.

John

Orienteering. With each player dropped off at a
different point on an island, hike to the centre to
reach the Immunity Amulet, using only a compass.

Starting from the far end of a row of numbered
stumps, answer trivia questions about the jury
members and the game. Take a step forward for a
correct answer. First to reach #5 wins.

A pen and paper for an hour
to write a jury speech, and
the choice of a pizza of
choice delivered or a phone
call to a person of choice

11

•
Susannah

•
•
•

•
•

11

Your Time Is Up

Immunity

Susannah

Questions:
What did North Island win at the first
Reward Challenge?
In Ever-Decreasing Targets, the bows were
made from the wood of which local tree?
Who is a qualified SCUBA-diving
instructor?
At the end of Family Values, Dave shouted
‘What is the score?’ to his son. What WAS
the score?
What is Alastair’s star sign?
How many meals were had after players
quit the Log Stand?

Sitting inside a circle without communicating with
each other, estimate without using any tangible
objects for assistance when an hour has passed,
then grab a torch, light it on a fire, and leave the
circle. Closest to an hour wins.
In a surprise twist, the winner of Immunity is not
revealed until Tribal Council.

2
--------1
----1
4
2
5
8
7
3
6
5
4
1
7
6
2
3
1
=3
2
5
=3
=1
=1
=1
4
----1
---

Your Time Is Up

Ep. 10 Immunity

2
4
1
5
3

Ep. 11 Reward

Ep. 10 Reward

=3
=5
2
=3
1
=5

Family Values

1
2
2
3
3
1

Ep. 9 Reward

Ever-Decreasing
Targets

=5
=5
1
4
2
=5
3

Ep. 8 Reward

Ep. 7 Immunity

Log Stand

4
=1
5
8
7
=1
3
6

Ep. 7 Reward

Broken Spears

Jonny
Susannah
John
Bridget
Dave
Drew
Alastair
Helen
Breath Holding

Ep. 1 Immunity

Ep. 2 Reward

Hanging Around

Ep. 3 Reward

Ep. 3 Immunity

Ep. 4 Reward

Ep. 4 Immunity

North Island
South Island
1
DQ
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

3
1
2
2
1
3

SURVIVOR US V: THAILAND
CHUAY GAHN (orange): Thai for ‘helpfully’.
SOOK JAI (purple): Thai for ‘happily’.
CHUAY JAI (gold): A combination of the names Chuay Gahn and Sook Jai. The person who proposed it is unknown (but it happened two
episodes prior to the merge as part of the twist).
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Players introduce themselves, then the two oldest
choose their own tribes, alternating between men
and women. Before they do, they choose their
tribe names and beaches, based only on a cryptic
clue and the buffs. Once tribes are chosen, they’ll
row longboats filled with minimal supplies to their
beach.
Jan’s choices, in order, are Ted, Helen, John,
Ghandia, Brian, Tanya, and Clay. Jake’s choices, in
order, are Stephanie, Ken, Penny, Jed, Shii Ann,
Robb, and Erin.

1

2

Flying Your Flag

Palanquin Slalom

Immunity

Lantern and fishing gear

Sook Jai

Sook Jai

Row around an island, stopping at three stations –
rope maze, diving, and sliding knife puzzle – to
gather flags, then back to the starting pontoon.
One person sits in a palanquin and directs the
blindfolded team to carry them around a figureeight course, untying bags as they go.
Stephanie sat out for Sook Jai.

2

Floating Puzzle

Immunity

Sook Jai

Swim to giant puzzle pieces, unclip one, and bring
it back, to form a lotus. One player stays on the
puzzle to help solve it.
Shii Ann sat out for Sook Jai.

3

Pilfering Pirates

Two survival experts’
assistance for 24 hours

Run over floating balance beams, grab a basket
from a boat, and come back. First to ten wins.
There’s an Attack Zone in the middle of the course
for physical contact, but both players must be
inside it when contact occurs.
Chuay Gahn
Chuay Gahn won after four of Sook Jai’s six players
– including the career law-enforcer – were
disqualified for breaking the rules.
Jake and Erin sat out for Sook Jai.

3

Temple Transfer

Immunity

Chuay Gahn

A giant six-level Tower of Hanoi puzzle. (You will
note that Hanoi is the capital city of Vietnam, and
has nothing to do with Thailand.)
Ken and Penny sat out for Sook Jai.
Take a 250-pound doll around a small island.

4

New Tribe Member

Bananas and chickens

Sook Jai
Shii Ann sat out for Sook Jai.
Tangrams – first a fire, then a temple to represent
Tribal Council.

4

Tan-dy Gram

Immunity

Sook Jai

Two people do each puzzle. It appears there was
an unshown third puzzle – why else would
Stephenie be the only person mentioned as sitting
out, when Erin and Robb for Sook Jai and Brian and
Helen for Chuay Gahn are also doing nothing?
Another ‘all of Asia has the same culture’
challenge.

5

-----

-----

-----

Before the challenge, players were given one
minute to decide if they wanted to switch tribes.
Unsurprisingly, nobody took the offer.
Given $1000 American currency, bid on food items.
Obviously, no sharing between tribes.

5

Survivor Auction

Various food items

----If events really happened in the order they were
shown, tribes alternated purchasing items.

Sort a huge pile of fish into four baskets – squid,
trevally, barramundi, and silverfish.
5

6

Catch Of The Day

Wicker Flicker

Immunity

Thai feast

Chuay Gahn

Sook Jai

Erin and Ken sat out for Sook Jai, depriving us of
the joy of seeing fish flailing inside Erin’s bikini
(and Ken’s pants).
One player uses a giant slingshot to launch balls
down the beach, the others use baskets to try and
catch them. First to five catches wins.
Shii Ann sat out for Sook Jai.

6

Thai 21

Immunity

Chuay Gahn

Take 1, 2, or 3 flags from a group of 21 flags. Take
the last flag and you win. Simple. And boring.
Robb sat out for Sook Jai.

7

-----

-----

-----

Tribes get five coloured paints and must paint
themselves, one colour per person. The members
of each tribe with the same colours must choose a
basket containing either lunch, or instructions to
visit one of the camps. Later, the camp-visitors
must choose which beach both tribes will live at.
The word ‘merge’ or any variant thereof is quite
clearly never said. (Besides, what exactly is ‘very
different’ about a merge, given it’s happened at
this point every season?)

7

Prison Break

Immunity

Chuay Gahn

Handcuffed and shackled inside a large cage, use
the sticks and twine in the cell to build a pole.
Retrieve fifteen keys and use them to unlock the
assorted shackles (one key per lock) and dig under
the cage wall to freedom.

Breathe through a fixed bamboo snorkel for as
long as possible. The tribe with the highest
cumulative time won. An interesting variation on
endurance challenges, but not a very good one.
8

Breathing Space

Immunity

Chuay Gahn
Chuay Gahn’s cumulative time is unknown.
Naval swimming instructor Helen sat out for Chuay
Gahn.

9

9

9

10

-----

Wicker Ball Relay

Thai Numbers

Knock Out

-----

Video from loved ones

Immunity

-----

Immediately before the challenge, the tribes are
finally merged. They will return to Chuay Gahn
beach, where they’d already been living as two
tribes.

Brian

In randomly-determined pairs. One person climbs a
ladder to grab a machete wrapped in burlap, the
other unwraps it and chops through a log. Take the
wicker ball that drops and squeeze it through a
long fishnet tubing winding through horizontal
ladders. Cargo net, horizontal net run, net slide,
place the ball onto a ball pyramid at the finish line.
Two heats with two pairs, winners move on.
Winners of the second round split for the final –
use seven clusters of wicker balls to assemble a
pyramid.

Clay

Memorise the Thai characters representing
numbers 1 to 9 and show the correct character
when asked to move on. Wrong answers result in
elimination. When only two remain, use the Thai
numerals to navigate a grid of sand piles searching
for ten placards with further directions. First to
find all ten wins.

Form pairs, player without a partner is out. Blown
bridge, first two pairs across move on. Commando
crawl, first three to finish move on. Wall climb with
Elephant-riding trip and lunch Brian (shared with Clay)
the assistance of another player, first two over
move on. Long bamboo balance beam, first across
wins.

A rehash of Parang Swing from Marquesas, with
questions about Thai culture and (oddly enough)
geography, and players snuffing torches instead of
chopping coconuts.
10

Snuff It

Immunity

Helen
Great work ordering the questions, guys.
Immediately following a question about the
meaning of the name Bangkok with ‘What is the
capital city of Thailand?’ Really?

11

Thai Menu

Overnight stay at Chuay Jai

Helen's husband

Loved ones participate in an eating challenge. For
the first two rounds – a spoonful of ants, and a
water roach – just get it down to move on. The
third round is three live grubs, and only the two
fastest move on. In the fourth round, players must
eat a boiled tarantula within a minute to move on,
or lose reward. For the tiebreaker, eat a cooked
scorpion.
Notable as the only challenge in history where it
was designed to be possible for nobody to win.
Loved ones are Brian’s, Clay’s, and Jake’s wives,
Helen’s husband, Ted’s brother, and Jan’s son.

11

Cube Crisis

12

Letter Hunt

12

Step On Up

Immunity

Ted and his brother

Tied at the wrist with your loved one, retrieve eight
colour-coded puzzle pieces from a communal pile
and use them to make a 3x3x3 cube.

YOU ARE STANDING ON THE FIRST LETTER. After
eventually remembering this simple and repeated
note, search a trough of placards for Letter #2,
untie a hanging Letter #3 from a flagpole, climb a
Chevrolet Trailblazer, trip to a
cargo net for Letter #4, untie hanging bags until
Ted (shared with Helen)
spa, Thai feast
you find Letter #5, pull one of a group of ropes to
drag Letter #6, use the attached key to open a
treasure chest, and grab the final two letters. Then
arrange the eight letters to form the two mystery
words – RAOD TRIP. Uh, I mean, ROAD TRIP.
Immunity

Brian

Build a puzzle staircase, one partially completed
stair at a time. Yawn.

13

Try Again

Immunity

Brian

The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Dig up a
wicker ball from a sand mound, cross a bamboo
balance beam, push the ball through fishnet tubing
snaking along a horizontal ladder, place the ball on
a torch, solve a sliding puzzle and chop down a bag
of supplies, go behind a fence and use the supplies
to make a pole, retrieve a key and unlock the gate,
eat a mystery food item – a boiled tarantula.
Elements come from, in order, Thai Numbers,
Knock Out, Wicker Ball Relay, Flying Your Flag,
Prison Break, and Thai Menu.

13

Slip Through Your
Fingers

Held in a traditional Thai dancing pose by braces,
keep six coins balanced in the gaps between your
fingers for as long as possible.
Immunity

Brian
Best. Final Challenge. EVER.
Brian won after 13 minutes.

Brian
Clay
Jan
Helen
Ted
Jake
Penny
Ken
Letter Hunt

Step On Up

6
=3
=3
1
=3
2
--------1
----------1
1
---------

their place. Their results are shown.

1
-------

Slip Through Your
Fingers

Try Again

Cube Crisis

1
=4
1
4
=3
1
2
6
=5
=4
=5
3
2
=4
=5
1
=5
=4
3
2
=5
=4
7
5
=5
3
4
7
=3
2
*For this challenge, the players’ loved ones competed in
Thai Menu*

Snuff It

Knock Out

Thai Numbers

Wicker Ball Relay

Flying Your Flag

Palanquin Slalom

Floating Puzzle

Pilfering Pirates

Temple Transfer

New Tribe Member

Tan-dy Gram

Survivor Auction

Catch Of The Day

Wicker Flicker

Thai 21

Prison Break

Breathing Space

Chuay Gahn
Sook Jai
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
----1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2

1
2
3

SURVIVOR US VI: THE AMAZON
JABURU (yellow): Refers to the Jabiru stork, a common local bird species.
TAMBAQUI (blue): A common local species of fish.
JACARÉ (red): Portuguese for ‘crocodile’. Proposed by Deena.
Episode

1

1

Title

-----

Unchained

Reward

-----

Immunity

Winner/s

Description

-----

Divided into tribes of men and women, row to
camp, where a crate containing a small amount of
supplies, and a locked box (with instructions not to
open it until told) awaits.

Jaburu

Get through a toughnut while harnessed together,
use a stick to retrieve a key from a hanging log,
split into two groups of four, horizontal net run,
decoder wheel puzzle for one group of four, grab
the correct key, split into four pairs, long balance
beam, unwind fabric to release key, two players
complete a jigsaw puzzle, grab the right key, one
person climbs a ladder, rides a zipline to the final
key, grabs it, and runs back to unlock a gate,
allowing the team to run to the finish.
With the exception of Janet (6th) and Jeanne (7th)
switching, the first four people on each rope at the
beginning of the challenge did the decoder wheel
puzzle, while the back two did the jigsaw.
Retrieve thirty planks and arrange them on a
platform to make a traditional image.

2

Flip Out

Jar of fishing bait

Jaburu

Due to sun glare and trees, we never once get a
shot where the entire completed puzzle is visible.
Deaf Christy sat out for Jaburu. (She could
probably have still done better than Tambaqui.)

2

Total Recall

Immunity

Tambaqui

Observe a mock shack and answer questions about
it. Highest score after ten questions wins.
Shawna sat out for Jaburu.

3

3

4

Matchmaker

The Great Escape

Light My Fire

Toiletries

Immunity

A refrigerator stocked with
Coca-Cola

Jaburu

Go Fish with boxes containing assorted bathroom
items. First to 18 pairs (out of a possible 35) wins.

Jaburu

From inside a cage, untie knots to release a
machete, untie ten more knots to release a sliding
board, use the machete to chop the final rope
holding the board in place, slide it out to release a
pole, use the pole to reach three keyrings hanging
outside the cage, use the attached keys to open a
panel on the roof.

Tambaqui

Use flint and steel to make a fire big enough to
burn through a rope, releasing a section of flag.
Move the fire to a second station, doing the same
thing, and so on until all four flag sections are
lowered.
Jenna sat out for Jaburu.

4

Gone Fishin’

Immunity and all fish caught
in the challenge

Tambaqui

In one hour, and with provided fishing equipment,
catch as many fish inside a fertile fishing area as
possible. Biggest haul wins.
Shawna sat out for Jaburu.

5

-----

-----

-----

As the youngest members of their tribes, Jenna and
Dave are told to row to a location marked on a
provided map. There, they’ll get to spend the night
in a set-up similar to the ambassador’s retreat used
for the Borneo and Marquesas merges. The next
morning, they will take turns to choose their new
tribes, alternating genders, before returning to
their own tribes to deliver the news.
Alex, Rob, and Matthew switch from Tambaqui to
Jaburu; Heidi, Christy, and Jeanne switch from
Jaburu to Tambaqui; everyone else stays on their
own tribes.

Find the names of five pictured animals (from a
group of ten) inside a wordsearch, then paddle
around the small island to retrieve the five flags
with matching images.

5

Up The Creek

Immunity

Jaburu

For those playing along, ‘toucan’, ‘piranha’,
‘anaconda’, ‘iguana’, and ‘tarantula’ are in the grid;
‘jaguar’, ‘crocodile’, ‘monkey’ (or whatever it is),
‘sloth’, and ‘mosquito’ are not.
Note that in the wordsearch used as treemail, the
words ‘paddle’, ‘practice’, ‘brawn’, ‘immunity’, and
‘animals’ are circled, but the word ‘brains’ (on the
third row across) is not.

6

Log Jam

Spices, fruits and vegetables

Tambaqui

Log-rolling competition, randomly determined
same-sex matchups. Winners score a point. First to
five wins.
Deena sat out for Jaburu.

6

Piranha Feast

Immunity

Tambaqui

Ten minutes to rip shreds of meat from a hanging
slab of beef and place it into a basket for weighing.
Heaviest basket wins.
Jenna sat out for Tambaqui.

7

-----

-----

-----

Tribes finally get the key to their locked box via
treemail. Inside are instructions to abandon the
camp and row to a location marked on the
accompanying map. There, Probst informs them
they are merged. They’ll live at a new location.
Players must stand on an individual 4’x12’ plank of
wood above the water. The last player left wins.
Temptations are offered.

7

Perch

Immunity

Deena

Jenna and Heidi got naked for chocolate and
peanut butter, Alex and Dave did not. Shame.
Deena won after 2 hours and 40 minutes.

8

Mud Bungee

Bath and dessert

Dave (shared with
Deena)

In groups of three, retrieve five coloured flags in a
mud pit while attached to a bungy cord. The
winning team moves onto the final round – on
your own, retrieve three flags.
Rehash of Parang Swing from Marquesas, with
questions about Amazonian (and Brazilian) culture.
Players each have a mask (which they’ve decorated
in their own likeness) held in place in front of a
battering ram. Three chops and the battering ram
smashes the mask.

8

Face Off

Immunity

Jenna

It’d probably be easier for the players to tell Probst
what guarana is if he was pronouncing it correctly.
Not only is Jenna the only person to win the threestrikes challenge and then go on to win the season,
she’s also the only person to win the challenge and
score ANY votes at the Final Tribal Council.

9

9

Weapons

Amazon Menu

Afternoon at a makeshift
coffee bar

Immunity

Hit a target with a blowdart. The four players
closest to the centre move onto the second round,
Alex (shared with Jenna) throwing spears. The two closest climb a tower for
the final round, trying to hit the target with a bow
and arrow. The player closest to the centre wins.

Matthew

First round: Amazonian grasshopper. First six to
finish move on. Second round: 10 live coconut
worms. First four move on. Third round: Five
beetles. First two move on. Final round: Live
Amazonian beetle larva. First to finish wins.

Rehash of Survivor Auction from The Australian
Outback, but with $500 American instead of $500
Australian, and different food items. This change is
permanent from this point on, with only the items
offered changing from auction to auction. This one
is also the first appearance of the ‘do you want to
switch this item you bought for this other item?’
offer.

10

Survivor Auction

Various items

-----

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Slice of cheesecake
Mystery item (manioc flour) or second
mystery item (lasagne)
Burger and fries
Peanut butter and chocolate
Scrambled eggs, bacon, pancakes, and
extra mystery item (futon and pillow)
Protein bar
Protein shake
Chocolate cake
Steak and baked potato
Letter from home
Another letter from home

Answer questions about the players in the game,
then try and guess the answers most commonly
given for the same questions. First to five points
wins.

10

Touchy Subjects

Immunity

Rob

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who would you trust with your life?
Who uses sex appeal as a weapon?
Who is the most honest?
Who would never survive on their own?
Who needs therapy?
Who would you most like to see pose
nude?
Who do you have a crush on?

Dig up a paddle hidden beneath a group of sand
mounds. Take one of four local canoes, paddle to a
floating crate, read the multiple choice trivia
question, choose the bag corresponding to the
correct answer, paddle to the other side of the
river, open the bag at one of two solving stations,
solve the Anaconda puzzle (if the wrong answer
was chosen, the pieces will be black, and players
must return). First to solve the puzzle wins.
11

Paddle

One-hour loved one visit

Matthew

The only challenge in history with players booted
in stages that doesn’t stop between stages.
After the challenge, Matthew got an offer: Give up
his visit so the others could all have ten minutes
with their loved one at a shared picnic. He did, and
got an overnight stay at an Amazonian village with
his mother as a result.
Loved ones are Heidi’s, Matthew’s, and Rob’s
mothers, Jenna’s father, Butch’s wife, and Christy’s
boyfriend.

11

12

Shoot ‘N’ Shuffle

Try Again

Immunity

Saturn Ion, tailgate barbecue
lunch

Jenna (given to Heidi)

Matthew (shared with
Rob)

Use slingshots to break hanging plates with
shuffleboard discs attached. After ten shots, take
all of your discs (smashed by yourself, or by
someone else) and use them on a shuffleboard
table painted like South America. Player closest to
the X (representing their current location) wins.
The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Untie a
series of knots to open a gate, flip over seven
puzzle pieces and arrange them to form a
traditional image, rope swing across a gully,
decoder wheel puzzle, grab the corresponding key,
unlock a flying fox, and slide down to retrieve the
final key.
Elements come from The Great Escape, Flip Out,
the upcoming Out On A Limb, and Unchained.
(Yep, only four challenges, one of which hasn’t
even happened yet.)

12

13

Out On A Limb

Braille Maze

Immunity

Immunity

Matthew

Ropes course. Five obstacles – rope tunnel, rope
swing, disc walk, swing steps, V tunnel – each
heading outwards from the centre. Retrieve a
coloured feather at each and hang it around the
centre pole. First to get all five wins.

Jenna

Blindfolded, move through a maze using
guideposts for assistance, searching for four
medallions representing earth, air, fire, and water.
First to get all four and return to the centre wins.
Prior to the challenge, build and decorate a
headdress. At Tribal Council, stand on a tiny plank
holding the headdress (now attached by beads to a
collar around your neck) above your head for as
long as possible.

13

Will Power

Immunity

Jenna

Jenna’s winning time is unknown, but presumably
would have been shorter if chocolate and peanut
butter were on offer.
This is the only time in the American version where
the Torch Walk Of Booted Losers doesn’t
immediately proceed the final challenge.

Piranha Feast
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Braille Maze

Up The Creek

2
1

Out On A Limb

Gone Fishin’

2
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Try Again

Light My Fire

1
2

Shoot ‘N’ Shuffle

The Great Escape

2
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Paddle

Matchmaker

2
1

Touchy Subjects

Total Recall

1
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Auction

Flip Out

1
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Amazon Menu

Unchained

2
1

Weapons
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Face Off

Jenna
Matthew
Rob
Butch
Heidi
Christy
Alex
Deena
Dave
Roger

1
2

Mud Bungee

Perch

Jaburu
Tambaqui

1
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2

SURVIVOR US VII: PEARL ISLANDS
DRAKE (blue) and MORGAN (orange): References to pirates Henry Morgan and Sir Francis Drake, two of the three most famous pirates who
looted Panama.
OUTCASTS (violet): Named in reference to the fact that its members had been cast out from Drake and Morgan.
BALBOA (black): Named after an injured snake RUPERT! nursed, who in turn was named after either the currency of Panama or after Vasco
Nunez de Balboa, the other of the three Panama-looting pirates. Proposed by RUPERT! (obviously).
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
Jump from a ship, swim to shore, and purchase
whatever you can for 100 Panamanian balboas,
keeping some to pay for the boat ride to the
island, where there are NO supplies at all.

1

-----

-----

-----

In addition to not being provided with supplies,
they will not be provided with the luggage they’ve
packed, and will play the game with only the
clothes they’re wearing.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

Cannon Carry

Immunity

Drake

Haul a cannon through a natural obstacle course
(and fence), dismantling and reassembling it as
necessary. One person takes the tribe flag, another
takes a lit torch.
Probst, there actually probably are some people
who wouldn’t mind seeing naked men on
television.
Retrieve five items from the seafloor, put them in a
submerged treasure chest, and bring the chest to
shore.

2

Bountiful Chest

Loot one item from the other
tribe; piece of treasure map

Drake

The editors compensate for Probst’s premiere
remark by showing us Ryan O. in all his, um, glory.
Both rewards will be continued until the merge.
Sandra sits out for Drake. Later, she loots Morgan’s
tarp.

2

All Tied Up

Immunity

Drake

One person sits on a raft with their hands tied, two
more are draped across it, hands also tied. The rest
of the tribe pulls the other tribe’s raft out to sea
with a rope and pulley, while the three hostages
untie themselves, take the ropes and a bamboo
tube from the raft, and swim to shore. Then, open
the tube to find compass coordinates, cross the
ropes on a marked circle of sand with the
corresponding coordinates, and dig to find a flag.
Put the flag in your flagpole and raise it to win.
Christa sat out for Drake.

3

3

Sprung A Leak

Pull Your Weight

Mattress, pillows, blankets;
loot one item from losing
tribe; piece of treasure map

Immunity

Drake

Sink the other tribe’s two boats (each with three
people inside) any way necessary. Once your own
boat sinks, you’re out of the challenge.
Jon and Michelle sat out for Drake. Later, Christa
looted a pot from Morgan.

Drake

One person’s harnessed to a rope above the water.
Hold them up for as long as possible. Every five
minutes, the player pulling at the front of the rope
must let go.
Burton and Trish sat out for Drake.

4

4

Float-It Notes

Boarding Party

Sewing machine and material;
loot one item from losing
tribe; piece of treasure map

Immunity, right to kidnap a
member of the losing tribe
until after the next challenge

Grab sixteen puzzle pieces buried in the sand and
tied up underwater, then solve the puzzle.
Drake

Christa, Michelle, and Shawn sat out for Drake.
Later, Trish looted a lantern from Morgan, and
Drake found their buried treasure.
Checkers on the water, with balance beams
between spaces and players trying to push each
other off in order to stay on the grid.

Morgan

Burton, RUPERT!, and Trish sat out for Drake.
Morgan kidnapped RUPERT! As a consequence, he
missed Tribal Council, and couldn’t be voted out.

5

Paddle For Paddles

Bush shower, toiletries,
cooking pot, rain jackets, and
two water cans; loot one item
from losing tribe; piece of
treasure map

Morgan

Row to one of four floating crates, where one
person dives down to grab two ladder rungs. Once
all eight are collected, row back to shore. One
person runs to an old well to pull up a bucket with
an idol inside, bringing it back. Meanwhile, the rest
build a puzzle ladder with the rungs gathered and
the two side panels. Then, the runner climbs it with
the idol. First runner to the top wins.
Since RUPERT! was still with Morgan, nobody had
to sit out, because tribe numbers were even. Later,
Andrew looted a bag of rice from Drake.

5

Survivor Smoothies

Immunity

Morgan

Spinning wheel of seafood items, which will be
blended into a smoothie when spun up. In a tie,
each tribe choose the other’s representative for
the tiebreaker, which involves six of the twelve
items on the wheel.
Andrew and Ryan O. had to drink twice for Morgan
due to the uneven numbers.

6

Ready, Aim, Fire

Grill, spices, lobsters, steaks;
loot one item from losing
tribe; piece of treasure map

Drake

Use cannons to hit four targets on the beach. Not
necessarily the Worst Challenge Ever, but definitely
one of the Most Boring.
Later, Jon looted a pot from Morgan (and washed
his hair).
Three players hold poles over their shoulders, the
other two add ten-pound sandbags on either side
of one of the other tribe’s poles at regular
intervals. Last player still holding their pole wins.

6

Pull Your Weight

Immunity

Morgan
Yes, it really does have the same title as the
challenge from just three episodes ago.
Sandra sat out for Drake.

7

Pirate Prison Break

Immunity or a chance to reenter the game

Outcasts

One player: Run to beach, grab tribe flag, run back,
dig under jail cell fence, untie another team
member’s hands. Both: dig into adjacent jail cell,
untie two more players. All four: Use whatever you
can grab to build a pole to retrieve two keys,
unlock door to final jail cell, enter cell, unlock
handcuffs on final two tribe members. All six: Use
the pole to grab the final key, unlock the door, run
across finish line.
Tribes who beat the Outcasts won Immunity. If the
Outcasts beat a tribe, they voted someone out and
the Outcasts voted someone in to replace them.
Note that despite their having an extra member,
none of the Outcasts sat out.

8

8

-----

Keel Hauling

-----

Immunity

-----

Burton (given to
RUPERT!)

Prior to the challenge, the tribes are merged. They
will spend the remainder of the game at Drake
beach, apparently because they’d won more
reward challenges. Or something.
First round: Jump from pontoon into water, pull
yourself along a rope under the pontoon to the
opposite end without surfacing, climb back onto
pontoon, and run back to start. Two heats of five,
first two players in each to finish two laps move on.
Final: Same thing, but players must do five laps,
and move a medallion to the front each lap. First
to move all five medallions to the front wins.
Burton and Lillian already had Immunity because of
their return into the game. If either won, they had
to assign it to another player of their choice.

9

Signal Fire

Breakfast on a yacht

Use slingshots to break three plates hanging from a
mast in order from bottom to top, transporting a
RUPERT! (given to
fire to the crow’s nest. If a player smashes a plate
Burton, who shares with
out of order, they can’t light their crow’s nest, and
Lillian)
are eliminated. Three heats of three, winners move
on to the final, where the same thing happens.

9

Mixed Nuts

Immunity

RUPERT!

Rehash of Parang Swing from Marquesas, with
pirate trivia (arrrr[gh]!), and players placing
coloured coconuts in the others’ troughs, until the
trough has five and the player is eliminated.
Apparently, Sandra got a correct answer for one
question but never had to place her coconut.

10

10

Rats In The Rigging

Killer

Deep-sea fishing trip

Immunity

Shipwreck obstacle course. In randomly-chosen
pairs, climb a fishnet to the deck, climb a cargo net
to reach a rope and pulley, one person pulls a bell
over, the other person rings it. Then, retrieve a
rope with a grappling hook, swing to fishnet, climb
to deck, then to crow’s nest, one person unties
knots to lower bell, second person rings it. Slide
Burton (given to Jon) and down sail, release a rope, grab the bell-ringer that
Lillian
drops, ring final bell. Two heats, two pairs in each
heat, winners move on to final. The course is the
same, but at each bell the player who gets the bell
must also ring it, while the other player then grabs
a bag of puzzle pieces. The final rope must be
chopped with a cutlass to grab a key. The key
opens a treasure chest with a solving station inside.
First pair to solve the puzzle wins.

Burton

Blowdarts. Each player has their own section on the
board (sub-divided into 1-, 2-, and 3-life sections).
Hit anywhere in your own section to become a
killer, then hit the other players’ areas to get rid of
their lives and/or killer status. When you’ve lost
killer status and all three lives, you’re out of the
challenge. Last player left wins.

Loved ones stand on a plank over the water,
divided into segments. When a player and their
loved one provide the same answer to a question,
players force any loved one to take a step
backwards. The fourth step is into the water, and
out of the challenge. Last loved one left dry wins
reward.
11

Loved Ones Overboard

Overnight stay at Balboa with
loved one

Jon and his friend

In addition to Jon’s friend getting to spend the
night at Balboa, the other players are forced to
spend the night at an empty beach, with only a
machete and matches to assist them.
Loved ones are Burton’s mother, Lillian’s and
Sandra’s husbands, Christa’s fiancé, Darrah’s
boyfriend, and Jon’s and Tijuana’s friends.

11

What Do You Make Of
This?

Immunity

Darrah

Make three 3-letter, four 4-letter, five 5-letter, six
6-letter, and two 7-or-more-letter words from the
letters in SURVIVOR PEARL ISLANDS. No plurals,
proper nouns, and non-English words are allowed.
In addition, all words must be spelled correctly,
and the words ‘Survivor’, ‘Pearl’, and ‘Islands’ are
forbidden. When you think you’re done, call for
Probst. If there’s a mistake, you’re out. First with 20
words wins.
After we learned that half the contestants can’t
spell simple words, we also learned that Probst
can’t read, giving Burton Immunity despite an
incorrectly spelled word. As a result, a tiebreaker
was conducted. The players remaining had to make
as many 4-or-more-letter words as possible from
the letters of OUTWIT, OUTPLAY, OUTLAST in one
minute. The same rules as before apply.

12

Water Obstacle Course

Overnight spa visit, swimsuits
from luggage

Obstacle course in randomly-chosen trios, and with
positions on the course also randomly chosen. One
player: Cross a floating beam from one platform to
another, jump into the water, swim to two floating
crates, untying a paddle at each, swim to platform
Darrah, Jon, and Lillian and climb on to find second team member. Both:
Jump into water, dive down to unhook three
barrels, making them rise, swim to next platform,
untie paddle beneath it, climb on to find final team
member. All three: Swim to shore, get into boat,
row back to starting platform. First team back wins.
Use musket to hit sails on the beach, causing them
to burn. First to have all three of their sails hit (by
themselves or the others) wins.

12

Musket Love

Immunity

Darrah
For whatever reason, players took turns in threeperson groups, even though there were enough
muskets for everyone.

13

The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Starting
tied to a post by hands and ankles, untie yourself,
dig under a fence, use the ropes on a circle marked
with compass directions to figure out where to dig
for a key. Use the key to enter a jail cell, use the
sticks and twine inside to make a pole, grab a key
outside the cell, unlock the other door, grab a
Trip to Panama Viejo ruins,
slingshot and break three plates with bags of
Let’s Give It Another Go,
suckling pig feast, GMC Envoy Burton (shared with Jon) puzzle pieces attached, pull on ropes to grab the
Mate
XUV
bags, empty them, and use the letters inside to
form a ‘very famous pirate term’.
Elements come from (in order) All Tied Up, Pirate
Prison Break, All Tied Up, Pirate Prison Break,
Signal Fire, Rats In The Rigging, and What Do You
Make Of This?, although the Rats In The Rigging
connection is very tenuous.

13

14

Corks & Keys

Tribal Draft

Immunity

Immunity

Darrah

Fill your canteen with seawater, cross a balance
beam without falling off and pour the water from
your canteen into a tube, raising a key attached to
a tiny float. Unlock the second beam and lower it,
and repeat the process. If you need to refill at any
time, you must return to the starting platform to
do so. Get five keys and lower five beams to grab
your flag, before crossing them again to get to the
start.

Jury

More pirate trivia, this time with survival trivia
mixed in. Players compete individually against the
Jury as a group, who must come up with one
unified answer. One point per correct answer, first
to five wins. If the Jury wins the challenge, none of
the players wins Immunity.
Balance on a pontoon for as long as possible, using
only your hands and legs for balance.

14

Set Adrift

Immunity

Lillian

Probst, I’m fairly certain that when pirates decided
to set people adrift, they didn’t keep an eye on
them to make sure they weren’t sitting down on
the pontoon. Way to strive for thematic relevance.
Osten is ignored in the Torch Walk Of Booted
Losers, because Probst isn’t quite done raising his
manhood up the flagpole.
Lillian lasted about 2 hours, 45 minutes.

Sandra
Lillian
Jon
Darrah
Burton
Christa
Tijuana
RUPERT!
Ryan O.
Andrew

Signal Fire**

Mixed Nuts

Pirate Prison Break

Pull Your Weight
2
1

----1

Set Adrift

Ready, Aim, Fire
1
2

Tribal Draft****

Survivor Smoothies
2
1

Corks & Keys

Paddle For Paddles*
2
1

Let’s Give It Another
Go, Mate

Boarding Party
2
1

Musket Love

Float-It Notes
1
2

Water Obstacle
Course

Pull Your Weight
1
2

What Do You Make
Of This?

Sprung A Leak
1
2

Loved Ones
Overboard***

All Tied Up
1
2

Killer

Bountiful Chest
1
2

Rats In The Rigging

Cannon Carry
1
2

Keel Hauling

Drake
Morgan
Outcasts

----4
=3
4
7
2
2
------XXX
3
--FINAL
3
1
2
2
3
1
------XXX
1
FINAL
DQ
5
2
3
1
DQ
1
------XXX
2
----8
=3
7
5
1
1
1
--1
XXX
1
--6
1
1
4
DQ
2
--1
------2
=3
8
6
DQ
2
------7
=3
5
3
DQ
FINAL
1
1
2
6
FINAL FINAL
9
--*Because he was kidnapped, Rupert from Drake competed as a member of Morgan during this challenge.
**RUPERT! gave his reward to Burton, who shared with Lillian.
***Players and their loved ones teamed up together. Their results are shown.
****The four remaining players competed individually against the jury (Burton, Christa, Tijuana, RUPERT!, and Ryan O.) as a group. The jury won, and no player got Immunity.

SURVIVOR US VIII: ALL-STARS
CHAPERA (red), SABOGA (yellow) and MOGO MOGO (green): The islands each tribe will live on. [In fact, Chapera and Mogo Mogo are named as
such on a map in the teaser for Pearl Islands at the end of the Amazon reunion.]
CHABOGA MOGO (blue): A combination of the three pre-merge tribe names. Proposed by Alicia.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Taken to their beaches under full military escort,
out of sight from the others so that they don’t
know who else was playing – or even that there are
18 players – tribes will find only a pot, a machete,
and a map to their watering hole.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

2

Quest For Fire

Stairway To The Stars

Immunity

Choice of blankets for
yourself or a pot, flint, and
locked box key clue for all
three tribes.

Rehash of Quest For Fire from Borneo, with
dragging the raft beneath a commando crawl
Chapera and Mogo Mogo
replacing running down the beach because of the
landscape.
Five log clusters sit in the water. All five
participating players swim to the farthest cluster,
unhook it, and bring it back to form the bottom
level of a staircase. Then, one person remains on
the beach while four people swim out to the
Saboga (who chose the
farthest log remaining, and so on until only one
pot/flint/clue)
player retrieves the final log. The first tribe to get
all five log clusters in their staircase and climb it to
the top wins.
Jenna M. for Mogo Mogo and Tom for Chapera sat
out.

2

Float Your Boat

Immunity

Chapera and Mogo Mogo

Rehash of Do Or Dive from Marquesas (Note that
the two Marquesas contestants cast for this season
were on the two winning tribes.)
Shii Ann from Mogo Mogo and Alicia for Chapera
sat out.

3

Better Homes & Island
Living

Crate delivered by parachute
(mattress, tarp, lantern, and
wine) for the winners, locked
box key clue for winners and
second place

Given 24 hours and a crate of Home Depot
supplies, build the best camp possible. To be
judged by a local architect who visits each tribe
with Probst.
Chapera

Kathy and Richard for Mogo Mogo and Amber and
Susan for Chapera sat out.
Why doesn’t Probst understand why Saboga’s camp
sucks?

3

4

-----

Matchmaker

Immunity

Toiletries, bush shower,
outdoor toilet, and locked
box key clue

Cancelled due to Jenna M quitting.

Chapera

Rehash of Matchmaker from Amazon, with each
player having four island-themed items. Highest
score out of 24 possible pairs wins.
Colby for Mogo Mogo and Susan and Tom for
Chapera sat out.
Callers guide their blindfolded tribe to gather
fifteen giant puzzle blocks, then the four of them
work together to assemble a 4x4 puzzle cube.
The puzzle piece retrieval is a rehash from Amazon
and Marquesas, the puzzle itself is a rehash from
Thailand (but is both larger and with more pieces).

4

Blind Leading The Blind

Immunity

Saboga and Mogo Mogo Richard, Jerri (REALLY?!) and Alicia were the callers.
Shii Ann for Mogo Mogo and Amber and Rob C.
for Chapera sat out.
As seen in the background when Jenna M. quit, this
was originally intended as the Episode 3 Immunity
Challenge. One wonders which challenge would
have been used here had that challenge gone
ahead.

Build a raft from provided bamboo and rope
before the challenge. Two players will start on the
raft and must paddle out to retrieve two other
players stranded on pontoons, then grab the tribe
flag from a floating crate and return to shore.

5

Fishing gear for winners,
As noted by the challenge title, this is a rehash of
locked box key clue for
Shipwrecked Raft Rescue
Mogo Mogo and Chapera both Shipwrecked from Borneo and Raft Rescue
winners and second place,
from Marquesas.
right to stay intact as a tribe
Shii Ann for Mogo Mogo and Tom for Chapera sat
out. Shii Ann is only the third person on Survivor
history (after Colleen and Rudy in Borneo’s
Abandoned Barracks and Obstacle Course) to sit
out of two consecutive challenges.

5

-----

-----

-----

As they finished first in the challenge, Mogo Mogo
got the first choice of which of the Saboga
members joined their tribe. Then, tribes alternated
until all four Saboga members had been chosen.
Ethan and Jerri moved to Mogo Mogo; RUPERT!
and Jenna L. moved to Chapera.

5

Pilfering Pirates

Immunity

6

Tribal Stompede

Grill and utensils, shish
kebobs, and the food items
used in the challenge

6

-----

Immunity

7

Floating Puzzle

Barbecue on a yacht,
Immunity, and the right to
kidnap a member of the
losing tribe until after Tribal
Council

Chapera

Rehash of Pilfering Pirates from Thailand, but with
more paths, played over a pool of water instead of
on the sea, and with tribes retrieving 20 flags.

Mogo Mogo

Rehash of Stomp-pede from Africa, with one
person at a time stomping one of six food items
into the basket.
Cancelled due to Sue quitting.

Chapera

Rehash of Floating Puzzle from Thailand, with
tribes assembling a puzzle boat before rowing to
shore with two paddles. One player runs to the
jungle to raise a flag and lower two more paddles,
then the tribe rows back to the starting platform.
Chapera kidnapped Kathy. As a consequence, she
missed Tribal Council, and couldn’t be voted out.

Rehash of Log Jam from Amazon.

8

Log Jam

Any three items from losing
tribe’s camp

Chapera

Before the challenge each tribe chose a
representative (Kathy and Jenna L.) to visit the
other camp and choose the three items (excluding
personal items) they’d be playing for. Kathy chose
a blanket, tarp, and the parachute from Chapera;
Jenna L. chose the grill, Hawaiian sling, and a bag of
rice from Mogo Mogo.
Tom sat out for Chapera.

8

Choose Your Weapon

Immunity

Chapera

First round: Everyone tries to hit a target with
blowdarts. Closest to the centre wins two arrows
for their tribe, other tribe wins one. Second round:
Same thing, with spears. Third round: Tribes choose
a player to use a bow and arrow to hit a target
farther away. Closest to the centre wins.
Alicia sat out for Chapera.
The second round was the only round in which
more than one player hit the target. Some All-Stars
these are.

9

-----

-----

-----

Basically, a rehash of Thailand’s Fake Merge setup,
except due to uneven numbers players don’t get
different coloured paints, and there are no tribe
camp visits. Since Mogo Mogo has fewer members,
one of their members got first choice of lunch
date, then picks alternated between tribes until
only two Chapera members were left, who formed
the final pair.
Instead of being sent to the same beach to live as
two tribes, players lined up in random order and
drew buffs from an urn. Somehow, Amber wound
up being the only person out of all ten players to
not switch tribes.

It’s Fallen Comrades with questions about the
seven previous seasons, drawn at random from an
urn. Tribes must come up with one unified answer.
First to ten points wins. Sudden death questions if
there’s a tie.

•
•
•
9

Survivor History

Immunity

Mogo Mogo
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10

Rock Bottom

Overnight resort stay

RUPERT! (shared with
Jenna L. and Amber)

Questions:
Marquesas: Whose arrival was described as
‘almost like Cleopatra’?
Africa: Who won the drive-in movie
reward?
Africa: In which country was the season
filmed?
Borneo: What was eaten in Buggin’ Out?
Borneo: Who used the Alphabet Strategy?
Outback: Who had to be evacuated?
Marquesas: Who picked the purple rock?
Thailand: Who did Robb choke?
Pearl Islands: Who was a mortician?
Pearl Islands: Who had to be rescued
during a water challenge?
Outback: What did Kel’s tribe accuse him
of smuggling into the game?
TIEBREAKER: Name the first contestant
voted off each season, in order.

Rehash of Rock Bottom from Marquesas, with two
players being booted in each of three preliminary
rounds, and diving for a heavy crate in the final.
Though they haven’t merged, the challenge was
individual, and RUPERT! could pick any two players
– from either tribe – to join him on the reward.

10

-----

-----

-----

The tribes meet of Saboga Beach, where they are
merged. They’ll spend the rest of the game here,
and will have to build a new camp (RUPERT!’s
swimming pool having been washed away by tides)
using whatever they can find, including the remains
of the Home Depot toolbox. They will have all of
Saboga’s supplies, but only their personal items will
leave the other camps. In addition, they get two
Hawaiian slings and a tarp.
Rehash of Snake Island Relay from Borneo, with
separate rounds for men and women, and thus,
two Immunity winners.

10

Waiting To Exhale

Immunity

Kathy and Rob M.
Note that, for all his blustering about being so
perfect and wonderful and at home in the water,
RUPERT! finished last in the men’s round.

11

Big Bad O-Course

Letter from home, rain parka,
chance to compete in
individual Immunity
Challenge

Obstacle course in two teams of four: Toughnut,
balance beam, commando crawl, ten-foot wall,
blown bridge, wooden ladder, two-rope hand-overhand traverse, three players climb down into a jail
cell and dig for a flag, signal the player still on the
Alicia, Amber, Rob M.,
platform, who rides a flying fox to grab a key,
and Shii Ann
unlock the jail cell, run to finish.
Technically not a rehash, but it feels like one. It’s
very, very similar to both Borneo’s Obstacle Course
and Amazon’s Unchained.

11

Immunity, video from loved
ones, pitcher of hot
chocolate

The sliding puzzle seen twice in Thailand, this time
made even easier by being a row smaller and
having two of the rectangular blocks removed.
Rob M.

Seriously? THIS is an Immunity Challenge?!
Rob M. gave up the chance to watch his video so
the others could all get their letters.

The Who Needs Therapy? quiz from Amazon,
combined with Amazon’s head-smashing version of
Parang Swing from Marquesas. Fun for all!
RUPERT! had all of his strikes left when he won,
something nobody else has ever been able to
achieve.

12

Face Off

First choice of restaurant
meal and choice of the order
other players make decisions

RUPERT!

Meal choices and the order decisions were made:
RUPERT! got surf and turf with open bar; Rob M.
got a burger, fries, and Coke; Jenna L. got a hot
dog, sauerkraut, and orange juice; Amber got a
ham and cheese sandwich and sparkling water;
Alicia got a salad with chilled tap water; Tom got
par-boiled potatoes and tap water; Shii Ann got
cold rice and boiled water taken from camp.

•
•
•
•
•
•

12

When It Rains, It Really
Pours

Immunity

Shii Ann

Questions:
Who would you trust with your life?
Who doesn’t deserve to be an All-Star?
Who uses sex appeal as a weapon?
Who is under the false assumption they
are smart?
Who is the most honest?
Who never shuts up?

Rehash of When It Rains, It Really Pours from
Africa.
Shii Ann lasted just over 2 hours.

Rehash of Thai Menu from Thailand, but with food
items from each place Survivor has been in the
past, and one player eliminated in each round. First
round: Fish heads (Borneo). Second round: Flying
cockroach (Pearl Islands). Third round: bobbing for
fafaru (Marquesas). Fourth round: Tarantula
(Thailand). Fifth round: Witchetty grub (Outback).
13

Survivor Smorgasbord

Overnight stay with loved one

Tom’s son (shared with
Rob M.)

The winning loved one and their Survivor were
taken to a renovated Chapera camp for the night,
inviting another player and their loved one to join
them.
Loved ones are Amber’s and Shii Ann’s mothers,
RUPERT!’s wife, Jenna L’s and Rob M’s brothers,
Tom’s son.

13

Fire & Rain

Immunity

Tom

Rehash of Fire & Rain from Outback. Thirteen
episodes in, it’s the first Outback rehash. Surprising,
considering it was widely considered the best
season up until this point (and frequent opinionpoll also-ran Pearl Islands hasn’t had any).
The ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Cross a
balance beam without falling. First four to finish
move on. Commando crawl, sliding puzzle. First
three to finish move on. Catapult three bags into a
raised basket above an adjustable plank. First two
to finish move on. Rope ladder, two-rope handover-hand traverse, flying fox, grab car keys.

14

Second Chance

Chevrolet Colorado, drive-in
movie night (for the oh-so- Rob M. (who shares with In what is by far the worst showing for a Second
romantic Lord Of The Flies)
Amber)
Chance challenge ever, only two challenges – Big
with appropriate snacks
Bad O-Course and Tribal Stomp-ede – are recycled
(remember, the sliding puzzle was technically the
second round of Big Bad O-Course). You’d think in
a season full of rehashes, they could have done a
better job than this.
As a reward for being chosen, Amber is given a
Chevrolet Malibu Max.

14

15

15

Survivor Scramble

Obstacle Puzzle Maze

Hand Hard On Idol

Immunity

Immunity

Immunity

Rob M.

Rehash of Swahili Scramble from Africa, with
players trying to find the 17 pre-merge tribe names
instead, and no clue for the mystery word.

Amber

Rehash of Maze from Marquesas, with a compassshaped, obstacle-filled maze and players searching
for eight rungs.

Rob M.

Exact repeat of the final Marquesas challenge,
because DAMN IT, we just haven’t had enough
Marquesas repeats already. (Believe it or not, it’s
the only challenge all season that was originally an
Immunity Challenge one of the eighteen players –
in this case, Kathy – lost and was voted out after.)
Rob lasted 3 hours, 11 minutes.
Unlike with Osten in Pearl Islands, game-leavers
Jenna M. and Susan were both reflected on in the
Torch Walk Of Booted Losers.

Choose Your Weapon

Survivor History

1

Log Jam

2

Floating Puzzle

2

Ep. 6 Immunity

Tribal Stompede

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

6
2
3/DQ
4
1
5

--------1
---

2
1
4
5
3

--1
-------

1
-------

Hand Hard On Idol

7
3
6
2
5
1
4

Obstacle Puzzle Maze

2
3
6
1
7
5
4

Survivor Scramble

XXXXX

Second Chance

Shipwrecked Raft
Rescue

1

Fire & Rain

Blind Leading The
Blind

Pilfering Pirates

Matchmaker

2
3
1

Survivor
Smorgasbord****

--1
DQ
DQ
DQ
----DQ

3
1
2

When It Rains, It
Really Pours

1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

1
-----

Face Off***

Amber
=6
2
Rob M.
FINAL
1
Jenna L.
=8
4
RUPERT!
1
4
Tom
=4
3
Shii Ann
=8
3
Alicia
=4
5
Kathy
=6
1
Lex
FINAL
2
*Though this is technically a tribal challenge and should be listed in

XXXXX

Ep. 11 Immunity

1
3
2

Blind Leading The
Blind

Better Homes & Island
Living

1
3
2

Big Bad O-Course

Float Your Boat

--1
---

Waiting To Exhale**

Stairway To The Stars

1
3
2

Rock Bottom*

Quest For Fire
Chapera
Saboga
Mogo Mogo

2
1
3

the top graph, it was played as individuals and happened right before the merge, so is included in the bottom.
**Men and women competed separately.
***All seven players received meals, but Rupert won the challenge and got to decide who ate what.
****For the final time, players’ loved ones competed in their place. Their results are shown.

Note: Many of the challenges before Saboga’s dissolution awarded prizes to tribes finishing in second place. However, only the colour of the tribe in first place is used for the
challenge label header.

SURVIVOR US IX: VANUATU
YASUR (yellow): A reference to Mount Yasur, an active volcano (seen in Probst’s introduction).
LOPEVI (red): A reference to Lopevi island, a nearby volcanic island.
ALINTA (orange): A made-up word intended to mean ‘people of fire’. Proposed by Scout.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
One male player at a time, chosen by a local tribal
chief, climbs a greased pole to grab a sacred stone
(believed to bring good luck) placed on top. If they
all fail, the women get it.

1

‘Sacred stone’

Lopevi

As you may have guessed, this is another season
where tribes are divided by gender. (If Amazon was
Battle Of The Sexes, this is definitely Battle Of The
Sexists.)
After witnessing a local ceremony, hike in opposite
directions along the shoreline to camp. (Why
they’re both later seen walking through the jungle
confuses me, but I blame Scout.)
When tribes arrive at their camp, they will find only
a pot, machete, and map to water.

1

Fire Starter

Flint, Immunity

Yasur

Commando crawl through a mud pit, three players
move a ball through a table maze, grab the ball,
ladder climb to balance beam, net slide back to
ground, three players use provided materials and
matches inside ball to build a fire in a cauldron to
burn through a rope, lowering a torch, light the
torch and cross the finish.
Much like the locked boxes in Pearl Islands and AllStars, flint is now a reward for as long as it takes
for both tribes to earn it (or get fire on their own).
This practice continues in subsequent seasons. (But
why wasn’t flint available for the pseudo-challenge
earlier in this episode?)

2

By The Numbers

Hammocks, blankets, and
pillows

Yasur

One at a time, manoeuvre past the other players
standing on a balance beam and get to the
finishing platform. If you fall, or touch more than
two other players at once, start over. First tribe to
get all eight members on the platform wins.
Scout sat out for Yasur.

2

Four On The Floor

Immunity

Lopevi

Caller guides three groups (each tied together) to
retrieve twelve pairs of puzzle pieces, then they
work to assemble three puzzles on a set of
scaffolding. First to assemble the puzzles and climb
the scaffolding wins.
Shepherdess Dolly sat out for Yasur.

3

Great Escape Run

3

4

4

Remembrance

Tribal Tiles

Fishing and snorkelling gear,
right to compete in individual
Immunity Challenge

Lopevi

Untie ropes releasing planks, then push open gate
in first fence. Climb to top of second fence, use
grappling hooks to retrieve three keys (out of eight
available), unlock gate, climb through. Untie
interlocking poles on third fence, slide them out
until it’s possible to climb through. First to get
through the third fence wins.
Rehash of Step On Up from Thailand, with players
digging in a marked sand lane for their seven
rungs.

Immunity, day trip to losing
tribe, right to give Immunity
to any member of losing tribe

John K. (given to Ami)

24 hours assistance from a
local survival expert

Yasur

Rehash of Memory from Outback. First tribe to five
matches (out of a possible fifteen) wins.

Yasur

Guide sits overlooking a grid of sixteen squares,
each with a tile; the others must move the tiles (in
four colours and with four designs) so that no
design appears in the same row or column.

Immunity

The Immunity Challenge is individual because both
tribes will go to Tribal Council and vote somebody
out.

5

-----

-----

-----

Locals visit each tribe demanding they choose a
chief, who gets a staff. Immediately before the next
challenge, the chiefs play Rock, Paper, Scissors for
the right to determine who will divide the players
into new tribes and who of them will choose their
new tribe from the two arrangements. Due to odd
numbers, the last player left gets to choose which
tribe they will join.
Rory and Travis moved from Lopevi to Yasur, Julie
and Twila moved from Yasur to Lopevi.

5

Dive Masters

Trip to waterfall with Pringles
and beer

Lopevi

One at a time, jump from a pontoon into the
water, swim to a buoy, dive down to retrieve a
marker (there are 13, in two-foot increments from
six to 30 feet deep), and return to the pontoon.
Most markers collected in ten minutes wins.
Travis sat out for Yasur.

5

Outwit, Outplay, Outrig

Immunity

Lopevi

Two players run into the jungle, untie an outrigger
shell, and return it to the beach, where a canoe
shell is already waiting. Two more players run
farther into the jungle to untie two paddles. Then,
the final two players run even farther to grab the
outrigger itself. Work together to assemble the
outrigger properly and get it into the water. Finally,
any two tribe members paddle to a floating crate
to grab their tribe flag and back.
Scout sat out for Yasur.

6

Pig Pen

Skillet, spices, steaks, and
eggs

Lopevi

One at a time, enter a large pen filled with pigs,
grab one painted in your tribe’s colours, and take it
to a smaller adjoining pen. One player guards the
pen to stop caught pigs escaping. First to get ten
pigs into their pen (each of the five catchers must
catch two) wins.
Note that while the pen was assembled for the
challenge (per Probst), it was left there afterwards
– the exact same pen, right down to the tree
randomly sticking out in the middle, was used for a
challenge in Celebrity Survivor: Vanuatu.

6

7

Strung Out

Jo-Coconut

Immunity

Afternoon at a makeshift
café, letters from home, and
a coffeemaker and coffee for
camp

Lopevi

Yasur

Four players start from a pontoon and, one at a
time, must take two puzzle pieces each to shore,
feeding them along a rope winding first around an
outrigger canoe, then up and over a wall on a
second pontoon, around three submerged hitching
posts, and an underwater truss, before finally
taking them to the finishing trough on the beach.
When the pieces are in the trough, the next person
begins. Once all eight are in the trough, the two
remaining players unhook the rope and use them
to assemble a tamtam (essentially, a tiki).
Relay. One person at a time cracks open a coconut
on a rock, pours the juice into a coconut shell,
then takes the shell with them, crawling through a
truss, crossing a seesaw, stepping over another
truss, crossing another seesaw, and moving through
a bamboo cage-style thing, to pour the juice into a
bottle, before running back down the beach to
their tribe. First to fill their bottle to the marked
line and bring it back wins.
Lea sat out for Lopevi.

7

Shoot Your Way Home

Immunity

Yasur

Take turns using a slingshot to break twenty
hanging tiles. When a tile breaks, the
corresponding tile on a grid on the ground is
flipped over to show an X. When a player has four
X’s in their column on the ground grid, they’re out
of the challenge and can’t help to break any more
tiles. First tribe to break all twenty tiles wins.
A confusing variation on the usual accuracy-based
challenge, but at least they tried once during this
otherwise derivative season.
Chris sat out for Lopevi.

8

8

8

Fire Fighter

-----

Jumper

Chocolate cake, cookies, and
milk

-----

Immunity

Lopevi

Rehash of Fire & Rain from Outback, with the fires
already built and tribes ferrying water from the sea
to their water barrel. One fills a bucket with
seawater, takes it to a throwing station, and throws
the bucket to a second person, who throws it to a
third, who throws it to a fourth, who keeps the
bucket and throws the remaining water into the
final player’s bucket. This person takes their water,
climbs a ladder, and puts the water they catch into
the barrel. The first tribe to fill their barrel with
enough water to lower it, raising a lit torch and
lighting a fuse, wins.

-----

Immediately prior to the challenge, tribes merge,
and must decide where they’ll live for the rest of
the game. Rewards and personal items will be
moved to the camp chosen.

Lea

In two heats of five: Swim out to a water tower,
climb it, cross a balance beam, grab a flag, jump
into the water, and swim to shore. Blather, rinse,
repeat. First two to shore with three flags move
onto the final, where the same thing happens. First
to finish the final wins.

9

9

10

Head Hunter

Memory Mosaic

Sacrificial Lamb

Helicopter trip to dormant
volcano and picnic lunch

Immunity

Overnight visit to tribal village
with feast

Leann (who shares with
Julie)

Rehash of Parang Swing from Marquesas, with
questions about Vanuatu’s culture and geography.
Right answers are rewarded with a chance to set
another player’s ceremonial coconut skull on fire.
When your three skulls are burned, so are you.

Ami

Players each have a board containing 28 doublesided pieces forming a compass-style image (four
corner squares, eight compass points, eight pieces
along the border, and eight tricoloured internal
pieces). Memorise a shown configuration of the
pieces and recreate it with your pieces. Get it
wrong and you’re out. Last one left wins.

Ami, Chad, Chris, and
Eliza

One player, the Sacrificial Lamb, is handcuffed and
tied to a rope, the other three members of their
team must move them along the rope. First, a
three-level fence, then a set of hitching posts, an
A-frame, under a log on the sand (which involves
digging a hole to slide through), and a ‘vertical
rope maze’ before running to the finish.
Hang on to a pole for as long as possible using
grooves in the pole and rope coils around it to
help. When you’re on the ground, you’re out of the
challenge. Last one left wins.

10

Get A Grip

Immunity

Twila
Apparently, prosthetics and trick knees really aren’t
that much of a disadvantage for this challenge.
Twila’s winning time is unknown.

Five questions about challenges from earlier in the
season. Highest score wins. In the event of a tie,
tiebreaker questions will be asked.
Players are only told before the challenge that the
reward is a one-hour webcam chat.
Eliza’s visitor is her mother.

•
11

Played Out

Overnight loved-one visit

Eliza

•

•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who broke the most tiles in Shoot Your
Way Home?
Who was first to begin building their
ladder in the men’s individual Immunity
Challenge?
Who sat out of Four On The Floor?
What were the four symbols used in Tribal
Tiles?
Who fell in the water most often in By The
Numbers?
TIEBREAKER: Name the matched pairs
from Remembrance.

Loved ones are Eliza’s mother, Scout’s life partner,
Twila’s son, Ami’s and Chris’s girlfriends, and Julie’s
and Leann’s friends.

11

12

Love Is Blind

Bridge Over Troubled
Water

Immunity

Pontiac G6 for winner,
overnight stay at resort for
first three players to finish

Ami and her girlfriend

Players stand on a platform and guide their
blindfolded loved one through an obstacle-filled
clearing to a pole, where they must untie a colourcoded bag of puzzle pieces before returning. Once
three bags have been retrieved, player and loved
one must work together to assemble the puzzle.

Swim to a pontoon, and cross over a group of
outrigger canoes, balance beams, and pontoons to
reach the other end of the course. Jump into the
water, swim to buoys, dive down to retrieve a
Eliza (car), Ami, and Chris
colour-coded flag, and head back along the course
to shore. First to get three flags into their holder
on shore wins the car, second and third place join
them on the reward.

12

13

Island Hopping

Redemption

Immunity

Horseback ride to Mount
Yasur with dinner

Chris

Shuffleboard, aiming for islands drawn onto the
board to represent Vanuatu. There are also several
‘craters’ on the board, holding pucks in place and
stopping them from being moved off of an island.
After five pucks each, the player with the most
pucks touching islands wins.

Commando crawl through a mud pit. First four
move on. Catch a pig in a small pen and place it in
its cage. First three move on. Assemble a tamtam
puzzle. First two move on. Climb a ladder, cross a
long balance beam, net slide, use a slingshot to
Julie (shared with Chris)
break three tiles, raising a torch and lighting a fuse.
Elements, in order, come from Fire Starter, Pig Pen,
String Out, Fire Starter, Shoot Your Way Home, and
Fire Fighter.

13

14

14

Warrior

Snakes & Ladders

Ready, Aim, Don’t Fire

Immunity

Immunity

Immunity

Eliza

Listen to a story about legendary warrior Roy Mata,
go to one of six stations, assemble puzzle blocks to
make a question about the story, and choose the
right answer to get a white tusk for a necklace on a
post. Choose the wrong answer and get a black
tusk, which you must burn in a fire before
continuing. First to get five out of six white tusks
wins.

Chris

Enter a vertical maze, find one of ten stations, grab
a pair of tiles, bring it back to your solving station
outside the maze, and go back in for the next pair.
Once you’ve got all ten, untie them and use the ten
letters to spell a two-word phrase.

Chris

Stand in a traditional warrior pose on uneven
stumps, while holding a bow and arrow flexed.
Release the arrow and it will break a paper marker.
Break the paper marker or step off the stump and
you’re out. Last one left wins.
Chris lasted 1 hour, 7 minutes.

Shoot Your Way
Home

Fire Fighter

1
2

1
2

2
1

Chris
Twila
Scout
Eliza
Julie
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Chad
Lea
Rory

Ready, Aim, Don’t
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Jo-Coconut

2
1

Snakes & Ladders
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2
1
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2
1
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Outwit, Outplay,
Outrig

2
1

Island Hopping

Dive Masters

1
2

Bridge Over Troubled
Water*

Tribal Tiles

1
2

Love Is Blind**

Remembrance

Ami
John K.

Played Out

Ep. 3 Lopevi Immunity

2
1

Get A Grip

Great Escape Run

2
1

Sacrificial Lamb

Four On The Floor

1
2

Memory Mosaic

By The Numbers

1
2

Head Hunter

Fire Starter

2
1

Jumper

Unofficial Ep. 1
Reward
Yasur
Lopevi

--7
=7
1
7
=6
--3
1
3
1
1
1
--2
=5
2
1
=6
------2
----2
--4
=5
2
6
=3
------5
----3
FINAL
6
=4
1
4
1
--1
--4
------5
=2
2
8
2
------1
--FINAL
3
1
1
5
=3
1
2
----1
=2
2
3
=3
----8
=7
1
2
1
9
=7
FINAL
*Players and their loved ones competed together in this challenge. Their results are shown.
**For this challenge, the second and third players to finish joined the winner on the reward, rather than the winner choosing the players of their choice.

SURVIVOR US X: PALAU
ULONG (blue): A reference to Ulong Island, one of Palau’s most popular tourist destinations.
KOROR (tan): The capital city of Palau.
(Because of the unique nature of the pre-merge game, there was no official merge this season, but had there been, the tribe colour would
almost certainly have been khaki green.)
Episode

1

Title

First To Shore

Reward

Immunity, first choice in
upcoming tribe selection

Winner/s

Description

Ian and Jolanda

Starting from a boat about a mile away from shore,
get to the Survivor flag on the beach, where there
are two hanging Immunity Necklaces, one for the
first man and one for the first woman to claim
them.
All twenty players will begin the game on the same
island, with only two machetes, canteens of water,
and the clothes they’re currently wearing.

1

-----

-----

-----

Beginning with Ian and Jolanda, who won First To
Shore, players must choose their own tribes (who
will still both live at the same beach until further
notice). Each player chosen becomes the next
player to select for their tribe, and players can only
select people of the opposite sex. The last man and
the last woman remaining are not placed on a tribe
and are eliminated.
One wonders why they went with this setup when
they knew the tribes were going to have an uneven
gender divide, especially with the upcoming
challenge.
Wanda and Jonathan are left without a tribe and
are eliminated from the game.

2

Supply Dump

Immunity, items carried to
finish mat, choice of campsite

Koror

Tyre ladder, net maze, hanging tyres, uncover
supply dump, take paddles and four weighted
items (flint, water cans, flour and rice, and a tarp)
to a nearby mat, take the paddles and any of the
items you want to keep over a wall and through a
‘jungle swamp’ (essentially, a deep puddle) to the
finish mat, drop the additional items, get into tribe
canoe, row around a floating crate and back,
grabbing a tribe flag. First tribe with all its
members and flag on their mat wins.
Koror was given the choice to stay on the beach
they’d already been living on, with the existing
shelter, or to start again on a new beach. For
whatever reason, they illogically chose the new
beach. Both tribes kept their boat and paddles.

2

The Gauntlet

Snorkelling gear

Ulong

One at a time: Rope swing, three rolling barrels,
balance beam, ‘wobbly bridge’, two-rope handover-hand traverse to retrieve a pennant, return to
starting line. Meanwhile, two members of each
tribe use swinging bags to try and knock their
opponents into the water as they cross the three
middle obstacles. First to ten wins.
Gregg and Tom are swingers for Koror and
Ibrehem and Jeff are swingers for Ulong. (Hey, I’m
just reporting facts here.)
Willard sat out for Koror.

3

Heads Up

Immunity

Koror

Swim to a pontoon, dive down ten feet to a rope
threaded through a barrel, and pull on it to drag a
foot locker fifty feet. When it’s next to the barrel,
open it to release eight mess kits, take them back
to a solving station on shore, and place them in the
right order to spell the Morse code (which was
given with Treemail for teams to memorise) for
IMMUNITY.
No idea why they kept it a secret teams were
spelling ‘Immunity’ during the explanation when it
was written on the solving stations during the
challenge.
Katie sat out for Koror.

3

By Any Means Necessary

Sewing kit and fabric

Ulong

Swim out to retrieve a buoy rising from the
seafloor and take it to your tribe’s platform, while
dealing with players from the opposing tribe. First
player to touch the life ring and their tribe’s
pontoon wins a point. First tribe to three points
wins.
This is the first of the now-traditional ‘The Entire
Course Is An Attack Zone’ challenges.
Caryn and Willard sat out for Koror.

4

Hot Pursuit

Immunity

Koror

While harnessed together, wade around an oval
course while carrying a twenty-pound backpack
each. Players can drop out of the challenge at will
but must give their pack to someone before
unclipping themselves from the rope. The first
tribe to catch the opponent and touch one of their
members wins.
Jenn and Janu sat out for Koror.

One player chooses six items from a barge loaded
with Home Depot tools, and the tribe uses them,
provided additional tools and materials, and
whatever else they can get their hands on to build
a bathroom containing a toilet and a shower/wash
area. The next morning, the head of the show’s
construction crew will visit the tribes and judge
their bathrooms. Best bathroom wins.
4

Build A Better Bathroom

Luxury shelter built by show
construction crew

Koror

Win or lose, tribes keep their bathroom and the
tools chosen.
At Ian’s choosing (as Koror’s tool selector), Coby,
Jenn, and Janu sat out for Koror.
Learned: Probst doesn’t care if you mock his taste
in sleeping partners by graffiti tagging what is
essentially a public toilet, as long as you use the
right damn phone number.

5

Sumo At Sea

Immunity

Koror

Use large padded bags to get your opponent off of
a platform and into the surrounding water to earn
a point. Two hands on the bag at all times, no feet.
One-on-one same-sex match-ups. First tribe to six
wins.
The platform is painted like a helipad, because
MILITARY!
Ian, Katie, and Willard sat out for Koror.

5

Sea Salvage

Stew and root beer, right to
vote for individual Immunity
for a member of the losing
tribe

One at a time, sit on a small pontoon while the rest
of your tribe uses a rope and pulley to haul you to
above an underwater shipwreck, dive down to grab
one of 14 submerged sake bottles, surface, and
travel back to the tribe platform. First tribe to
retrieve six bottles wins.
Koror

The meal will be served at Tribal Council, where
both tribes will vote players out.
Caryn, Janu, Katie, and Willard sit out for Koror.
At Tribal Council, Koror votes after their
elimination to give Immunity to Ibrehem.

6

Shooting Gallery

Trip to Jellyfish Lake for
snorkelling with Pringles and
mai tais

Ulong

Taking turns, one player at a time (alternating
tribes) uses a replica WWII cannon gun to shoot
colour-coded tiles. First tribe to break all eight of
their tiles wins.
Ian, Janu, Jenn, and Katie sat out for Koror.

6

Build It Up, Break It
Down

Immunity

Koror

Prior to the challenge, seal the opposing tribe’s flag
in a footlocker and use provided rope to try and
make the footlocker as impenetrable as possible.
At the challenge, retrieve three bundles of floating
lumber, then use the lumber and more rope to
make it even more impenetrable. After 20 minutes,
switch to the pile containing your flag and
footlocker, grab it as quickly as possible, and raise
the flag up a flagpole. First tribe to raise their flag
wins.
Caryn, Coby, Gregg, and Tom sat out for Koror.

7

S.O.S.

Fishing gear, wine, and
military rations

Rehash of Distress Signal from Borneo.
Koror
Coby, Ian, Janu, Jenn, and Tom sat out for Koror.

7

Sea Stars

Immunity

Koror

Rehash of Master Mind from Outback, this time
with 16 squares and a caller guiding the other two
participating members to move the floating pieces
around. (Because of the added size, this one takes
70 moves to solve.)
Caryn, Gregg, Ian, Katie, and Tom sat out for Koror.
Note that the two strongest people on their tribe
sat out both challenges this week.
Alternating players, eat one, two, three, and four
balut in each of four rounds. Finish to score a
point. Most points after four rounds wins. In a tie,
each tribe chooses their own representative for the
tiebreaker, eating five balut.

8

Cool Hand Balut

55 gallons of fresh drinking
water, toiletries

Koror

Caryn, Coby, Gregg, Janu, Jenn, and Katie all sat out
for Koror.
Notable as both the first eating challenge with
people sitting out, and as the first one with tribes
choosing their own tiebreaker representative.

8

Under Current

Immunity

Koror

One at a time, swim to the closest of a line of five
pontoons, pull yourself along a rope beneath it to
a bag of puzzle pieces, unclip it, climb up, run
along a balance beam back to the first pontoon,
and swim back to shore. Repeat the process four
times, heading to the next farthest pontoon each
time. Once all four bags have been collected,
assemble the pieces to form a wordsearch grid.
Find thirteen listed words in the grid, take the
twelve letters used in more than one word, and
rearrange them to form a mystery three-word
phrase.
Caryn, Ian, Janu, Jenn, Katie, and Tom sat out for
Koror.
Note that although ‘ration’ is circled as a word
during the explanatory footage, the word teams
are looking for has to be ‘rations’ in order to get
an S for the solution.

9

-----

Fishing lesson from two local
survival experts

-----

As the final remaining member of Ulong, Stephenie
is told to pack everything she wants to take from
the camp to Koror in the tribe canoe. There, she
learns that rather than a traditional merge, she will
join the existing Koror tribe.
Stand on a small circular podium above the water
for as long as possible. Temptations were offered.
Tom won after 3 hours.

9

Perch

Immunity

Tom

Perhaps as foreshadowing for the final challenge of
the season, and for the twist starting next season,
note that nobody jumped off without being given a
temptation.
Immediately after the challenge finished, the tribe
went to Tribal Council, without a chance to
strategise.

10

Water Tower

Feast at village with local
chief

In teams of four, take six individually shaped pieces
of scaffolding into the water one at a time and
assemble them to make a climbable tower.
Caryn, Gregg, Janu, and
Retrieve a pennant and swim back to shore.
Tom
Each piece of scaffolding weighs 30 pounds, and
players are given a small buoy to help them keep it
afloat.
Stand beneath a grate in the water for as long as
possible while the tide rises. When you swim out
from under the grate, you’re out. Last one left
wins.

10

Last Gasp

Immunity

Tom

The first player out (Janu) will spend the night on a
separate island, with only flint, a machete, fishing
gear, and a small amount of water to assist them.
They will return in time for Tribal Council.
Tom’s winning time is unknown.
Standard auction, but with the first few items all
being covered. Apparently, this idea was
abandoned partway through when someone
realised how boring it was.

11

Missing In Auction

Various items

-----

•
•

•
•
•
•

11

Kamikaze

Immunity

Ian

Items:
Mystery item (sundae)
Mystery item (crackers and cheese) or
second mystery item (cheeseburger and
fries with coke)
Mystery item (spaghetti Bolognese) or
second mystery item (jar of live crabs)
Bottle of beer
A letter from home
Another letter from home (for the same
price)

A giant version of Toss Across with coconuts. Break
all five of your colour-coded tiles on the grid (or
have them broken) to win.

12

First Quencher Q & A

Night on a yacht, surprise
loved one visit, chance to
swim with dolphins

The seasonal rehash of Parang Swing from
Marquesas, this time with questions about Palauan
culture and geography. For each correct answer,
pull a lever helping to keep a lit torch lantern over
a pool of water. After three levers, the lantern is
dunked and extinguished. Last player with a lit
Gregg (shared with Jenn
torch wins.
and Katie)
Learned: Palau loves Elvis. Someone should tell
them the song isn’t actually called Vee Palau Vegas.
Visiting loved ones are Gregg’s best friend, Jenn’s
sister, and Katie’s brother in law.

12

Second Chance

Immunity

Ian

Tyre ladder, net maze. First five move on. Sliding
puzzle (solvable in 46 moves). First four move on.
Eat three balut. First three move on. Untie a box,
grab the flag inside, and raise it up a flagpole. First
two move on. Break three coloured tiles with a
replica WWII cannon gun.
Elements, in order, come from Supply Dump; Sea
Stars; Cool Hand Balut; Build It Up, Break It Down;
and Shooting Gallery.

13

Raft Rally

Chevrolet Corvette, overnight
stay at mansion with
barbecue feast

Ian (shared with Tom)

Paddle a traditional Palauan bamboo raft to one of
five pontoons, untie a colour-coded bag, and bring
it back to a crate on the dock. Once all five bags
have been retrieved, use the distance markers and
a provided guide pole to correctly mark the
distance between Palau and five major world cities.

13

R.A.M.

Immunity

Tom

Cross a disc walk, group of floating pontoons, and
two-rope hand-over-hand traverse to reach a
platform. Memorise the positions of fifteen images
in the grid (each player has a different grid), then
return to the start and use matching tiles to
recreate the grid. Return to the grid at the far end
if any mistakes are made. First person to correctly
align their images wins.
Bonus points for using ‘gazelle’ as part of the
treemail rhyme.

14

Tower Of Domination

Immunity

Tom

Attached to a rope, crawl through a series of tyres,
untying three keys, then go to a tower and detach
yourself. Unlock three locks, slide out the poles,
open a trapdoor, and climb up. Untie ropes to
reach the next trapdoor, climb up. Use a grappling
hook to retrieve four ladder rungs, put them into
place, climb to final level, untie a flag. First two to
untie their flag move on to final round. Slide down
a flying fox to pontoon, grab a bag, swim to shore,
use the three number tiles inside in some order to
open a combination lock on a footlocker, grab the
flag inside, raise it up a flagpole. First to raise their
flag wins.

Stand barefoot on a metal disc attached to a stable
buoy for as long as possible, using a pole for
balance.
Tom lasted 11 hours and 55 minutes.

14

Bob-Bob-Buoy

Immunity

Tom

I get the feeling they were expecting waters to be
choppier, making this challenge harder and thus
more likely to finish quicker – only Outback’s Perch
has lasted anywhere near as long in the American
version. They can’t have made the buoys more
unstable, in case it tipped over completely, but
they had to have been expecting a quick challenge
to begin it so late in the afternoon – it was dark
only a couple of hours in, and probably close to
sunrise by the time the challenge ended, meaning
there was no chance for an actual Tribal Council, in
which case the jury should probably have been
present for the challenge to at least see the vote.

S.O.S.

Sea Stars

Cool Hand Balut

Under Current

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

Tom
1
Katie
7
Ian
4
Jenn
6
Caryn
2
Gregg
5
Stephenie
3
Janu
8
Coby
9
*This individual challenge happened on Day

1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2

1
6
2
5
7
3
4
8

---------------

----1
---------

5
3
4
2
6
1

2
5
1
3
6
4

----1
-----

1
---------

1
=3
2
=3

Bob-Bob-Buoy

Build It Up, Break It
Down

1
2

Tower Of Domination

Shooting Gallery

2/Ibrehem
1

R.A.M.

Sea Salvage

2
1

Raft Rally

Sumo At Sea

2
1

Second Chance

Build A Better
Bathroom

2
1

First Quencher Q & A

Hot Pursuit

1
2

Kamikaze

By Any Means
Necessary

2
1

Missing In Auction

Heads Up

1
2

Last Gasp

The Gauntlet

2
1

Water Tower

Supply Dump

Jolanda
Ian

Perch

First To Shore*
Ulong
Koror

1
3
2

1, before tribes had been selected. The two winners are listed as part of the tribes they later joined.

SURVIVOR US XI: GUATEMALA
YAXHÁ (cyan) and NAKÚM (gold): Ancient Mayan cities.
XHÁKÚM (red): A combination of the two pre-merge tribe names. Proposed by Cindy and Danni.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
Take your tribe’s supplies (for the first time in 5
seasons, tribes get enough to last, presumably to
compensate for the ridiculously tough atmosphere)
to a tribe boat, row across the lake to a dock, and
hike to a Mayan pyramid. The entire course is
eleven miles.

1

Eleven-Mile Hike

Maya pyramid campsite and
flint

Nakúm

For what appears to be no reason other than not
trusting the sixteen contestants to be interesting
enough on their own (a fact reinforced by this
season’s new players not returning in either Fans
Vs. Favourites or Heroes Vs. Villains), Stephenie
and Bobby Jon from Palau will each join one of the
two tribes.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

Paddle Battle

Immunity

Yaxhá

Paddle the tribe boat to a pontoon and grab a
hanging torch before returning to shore. Drag the
boat to a rope and attach it. Four run up the hill
and pull on the rope to haul the boat past a
marked line, four position logs as rollers beneath
the boat to help speed up the process (the same
way the Egyptians built their pyramids – who said
ancient people didn’t have Google?), the ninth
then takes the torch and lights a cauldron.

2

Web Over Water

Fishing gear, bait, filet knife

Nakúm

One at a time, run up a ramp and across a mesh
net to an overhead cargo net strung out like a
spider web over a pool. Climb beneath it to
retrieve a colour-coded bag, jump into the water,
climb back onto the mesh net, and get back to the
start. If you fall off, go straight back to the start.
First tribe to get all eight of their bags wins.
Amy sat out for Yaxhá.

2

Dragged Through Mud

Immunity

Nakúm

Tug of war. Everyone is attached to the same point
on their side of the rope, and must retrieve a flag
at the end of a mud pit to win. There’s a rope near
the flag to grab onto for support – if they can
reach it. Players can move back and try to halter
the other tribe’s progress if they wish. After 15
minutes without a win, one-on-one tiebreakers will
be held, the goal of which is to either grab the flag
or be as close as possible after five minutes. First to
win three tiebreakers wins.
Brianna sat out for Yaxhá.

3

3

Blind Build

Holding Court

Pillows, blankets, tarp, and
lanterns

Immunity

Nakúm

Nakúm

A caller guides three tied groups of tribe members
to retrieve nine colour-coded bundles of items,
then the tribe de-blindfolds, and uses the bundles
to build an archaeologist’s tent.
Basically, it’s netball on a net court and with
physical contact. Three-on-three matchups, with
the same combination of genders on both teams,
aiming to get control of a ball any way necessary
and shoot it through a vertical ring. First tribe to
five wins.
As far as we know, this is the first time in US
Survivor history the Treemail message hasn’t
rhymed.

4

Assorted items

-----

Probst asks a question to the tribes, and each
player writes down which tribe member (except
themselves) best answers it. The player whose
name turns up most often wins. After giving away
an apple and a shower, two people from each tribe
are sent away on a picnic, then everyone left
except the players chosen to have the most tribe
pride (and a Nakúm member chosen at random to
keep the number advantage) switch tribes.
Jamie, Lydia, Rafe, and Stephenie switch from
Yaxhá to Nakúm; Blake, Bobby Jon, Brandon, and
Danni switch from Nakúm to Yaxhá.

4

Rows and Throws

Immunity

Yaxhá

Row to three pontoons and retrieve a bag of Maya
war clubs at each, return to shore, and take turns
to break three hanging targets, 30, 40, and 50 feet
away. Players cannot break more than one target.
Lydia sat out for Nakúm.

5

5

6

Slave To The Grind

What’s For Launch?

Boulder Smash

Crocodile-proof swim cage,
margaritas, corn chips, dips

Immunity

Barbecue grill, hamburgers,
hot dogs, and beer, right to
participate in individual
Immunity Challenge

Yaxhá

Run to a station where one player uses a pointed
stone to cut through two ropes, releasing two
turnstile handles, then to a second station where
another chops through a log with a machete to
lower two more handles, and finally to the
turnstile, where four more insert the handles and
turn it to pull a cart up the hill. The choppers and
turners get in and the final player uses the machete
to cut through the rope, sending the cart down the
hill to the finish.

Nakúm

Two groups of three hold a triangular net, the
seventh person is a launcher. Launchers take turns
using a trebuchet to launch balls down the field.
Catch a ball to score a point. First tribe to five wins.

Nakúm

In two-on-two rounds, run to a giant ball, and push
it across the other tribe’s starting line while they
try and push it across yours. Winners of each round
score a point, first to three wins.
Lydia sat out for Nakúm.

6

7

Sudden Death

Spooling Around

Immunity, right to sit in on
losing tribe’s Tribal Council
and give Immunity to a
member

Zipline canopy tour, enough
chocolate to feed a small
Central American nation (not
Guatemala, obviously,
somewhere smaller like
Belize)

Rafe (given to Gary)

Yaxhá

Run across the field to a group of bags, untie one,
and bring it back. When you have all three bags at
your solving station, take the letters inside and use
them to form a two-word phrase.
Clipped to a bolt of fabric wrapped around a pole,
unwind it from the pole and wind it around
yourself, then move to the next pole, where a
second person clips onto you and winds their
fabric around both of you, and so on. Once four
players have been wound up, with the help of an
assistant, the assistant runs to the finish and the
foursome unwind themselves, with each player
unclipping when they’re free and running to the
finish. First tribe to completely cross the finish
wins.
Confusing as all heck, but still not the most
confusing challenge of the season, sadly.
Judd sat out for Nakúm.

7

Tomb Raider

Immunity

Nakúm

Three players take turns to run to a giant sand pit
and dig for giant colour-coded puzzle pieces. When
all 12 pieces have been collected, two others use
them to assemble a giant version of the Maya
calendar.
Lydia sat out for Nakúm.
Immediately after the Episode 7 Tribal Council,
Yaxhá is told to go to Nakúm for the merge. All of
their rewards will be moved.

8

-----

-----

-----

Instead of the traditional merge feast, Treemail
reveals there’s an individual Immunity Idol hidden
somewhere in the area surrounding camp.
Whoever finds it can use it at any Tribal Council
before the Final Four.

8

Pot Head

Immunity

Gary

Stand on a small block with a pot balanced on your
head for as long as possible, without touching it
with your hands. After one hour, the tiebreaker is
to race up the steps of a Maya pyramid with the
pot on your head. First to the top (or farthest
without dropping it) wins.
Players are given the option to eat cheeseburgers
and fries for the duration of the challenge instead
of participating. Jamie, Lydia, Rafe, and Stephenie
eat; the other players all play.
Use a Maya weapon called an atlatl to fling arrows
down the field to a pole in the centre of a target.
Closest to the centre gets the best meal, next
closest gets the next best meal, and so on. The
winner chooses two players to dine with them,
sharing meals and getting open bar and dessert.
For everyone else, no sharing.

9

9

Atlatl

Bridge It

Best meal, Hidden Immunity
Idol clue

Immunity

Judd (who ‘shares’ with
Bobby Jon and
Stephenie)

Jamie

Meals in order of finish: Judd gets steak, lobster,
and open bar; Cindy gets a roast chicken dinner
and white wine; Danni gets spaghetti Bolognese;
Stephenie gets a hamburger and beer; Gary gets a
pizza slice and Coke; Rafe gets a ham and cheese
sandwich; Bobby Jon gets a baked potato; Lydia
gets a small fish; Jamie (who had finished fourth,
but gave up his meal) gets ramon nuts and boiled
lake water.
First round: Cross a sloped balance beam, untying
two planks and taking them with you. First four
across move on. Second round: Use the two planks
as stepping stones to get across a knotted rope
bridge over a pool. First two to finish move on.
Final round: Cross a tightrope using two smaller
crisscrossing ropes for support. First across wins.
Great challenge idea. Shame we’ve never seen the
X-tightrope traverse again, though.

10

10

Mudslide

Around The Bend

Helicopter ride, overnight
stay at private home, surprise
videos from loved ones

Immunity

Danni, Gary, Judd, and
Stephenie

Rafe

In two teams of four, each with two pairs
harnessed together, take turns to run down a
muddy path, going over, under, and over three
fences to a bundle of corn-filled urns. Take one
and return along the course to the start, emptying
the corn still inside into a larger pot. First team to
fill their large pot wins.
Kind of a rehash of End Of The Line from Borneo
and Outback, with each player moving along only
one individual rope as it winds through a truss, a
vertical rope maze and a long hitching post. First
four finished move on to the final round, through a
truss three levels high.
Judd, the challenge is ‘move from one end of the
rope to the other’. You don’t need to sit down and
think about how to do it. (It does explain a lot,
though.)

11

11

Shattered Dreams

Maya Folklore

Trip to hot springs

Immunity

The seasonal Parang Swing rehash, this time with
questions about Guatemala and the Maya. For each
Cindy (who shares with
correct answer, use a Maya war club to smash a
Rafe)
hanging pot of corn. Three pots each, last player
with a pot hanging wins.

Rafe

Listen to a story about the slutty moon goddess
Ixchel and her soap opera of a life, then run to one
of seven stations, assemble six puzzle blocks to
reveal a question about the story, and answer it.
Get a right answer, find a flag for your flag station.
Get a wrong answer, find a stick and take it to the
fire before returning. First to get all seven flags
wins.

Rehash of Survivor Auction from Outback. This
time, there are the usual food items, as well other
more unusual auction items.
Visiting loved ones are Judd’s wife; Stephenie’s
boyfriend; and Cindy’s twin sister.
Players who got visits of their loved ones went
back to Xhákúm; the others were exiled to the
former Yaxhá for the night.

•
12

Loved Ones Auction

Various items

----•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Beef jerky or a mystery item (pot of raw
corn)
Chocolate chip cookies and milk
Mosquito net
Mystery item (steak sandwich and fries)
An advantage at the upcoming Immunity
Challenge
24 hour loved one visit to camp and the
choice of two others to get the same
reward while the rest are banished to
Yaxhá’s former camp

Loved ones are Rafe’s mother, Judd’s wife, Danni’s
and Lydia’s brothers, Cindy’s sister, and Stephenie’s
boyfriend.

12

Watch Your Step

Immunity

Danni

A rehash of Squared Off from Borneo, on a 138space vaguely-hexagonal board with a rotating
centre ring, and unshown spaces (both obvious by
paying attention to Lydia’s position throughout the
challenge) allowing players to skip a turn (the large
corners on the middle hexagonal ring) and to flip a
piece back over to its original side (the large
corners on the outer hexagonal ring).
Danni’s advantage is that she can switch spaces
with any other player once during the challenge.
She switched with Stephenie.

13

Second Chance

The seasonal ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge.
Cross a balance beam, untying three attached Maya
war clubs as you go. First three move on. Use the
war clubs to break a hanging tile 30 feet away. First
two move on. Use a bag of puzzle pieces to solve a
Maya calendar puzzle, run to a cart, get in, and use
a machete to free it, rolling down the hill to the
Pontiac Torrent and overnight Cindy (who shares with
finish.
stay at archaeologist’s camp
Stephenie)
Elements, in order, come from Bridge It, Rows And
Throws, Tomb Raider, and Slave To The Grind.
Cindy was offered the chance to give up her car for
everyone else to have one (ostensibly to avoid the
‘car curse’), but refused.

13

Pole Dancing

Immunity

Stephenie

A confusing, horrible monstrosity that to this day I
still don’t quite understand. Use provided keys to
un-handcuff yourself from a pole, then manoevre
around a line of poles and tangled ropes to get to
the key to unshackle your feet before running to
the finish. Or something.
Worst. Challenge. EVER.

14

Maya Maze

Immunity

Rafe

Move through a giant macaw-shaped maze to find
one of six stations, grab a three-sided colour-coded
puzzle piece (or pieces), then get to the end of the
pool, cross pontoons to the other side, climb a
ladder to the solving stations, cross a bridge, and
climb down a ladder to re-enter the maze. First to
get all eight of their pieces to their solving station
and form one of three possible images (jaguar,
crocodile, or monkey) wins.
Note that despite the colour changes, the maze is
otherwise perfectly symmetrical.

14

Wobbly Boots

Immunity

Danni

Use two thin ropes to help you get onto a board
sitting on a very tiny fulcrum joint, making it hard
to balance, then last as long as you can without
touching the platform beneath the board. After
one hour, let go of one of the ropes, then let go of
the second 30 minutes later, at which point neither
hand can touch any part of the challenge setup.
Last person left wins.
Danni lasted about 2 hours, 38 minutes.

Tomb Raider
2
1

Danni
Stephenie
Rafe
Lydia
Cindy
Judd
Gary
Jamie
Bobby Jon
Brandon

6
EAT
EAT
EAT
FINAL
FINAL
1
EAT
FINAL
FINAL

3
4
6
8
2
1
5
9
7

=5
=3
2
=5
=5
=5
=3
1
=5

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

--FINAL
1
--FINAL
----FINAL

4
7
2
3
1
5
6

----1
---------

-------------

1
2
4
5
6
3

3
2
=4
=4
1

--1
-------

Wobbly Boots

Spooling Around
1
2

Maya Maze

Sudden Death
Gary
Rafe

Pole Dancing

Boulder Smash
2
1

Second Chance

What’s For Launch?
2
1

Watch Your Step***

Slave To The Grind
1
2

Loved Ones Auction

Rows & Throws
1
2

Maya Folklore

Holding Court
2
1

Shattered Dreams

Blind Build
2
1

Around The Bend

Dragged Through
Mud
2
1

Mudslide

Web Over Water
2
1

Bridge It

Paddle Battle
1
2

Atlatl**

Eleven-Mile Hike
2
1

Pot Head*

Yaxha
Nakum

----1
---

1
2
3

*Players had the choice to eat a meal or participate in the challenge.
**All nine players received meals based on their order of finish, but only Judd (the official winner of the challenge) and the two people he chose were allowed to share. Jamie had
originally finished fourth, but chose to drop down to last place as atonement for earlier events.
***Danni had an advantage in the challenge.

SURVIVOR US XII: PANAMA
BAYONETA (blue), LA MINA (orange), CASAYA (purple), and VIVEROS (lime): The names of the islands tribes live on. (Presumably, La Mina and
Casaya were chosen as the post-shuffle tribes because of their status as Older People tribes in the first episode.)
GITANOS (black): The Spanish word for ‘gypsies’. Proposed by Bruce.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
One member runs across the island to a pile of
skulls, smashes them open one at a time on a rock
until they find an amulet, and runs back. First three
win.
Austin, Danielle, Terry, and Ruth-Marie are chosen
to compete.

1

Skull Crush

Flint, right to avoid being
exiled

La Mina, Viveros, and
Casaya

The losers choose one of their members to stay on
Exile Island until the first Immunity Challenge, with
only a pot, machete, and bucket of water (because
they haven’t won flint). In addition, this person will
be given a verbal clue to the whereabouts of the
Hidden Immunity Idol. Misty is exiled.
Tribes are pre-divided, and divided by age and
gender (the four oldest women, the four oldest
men, the four youngest women, and the four
youngest men).

1

4X4

Immunity

Bayoneta, La Mina, and
Viveros

Starting from a pontoon, climb over a fence and
jump into the water, swim to tribe raft, unclip it,
row to shore, run to a brainteaser and release a
metal ring from a rope and pole (digging for a
buried answer key if desired), tie the ring to a
second rope, and use it to grab a grappling hook
on the sand, raising the tribe flag. First three win.
All four tribes dig for the answer key.

2

-----

-----

-----

Players stand on 15 discs on the ground, women on
the left, men on the right. Then, they’ll flip the
discs to reveal buffs under two of them – one for a
man, one for a woman. These two start the tribe
selection process, choosing a member of the
opposite sex. Each player chosen will choose the
next member of their tribe, always picking
someone of the opposite sex, until there are two
tribes of seven. When the tribes are chosen, one
man will be left over. This person will be exiled
until Tribal Council, at which point they will listen
in and replace the player voted out.
Danielle and Terry are the first players to pick.
Danielle, Courtney, Shane, Aras, and Bobby all
move to Casaya. Sally, Misty, Ruth-Marie, Austin,
and Nick all move to La Mina. Bruce was exiled.

2

2

A Reptile Dysfunction

Anchor Management

Snorkelling and fishing gear,
raft and paddles

Immunity

La Mina

La Mina

Run to a pair of elevated bamboo poles, climb up
to them, and untie two large wooden snakes (one
player carries all the tribe’s snakes through the
course). Slide under a fence, run over an A-frame
wall, and untie two more snakes while completing
a commando crawl. Ladder bridge, swim through a
water pit beneath a fence, search in a pit of leaves
for the final two snakes, and cross the finish.
Starting from a pontoon, five tribe members grab a
prop zombie head, get in a leaking boat and bail
water out, while two dive down and haul a heavy
crate functioning as the anchor to shore, dragging
the boat with them. Unclip the anchor, take it to
the finish mat, and place the zombie head on a
prop zombie body.
Hee, Probst said ‘giant zombie head’.

3

Cross Fire

Tarp, lanterns, pillows,
blankets, rope, two water
cans, right to exile a member
of losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

La Mina

Four players stand on a beam over the water, the
other three take turns (two balls per round) to fire
a ball at them with a giant slingshot. Players can
jump from the beam in order to catch it, scoring a
point. First to five wins.
Bruce is exiled.

3

Battle Dig

Immunity

Casaya

In rounds (numbers and gender make-up varies),
players must cross a strip of sand to a marked
circle, dig up a buried bag, and take it to your
tribe’s mat. Any method of gaining control of the
bag is allowed except for choking and actual
physical violence. First player to be touching the
bag and their mat wins a point for their tribe. First
to three wins.
Bra-pulling lessons available upon request.

4

Puzzle Paranoia

Toiletries, bathroom build by
production crew, right to
exile a member of losing tribe
until Immunity Challenge

Casaya

A rehash of Floating Puzzle from Thailand. This
time, instead of the lotus puzzle, fit six giant
triangular pieces into a hexagonal frame, then
arrange them so all the adjacent edges (and edges
bordering the frame) show the same images.
Cirie sat out for Casaya. Terry is exiled.

4

Sea Level, Tree Level

Immunity

Casaya

One player sits on a swing-style chair attached by
rope-and-pulleys to a barrel; another stands on a
platform near the raised barrel. The four remaining
players, tied together in pairs, cross a long balance
beam holding buckets to reach the sea. Fill them
up, come back across the beam, and pour it into a
bucket, which will be winched up by the player on
the platform, who pours it into the barrel.
Eventually, the bucket will fall, raising the player on
the chair until they can pull a pin releasing the
tribe flag.
Bobby sat out for Casaya.

5

For Cod’s Sake

Items used in challenge, wine,
spices, frying pan, cooking oil,
and right to exile a member
of losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge for winners; either
bag of rice or bag of beans
for losers

Casaya

One player runs to a boat, grabs a bag of rice, then
comes back, throwing the bag to the second
person, who throws it to the third, who throws it to
the fourth, who throws it to the final player, who
dumps it in the marked bin. Then, the same thing
happens with a bag of beans, and again with six
large fish. Before each fish is placed in their bin,
the final player must chop off the heads and tails
with a cleaver. First tribe to get everything in the
right bins wins.
Courtney and Danielle sat out for Casaya. Terry is
exiled.
La Mina takes their beans.

5

Buried At Sea

Immunity

La Mina

Three tribe members paddle a tribe boat around a
marked area to four submerged coffins, untying
the slipknots and grabbing a puzzle piece from
each, before rowing back to shore, where the
other two use them to form a skull pyramid,
placing a golden skull on top.
Teacher Bruce and nurse Cirie sat out for Casaya,
leaving their puzzle-solving to… Shane. No wonder
they lost.

6

In-Cog-Neato

Barbecue picnic at local
village, Immunity, right to
exile a member of losing tribe
until after Tribal Council

Casaya

One at a time, three players run along a path
through a field (crisscrossing the other tribe’s
several times) to reach one of four stations, untie a
giant hanging skull-shaped puzzle piece, and haul it
back. One player makes two trips. Then, the two
others take the pieces and place them into rotating
pieces on a solving platform until they all fit.
Courtney sat out for Casaya. This time, Bruce and
Cirie were smart enough to take on puzzle-solving
duties.
Sally is exiled, and granted Immunity since she will
not be attending Tribal Council.

La Mina get a Treemail directing them to search
the back of the island for something odd. There,
they find a boat loaded with firewood and a crate,
and are told to pack up their camp (without the
still-exiled Sally’s help) before rowing to Casaya.
7

-----

Firewood

-----

For the first time in the history of the American
version of Survivor, a tribe flag varies from the
basic rectangular shape all tribe flags have had
since the show began. (In Australian Survivor, they
were triangular in reference to boat sails as part of
the shipwreck/nautical theme.)
Use your arms and legs to hang beneath a raised
log for as long as possible.

7

Vampire Bats

Immunity

Terry
Terry lasted 46 minutes. (Aras lasted 11 and was
beaten by everyone except Cirie.)

8

Rock The Boat

Breakfast in a wet bed with
mimosas, right to exile a
member of each of the losing
teams until the next
Immunity Challenge

Aras, Bruce, and Sally

In teams of three, take 100 coconuts from your bin
and place them into the others’ boats, then row
yours to a floating crate, grab a flag and net, return
to shore, and use the net to haul the coconuts
back to the bins.
Austin and Danielle are exiled.

8

Ups And Downs

Immunity

Terry

Dig a hole beneath a fence and crawl through. First
six move on. Use four clues to correctly place nine
rocks in a grid, run over a sandhill, through a net
maze, and over another sandhill. First three move
on. Use two planks to cross a knotted rope bridge
to a platform, jump into the water, climb a steep
sand bank. First two move on. Crawl through a
cage-like network of ladders, dig through a
sandpile blocking the exit, and cross the finish line.
Aras once again puts up a dismal performance, this
time fucking the fence instead of trying to win.

9

Get Hooked

Video from loved one,
sandwiched and milk, luxury
items, right to exile a
member of losing team until
Immunity Challenge

Bruce, Courtney, Sally,
and Terry

One player lies on a ‘cradle’ supported by bungy
ropes. The other three members of their team use
ropes to pull them around a boxlike structure to
grab 15 numbered flags, one at a time, and place
them into the corresponding holders.
Aras is exiled. Nobody complains.
Swim out to a pair of floating life rings, dive down
to find a long plank, memorise the seven symbols
shown on it in order, return to the beach, and use
three-sided puzzle pieces to recreate the sequence
in a solving station.

9

Marine Memory

Immunity

Terry

Players had the option of competing in the
challenge or eating cheeseburgers and fries for the
duration of it. Bruce, Cirie, Courtney, Danielle, and
Shane all decided that the key to stopping Terry
from winning Immunity was… Aras? No wonder
Terry won again.
Rehash of Face Off from All-Stars. For correct
answers, chop a rope making a torch pivot, until
the third chop sets a player’s voodoo doll
(designed in the player’s likeness by the player
themselves) alight. Last one left wins.
‘Voodoo’ is ONE word, Challenge-Naming Experts!
Terry is exiled again.

10

Voo Doo

Overnight trip to spa, right to
exile someone until Immunity
Challenge

Cirie (who shares with
Aras and Danielle)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who does the least for the tribe?
Who never shuts up?
Who mistakenly thinks they run the show?
Who would you trust with your life?
Who can’t be trusted to watch your back?
Who is the biggest poseur?
Who is the moodiest?
Who most easily succumbs to intimidation?
Who is the most annoying?
Who would never survive on their own?

10

11

-----

The Key Of Sea

Immunity

Barbecue on a nearby island
with chocolate cake, right to
participate in secret second
reward challenge, right to
exile a member of losing
team until Immunity
Challenge

Cancelled due to Bruce’s evacuation.
In two teams of three and attached to a rope:
Move around a hitching post and an underwater
frame (not shown, but visible in overhead shots),
then swim to floating platform. Move around two
poles, rope crisscrossing with the other team in
between, then over and under water-level hurdles
to final platform. All players on a team must
complete an obstacle before moving on. At the
final platform, one at a time unclip, run across a
Courtney, Danielle, and
set of small pontoons, dive into the water, untie a
Terry
slipknot on a crate, retrieve a bag from inside,
surface, run back across the pontoons to the
platform, and clip back on to the rope. Once all
three players have bags, return along the course to
the starting line.
Aras is exiled once again, because this game is
about nothing if not misguided mancrushes. Just
ask Probst!
Use a slingshot to break three hanging tiles.

11

Shot At A Car

GMC Yukon

Terry
The simplest, lamest idea we’ve seen in years.

11

Hold Your Own

Immunity

Terry

Kneel on a plank over a pool while holding two
small ropes, which are connected to a hook
holding weight. Starting with 20% of the your body
weight, and adding 10% more every fifteen
minutes, hold the weight in the air for as long as
possible. When it drops, so do you. Last one dry
wins.
According to Probst, Danielle and Courtney both
weigh exactly 120 pounds, while the other four all
weigh exactly 170 pounds. What are the odds?
Terry lasted 31 minutes.

12

Second Chance

Right to choose how much
contact from their visiting
loved ones each player gets
(and, as a result, who is
exiled)

Seasonal ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge. Dig
in a marked area for a buried bag. First four move
on. Take it through a commando crawl, climb to a
raised bar, untie a wooden snake, climb back
down, take both through another commando crawl
and over a sandhill. First three move on. Take the
bag and snake over a sandhill into a pool, untie a
hanging fish, and take all three over another
sandhill. First two move on. Take all three items
Terry (who shares with with you through a cage-like network of ladders to
Shane)
the finish.
Elements come from Battle Dig, A Reptile
Dysfunction, For Cod’s Sake (?), and Ups & Downs.
Terry and his wife and Shane and his son stayed at
a villa overnight; Aras got a hug from his mother
and went back to Gitanos with Cirie and her
husband; and Danielle got to spend the night alone
on Exile Island.

12

13

Perch

Station By Station

Immunity

Overnight Panama Canal
yacht trip

Terry

Aras (who shares with
Cirie)

Stand on a small platform 20 feet above the water,
lower a bucket, fill it, pull it up with the attached
rope, and pour the water into a chute to raise a
flag. No sitting or kneeling on the platform, and no
falling off. First to grab their flag and wave it above
their heads wins.
Kind of a rehash of End Of The Line from Borneo.
Move along a communal rope to six stations, count
the number of a specific item (shells, rocks, poles,
fish, iguanas, and hermit crabs), return to your
solving station at the start, and find the
appropriate tile before continuing. Once you’ve got
all six numbers, open three separate combination
locks with them. If there are any mistakes, go back
and correct any or all of them. First to open all
three locks and raise their flag wins.
Because Danielle and Terry (WHAMBULANCE!)
were not chosen for the reward, both were exiled
until the Immunity Challenge.

13

Puzzle Dig

Immunity

Aras

Rehash of the end of All Tied Up from Pearl
Islands. Here, the compass points are replaced by
pictures, and the ropes are already in place. Dig up
a bag of puzzle pieces, take it to a solving station,
and assemble the jigsaw to show where to move
the ropes. First to dig up three bags and solve all
three puzzles wins.
Guide a wooden peg through a large table maze to
release two pegs, run to a spinning wheel divided
into compartments (each containing a wrapped
bundle of fabric) and use three clues to spin the
wheel to find the bundle containing two more
pegs, go to a giant sloped wall, fit the pegs into
matching holes to reach the top, place them in the
matching holes once more to release your flag.

14

Wall To Wall

‘Power meal’ and camp bed
for the night

Terry

Apparently, Aras is ‘the ultimate competitor’,
despite never really being any good at challenges,
and foiled here by ‘put the peg in its hole’.

•
•
•

14

Balance Of Power

Immunity

Danielle

Questions:
Clockwise one space for a third of the
game’s length
Anti-clockwise one space for each player
Clockwise for each day until the finale

Stand on a tiny pontoon for as long as possible.
Every fifteen minutes, move to an adjacent smaller
pontoon and get into a standing position within a
minute. If the challenge makes it to a fourth
platform, there are no more changeovers, and the
challenge becomes pure endurance.
Danielle’s winning time is unknown, but appears to
be about 34 minutes (15 on the first platform, a 1
minute changeover, 15 on the second, a 1 minute
changeover, and then about 2 on the third).

Aras
Danielle
Terry
Cirie
Shane
Courtney
Bruce
Sally
Austin
Nick
=7
=4
1
=7
=4
=4
=7
2
3
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
--EAT
1
EAT
EAT
EAT
EAT
--2
5
7
1
3
4
6

Second Chance
Perch

DQ
--1
DQ
DQ
--3
4
1
5
6
2
2
3
1
4
5
----1
-----

*Players had the choice to eat a meal or participate in the challenge.
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XXXXX
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AUSTRALIAN SURVIVOR II: VANUATU (Celebrity)
MOSO (blue), KAKULA (orange), and TANNA (watermelon): Islands in the nation of Vanuatu. Merged tribe name Tanna chosen by producers.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Nine ‘celebrity’ players are split into tribes of men
and women (5 women, 4 men) and taken by native
canoe to their beach. They’ll have their luggage
and one luxury item each, and a map to their
watering hole, but aside from that get no supplies
at all. A couple of hours later, one more tribe
member (of the opposite sex) arrives with a pot
and flint.
Even by the low standards of celebreality shows,
these people are barely famous enough to count.
The tribe beaches were also used in Survivor:
Vanuatu - Islands Of Fire, though the mostlyfemale tribe here are living on the male tribe’s
beach, and vice versa.

1

Fishing gear and a large fish

Kakula

One at a time, swim out to a floating treasure
chest, dive down to unclip it, and haul it back to
shore. When all five chests are gathered, open
them and use the pieces inside to assemble a tamtam.
Due to uneven tribe numbers from the outset,
Amber sits out for Moso.
Rehash of Pig Pen from Survivor: Vanuatu, with
each player taking one pig instead of two.

1

Immunity, new tribe member

Kakula

Imogen sat out for Moso.
The new tribe member was a former SAS soldier
and survival expert. It’s convenient the tribe at a
numbers disadvantage won, isn’t it?

2

Coconut Juice

Rehash of Jo-Coconut from Survivor: Vanuatu, with
a shaky plank, a toughnut, and a seesaw as
Kakula (fruit shared with
Outdoor bed, basket of fruits
obstacles.
Moso)
Gabrielle sat out for Kakula.

2

Immunity

Moso

Rehash of Memory from Survivor: The Australian
Outback, this time matching common items with
plaques showing the Bislama description. First to
five pairs (out of a possible 12) wins.
Elton sat out for Kakula.

3

-----

-----

-----

Immediately prior to the next challenge, Justin and
Gabrielle (as the only opposite-sex members of the
mostly-female and mostly-male tribes, respectively)
were placed in charge of picking new tribes. They
had to pick a member of the opposite sex with
each pick, so that tribes wound up with a roughlyeven distribution of men and women.
Nicolle and Imogen moved from Moso to Kakula;
David and Elton moved from Kakula to Moso.
One wonders how they’d have been chosen had
either Justin or Gabrielle been voted out by this
point.

3

3

Basket Stomp

Prison Break

Items used in challenge, an
outdoor kitchen benchtop
with cooking equipment

Immunity

Moso

Rehash of Tribal Stompede from Survivor: All-Stars,
with one fewer item to compensate for fewer tribe
members.

Kakula

Rehash of Pirate Prison Break from Survivor: Pearl
Islands, with a player moved from the second cage
to the last, and players in the final cell not being
freed until after the final key has been retrieved.

4

Human Thread

Frying pan, oil, lemons, two
roast chickens

Kakula

One tribe member is attached to a rope. The other
members of their tribe must manoeuvre them
along the rope as it winds around a log on the
ground, a bamboo A-frame, crisscrossing between
two poles in the water, through two underwater
hoops, and a vertical rope maze on a pontoon.
Then, the harnessed tribe member will grab a key
hanging overhead, and the team must return along
the course to the start before unlocking the rope
from its holder. First tribe to unlock their rope and
get the harnessed tribe member free wins.
Gabrielle sat out for Kakula.
Rehash of By The Numbers from Survivor: Vanuatu,
with the four tribe members rotating positions and
transporting eight quoits from one end of the
beam to the other to compensate for smaller
tribes.

4

Plank Walk

Immunity

Kakula

It may just be the way these particular contestants
performed, but this is really a sexual harassment
lawsuit waiting to happen when you’ve got players
of the opposite sex groping each other. Not
naming anybody in particular, Wayne Gardner.
Imogen sat out for Kakula.

5

Passing Water

Steaks (with béarnaise,
peppercorn, and mushroom
sauces) and a waterproof
poncho for each tribe
member

Moso

Rehash of Fire Fighter from Survivor: Vanuatu, with
two middlemen cut out of the water-throwing line
to compensate for smaller tribes, and tribes raising
a flag instead of a fire due to unfavourable
conditions (per producers on the show’s former
website).
Wayne and Nicolle sat out for Kakula.

5

Pursuit

Immunity

Moso

Kind of a rehash of Hot Pursuit from Survivor:
Palau. First round: Three tribe members are
harnessed to a communal rope carrying weighted
backpacks (weight not revealed), and race around
a narrow oval track, mostly on sand but with the
far edges in shallow water. Bags can be given away,
but players can’t drop out of the race. First tribe to
catch up to and tag the other wins a point. Second
round: Two-on-two. Third round: One-on-one. First
to two wins.
Although Moso won in two rounds, the final was
held between athletes Elton and Guy for laughs,
but not televised.
Imogen and Gabrielle sat out for Kakula. (David
and Nicolle sat out in the second round.)

6

6

-----

-----

Feast at a tribal village

-----

Kakula gets a treemail telling them to pack up as
much of their camp as they can in ten minutes.
Locals will paddle outrigger canoes to the camp,
and tribes can only keep what fits on them. They
will be taken to Moso. (Why, given Kakula have
dominated, is beyond me.)

Guy (shared with Elton
and Gabrielle)

Rehash of Rock Bottom from Survivor: All-Stars,
with one fewer preliminary round, and starting
from shore. [It could have been a rehash of the
same challenge from Marquesas, but since it never
aired in Australia (due to Australian Survivor), I
doubt it.]

6

Snakes & Ladders

Immunity

David

Each player has a group of colour-coded ladder
rungs. One at a time, in a random order, players
take two of their rungs and place them into two
other players’ ladders. The first player to have all
six rungs of their ladder filled can climb it to the
platform above to win Immunity.
An alternative to the usual Parang Swing rehash
you’d normally see at about this point, but not a
good one. It wouldn’t be missed if it were never
seen again.

7

Vanuatu Volcano

7

8

8

Overnight stay at a private
villa

Immunity

Twisted Firestarter

Tile Shoot

Helicopter trip to Pentecost
Island to watch land diving

Immunity

Gabrielle, David, and
Imogen

Rehash of Temple Transfer from Survivor: Thailand,
with a five-level inner tube puzzle on pontoons in
knee-deep water.
The life rings may be a deliberate shoutout to
Australian Survivor, which used life rings in a Tower
of Hanoi puzzle as part of a challenge.

David

Rehash of Memory Mosaic from Survivor: Vanuatu,
with the four largest compass pieces and eight
internal pieces now only showing one colour at a
time.

Nicolle (shared with
Imogen)

First round: Commando crawl through a mud pit.
First four move on. Second round: Two players at a
time try to balance on circular pontoons, using a
rope to try and get their opponent to fall into the
water. Winners move on. Final round: Using
magnesium, a machete, and kindling, build a fire
large enough to burn through a rope and pour
water on the other player’s attempt.

A rehash of Shoot Your Way Home from Survivor:
Vanuatu, adapted poorly for an individual
challenge. Each player has a column of three tiles
Imogen (given to Nicolle) in a 15-tile grid (so, basically, it’s less likely the two
edge columns will be accidentally hit). Take turns
using slingshots to try and shoot out the other
players’ tiles. Last one left with a tile intact wins.

A rehash of Face Off from Survivor: All-Stars, but
instead of a battering ram smashing a ceramic face,
here it pushes over a decorated tam-tam.
Bringing the loved ones in by helicopter then flying
them off again during the challenge? Cruel. Very
cruel, but very awesome. Hee.

9

Tam-Tam Smash

Overnight stay at villa with
loved one

Nicolle

It’s only taken nine episodes, but someone
recognisable finally turns up – Sara-Marie Fedele,
by far Australia’s most well-known Big Brother
contestant, was Imogen’s ‘best friend’ (they met on
Australia’s Celebrity Big Brother a few months after
the original Australian Survivor aired in 2002).

•
•
•
•
•

9

10

Flag Race

Immunity

Re-enter the game

Who is
Who is
Who is
Who is
Who is

Questions:
the least clever?
messiest in camp?
most surprised at getting this far?
most likely to backstab someone?
the most desperate to win?

David and his wife

Rehash of Jumper from Survivor: Vanuatu, with
players and loved ones working together to get
four flags, and no balance beam component. There
were no rules regarding when to alternate
swimmers, meaning a player could in theory win
Immunity by doing absolutely nothing at all.

Guy and Justin

First round: The four jury members listen to a story
about Roy Mata (a near-verbatim copy of the one
from Redemption in Survivor: Vanuatu), then
answer multiple-choice questions about it. Second
round: Given ten seconds to observe the
placement of ten coloured pucks in a grid, produce
an exact mirror image. Both rounds are sudden
death, and one jury member gets eliminated each
time. The two surviving players re-enter the game.

10

Lovely Grub

Immunity

Imogen

First round: Eat three live ofta worms (sp?). First
three move on. Second round: Dig in a marked
circle on the beach for a buried key, use it to open
a treasure chest, take the grappling hook inside,
use it to retrieve a ring with attached pennant, and
place the pennant atop a pole.
Host Dicko after the first round: ‘Well done David,
well done Imogen – even though you’re honking in
the bushes – and well done Guy.’ Snerk.
Kind of a rehash of When It Rains, It Really Pours
from Survivor: Africa. Instead of holding their
hands above their head, they keep the bucket aloft
by holding a pole.

Not necessarily a rigged challenge, but there
should have been something to stop the women
Helicopter trip to Mount
Guy (shared with Imogen
(the first two players out) from having to hold the
Yasur, overnight stay at resort
and Justin)
pole above their heads while the men were able to
balance it on their shoulders.

11

Note that only Nicolle did not go on the reward.
For the first time since Probst hung out with Colby
in Outback, the host joined contestants on the
reward.
11

12

The Battle Of Vanuatu

Immunity

Immunity

Guy

An exact rehash of Island Hopping from Survivor:
Vanuatu. Yawn. It wasn’t even a good challenge the
first time. Did we have to revisit it?

Justin

Balance on a pontoon for as long as possible. For
the first hour, both hands and both feet must keep
continuous contact. After one hour, take one hand
off. After a second hour, take one foot off, leaving
you balancing on one hand and one foot.

Guy
Justin
Imogen
Nicolle
David
Gabrielle
Elton
1
FINAL
=6
=4
FINAL
=6
=4
*Players and
--=1
--2
=2
2
--=1
--1
=2
=3
1
4
----2
6
1
--1
--1
1
1
5
--2
1
--1
=4
=3
--3
--4
--2
=4
3
their loved ones competed together in this challenge. Their results
1
2
4
3
1
-------

are shown.

EP. 12 Immunity

The Battle Of
Vanuatu

=2
=4
1
=4
=2

Ep. 11 Reward

Lovely Grub

Ep. 10 Second Chance

Flag Race*

Tam-Tam Smash

Tile Shoot

Twisted Firestarter

Ep. 7 Immunity

Vanuatu Volcano

Snakes & Ladders

Ep. 6 Reward
Ep. 1 Reward

Ep. 1 Reward and
Immunity

Coconut Juice

Ep. 2 Immunity

Basket Stomp

Prison Break

Human Thread

Plank Walk

Passing Water

Pursuit

Moso
Kakula
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2

3
1
2

SURVIVOR US XIII: COOK ISLANDS
MANIHIKI (yellow) and PUKA PUKA (green): Atolls in the Cook Islands.
AITUTAKI (red): A lagoon in the Cook Islands (and the filming location for the season).
RAROTONGA (blue): The largest city in the Cook Islands.
AITUTONGA (black): A combination of the two post-shuffle, pre-merge tribes. The person who proposed the name is unknown.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
The same method of abandoning tribes as Borneo.

1

1

-----

Lock, Load & Light

-----

-----

Tribes are pre-divided based on their race –
Caucasian, African-American, Latin-American, and
Asian-American. White Africans (like Gillian and
Paloma from Gabon), indigenous Americans (like
Julie from Vanuatu), and many other minorities are
not represented.

Run up and over two sand mounds, assemble a
puzzle boat and use unique braces to hold it
together, row out to a cauldron, light a torch, row
back, remove the braces and take them to the start
line. Two players use 16 puzzle pieces to assemble
blocks representing compass directions, then the
Immunity and flint for first
tribe fits the blocks and braces into a climbing wall
three tribes, fire-making kit
Puka Puka, Aitutaki, and
and climbs up to light a fire barrel.
for first place-team, right to
Rarotonga
avoid having to choose who is
The losing tribe must choose any member of the
sent to Exile Island
three winning tribes to go to Exile Island for two
nights, with only a pot, machete, flint, and a bucket
of water. In addition, this person will get a clue for
this season’s Hidden Immunity Idol (usable at any
Tribal Council until the Final Four). Jonathan from
Rarotonga is exiled.

2

Tow The Line

Listen to a story about three of Captain Cook’s
major journeys in the Pacific. Then, harnessed
together, go over and under a series of logs and
through a group of poles, untying seven ‘answer
boards’, then complete a two-rope hand-over-hand
traverse before running to the solving station. Use
five of the cards to correctly answer the shown
Immunity for first three
questions about the story. There is a written
tribes, two tarps for winners, Puka Puka and Rarotonga version of the story at the start of the course if
right to avoid choosing who is (dead heat), and Manihiki
tribes want to read it at any time.
sent to Exile Island
Puka Puka and Rarotonga both called for Jeff
Probst at the same time and were declared to have
tied for first. Both received tarps.
Jenny for Puka Puka, Adam for Rarotonga, and J.P.
for Aitutaki sat out. Yul was exiled by Aitutaki. He
finds the Hidden Immunity Idol.

3

-----

-----

-----

Divided by gender, draw tiles from a bag. The two
players of each gender who draw marked tiles are
responsible for starting the tribe selection process.
Only members of the same sex can be chosen and,
wherever possible, players from tribes already
represented in the new group cannot. Then, the
four captains get given prop eggs to be squished.
The two who get red eggs take their groups to
Aituaki, the two who get blue eggs take their
groups to Rarotonga.
Becky, Cao Boi, Yul, Candice, Jessica, Jonathan, and
Sundra all moved to Aitutaki; Brad, Jenny, Cristina,
J.P., Nathan, Rebecca, and Stephannie all moved to
Rarotonga.

3

Steeple Chase

Immunity, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
after Tribal Council

Rehash of Hot Pursuit from Palau, with backpacks
weighing 15 pounds and tribes required to tackle a
member of the other to the ground in order to
win.
Rarotonga

All ten women dropped out during the challenge,
while all eight men were still there at the end.
Candice is exiled. Since she doesn’t attend Tribal
Council, she cannot be voted out.

4

Strung Along

Three blankets, two pillows, a
hammock, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Aitutaki

Two players are harnessed to a rope winding
through several obstacles. The rest of their tribe
helps them move along it – up and over an Aframe, under a thick log on the sand, around a
long hitching post, and around a giant boxlike
structure – to the end of the rope. Then, one
player swims to a buoy and dives down to retrieve
a decoder wheel before coming back, where the
entire tribe uses it to work out a six-word phrase.
Stephannie sat out for Rarotonga. Adam is exiled.

4

Mayday

Immunity

Aitutaki

Four players untie and assemble a wooden puzzle
stretcher, lock it in place with metal braces, then
run to the beach. One swims out to a mast and
climbs a rope ladder to free a hostage, then they
both swim back holding a life ring. The hostage
gets on the stretcher and is carried back. Finally,
the three remaining tribe members make a fire
large enough to burn through a rope, lowering the
tribe flag.
Cristina sat out for Rarotonga.

5

Never Tear Us Apart

Spices, wine, fishing gear,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Rarotonga

Three pairs stand on individual platforms,
harnessed together at the waist and with each
member holding a hook in the air. In two-minute
intervals, the remaining members of the other tribe
load up one pair with a five-pound weight on each
hook. Drop a hook and the pair is out. Last pair
standing wins.
Jonathan is exiled.

5

6

United We Stand

Kicking And Screaming

Immunity

Lamb shanks, bread, and
apple cider, right to kidnap a
member of losing tribe until
after the next challenge

Aitutaki

Assemble interlocking pieces to form two poles
with small podiums on top, then use them to
transfer two tribe members from one platform to
another. Finally, all eight tribe members swim out
to a much smaller platform and stand on top.
One pair at a time, two players try to remove a
member of the opposing tribe from a pole they’re
holding onto and drag them across the finishing
line. First tribe to get all three opposing tribe
members across wins.

Aitutaki

The meal will be served at Tribal Council, where
both tribes will vote players out.
Cao Bai sat out for Aitutaki.
Aitu kidnaps Nate, who misses his tribe’s Tribal
Council and thus cannot be voted out.

7

Smash And Grab

Catalogue items of choice,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

One at a time, three players grab a club, swim out
to a platform, climb it, smash a plaster box while
jumping off to release a key, grab it, and swim
back. Once six keys have been retrieved (each
swimmer must get at least one), two others use
them to open a chest, grab the eight puzzle pieces
from inside, and use them to assemble a ‘map of
the world’ (which has three out of seven continents
missing).
Aitutaki
Each tribe got to pick two items from a ‘catalogue’
containing possible rewards. Both tribes selected
peanut butter as one of their items. Rarotonga also
chose bread, Aitutaki chose a bag of potatoes.
Jessica, Sundra, and Nathan (still kidnapped) sat
out for Aitutaki.
Adam is exiled.

7

Stairway To Heaven

Immunity

Rarotonga

Place twelve poles of varying lengths into their
holders to form a staircase, and run up it. One at a
time, three ride a zipline to a pontoon, grab a bag
of puzzle pieces, and swim back, then all three
climb a ladder back to the platform, where the
final three solve the puzzle, a timeline.
Jonathan sat out for Aitutaki.
Immediately before the Reward Challenge, players
are given the option to ‘mutiny’. Anyone who steps
off their tribe mat within ten seconds will switch
tribes, the others will remain where they are.

8

-----

-----

-----

Candice and Jonathan both defect from Aitutaki to
Rarotonga.
Note that the show’s definition of ‘mutiny’ differs
from the commonly-recognised definition, of a
group of people banding together and forcing
someone out of their position. (In other words, the
entire show is a string of mutinies.)

8

Barrel Of Monkeys

Coffee, pastries, and letters
from loved ones, right to
exile a member of losing tribe
until Immunity Challenge

Aitutaki

Two players sit in a barrel, the other two push
them down a track, running down a net alongside
to the bottom, where one of them grabs two
buoys, before rolling them over a row of logs and
to a mat on the beach to grab the final two buoys,
before rolling it into the water, where the buoys
are clipped on, making it float, then they swim it to
a larger buoy, dive down to get four flags, and to
the other side of the lagoon, where all four arrange
the flags in the right order on a flagpole, dig for a
buried axe, and use it to chop a rope and raise
them.
Brad, Jonathan, Parvati, and Rebecca sat out for
Rarotonga. Candice is exiled.

8

9

Depth Charge

Make Your Point

Immunity

Feast on a nearby island, right
to exile a member of losing
tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Aitutaki

Aitutaki

Paddle a glass-bottomed boat to three underwater
targets, dropping a cannon into each to release
buoys, then return to shore and arrange them to
form the answer to a provided clue.
Two players run up the beach to a compass rose
and dig in the position told to them (with a real
compass to help) for a treasure chest. Take the
chest back to the start, where the other two read
the directions painted on top and grab the next
chest, and so on. Once all three have been
grabbed, untie them, take seven placards showing
nautical flags (translations provided with Treemail)
from inside, and place them on a board to
correctly spell ‘VICTORY’.
Nathan, Parvati, and Rebecca sat out for Rarotonga.
Candice is exiled.

One at a time, swim to a floating crate, dive down
to unclip a bundle of placards, and swim back.
Each subsequent person swims to a crate farther
away. Then, head to an answer table showing a
map of the southern half of the Pacific Ocean (like
one given with Treemail to memorise), and use the
placards to correctly name ten island clusters.
9

South Pacific

Immunity, sealed bottle for
losing tribe containing note

Aitutaki

Counting the Cook Islands themselves, four of the
ten island groups needing names have been visited
by Survivor.
Rarotonga received the bottle and was directed to
open it after the Tribal Council vote. It told them
that they then had to vote out a second tribe
member immediately.

10

-----

-----

-----

10

Mast Cling On

Immunity

Ozzy

Players meet up for what they assume is a
challenge, but are merged. They decide on the spot
to live at Rarotonga’s beach.
Rehash of Get A Grip from Vanuatu.
Ozzy won after 2 hours, 15 minutes.
The usual auction. This time, no sharing items
bought with your US$500.

•
•
•
11

Survivor Auction

Various items

----•
•
•
•

Items:
Mystery item (hot dog, fries, and beer)
A hot bubblebath and chocolate cake
Sealed note (right to exile someone until
Immunity Challenge and take their money)
An ice-cream machine for the rest of the
auction
Mystery item (pepperoni pizza)
Mystery item (a sea cucumber)
Toothbrush, toothpaste, and mouthwash
Candice is exiled by Becky.

Answer four questions about the season with
numerical answers, then use them to solve a
mathematical problem and work out which of ten
boxes to untie. Find a key, and open a lock to raise
your flag. First three move on. Final: Solve three
more questions, unlock and crawl through a
‘timber tunnel’, cross a line of small pontoons to
raise a flag.

11

Recollection

Immunity

Adam

While the first question in the first round clearly
concerns the United We Stand (note Probst
mentioning ‘fifth Immunity Challenge’ and moving
between platforms), the overlay is from Stairway
To Heaven for some reason.

•

•

Questions:
Pieces used to make the stepping poles in
United We Stand PLUS plaster boxes each
tribe smashed in Smash And Grab MINUS
days since the mutiny, including today
MINUS players currently in the jury
Immunity challenges so far including this
one PLUS players at Tribal Council during
the lamb shank feast DIVIDED BY flags
collected in Barrel Of Monkeys

Rehash of Fire Starter from Vanuatu, with no
middlemen. Blindfolded players retrieve seawater
in a bucket and throw the water to their guiding
loved one, who pours it into a barrel, which will
eventually lower and raise a flag.
12

Pass The Bucket

Picnic at sacred cave with
loved ones, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge

Parvati (shared with
Adam and Sundra)

Loved ones were Adam’s and Parvati’s fathers,
Ozzy’s and Sundra’s mothers, Jonathan’s wife,
Becky’s sister, and Yul’s brother.
Jonathan is exiled.
Parvati’s father had to choose who they shared the
reward with, with no input from her.

12

13

Flotsam And Jetsam

Mud Run

Immunity

Overnight spa trip for first
three players, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge for winner

Ozzy

Rehash of Bridge Over Troubled Water from
Vanuatu, with players untying two bundles of sticks
from buoys at the end of the course instead of
diving for flags, then using the sticks and rope to
build a long pole and retrieve two rings.
Rehash of Mud Pack from Borneo, with players
manoeuvring past a hitching post to a mud pit and
back, and the three players with the heaviest
buckets of mud after ten minutes all winning.

Ozzy, Parvati, Yul
Is there a difference between ‘bad performance
art’ and good performance art?
Adam is exiled.

13

14

14

Cannonball Run

Compass Rose

Self-Destruction

Immunity

Immunity

Immunity

Ozzy

Carry four groups of puzzle pieces across a threelevel balance beam, assemble them to form a table
maze, and manoeuvre two cannonballs along it
into holes in the far corners.

Ozzy

Ropes course. One at a time, collect eight bags
from eight obstacles (mesh tunnel, mesh bridge,
disc walk, V tunnel, swing steps, knotted rope
bridge, rope swing, and an overhead cargo net),
then use the puzzle pieces inside them to build a
three-dimensional compass rose puzzle.

Ozzy

Stand barefoot on a small, individuallyproportioned perch above the water for as long as
possible. Every 15 minutes for the first hour, pull a
rope and release a section of the perch, making it
fall. After one hour, a section ‘less than half the
size of a postcard’ will remain.
Ozzy won after about two and a half hours.

Depth Charge

Make Your Point

South Pacific

1
2

1
2

1
2

Self-Destruction

Barrel Of Monkeys
1
2

Compass Rose

Stairway To Heaven
2
1

Cannonball Run

Flotsam & Jetsam

Pass The Bucket***

Recollection

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
*Puka Puka and Rarotonga finished in a dead heat.

Mud Run****

Smash And Grab

Kicking And
Screaming

United We Stand

Never Tear Us Apart

Mayday

2
1

Survivor Auction**

Steeple Chase

3
=1
4
=1

Strung Along

Tow The Line*

4
1
2
3

Mast Cling On

Lock, Load & Light
Manihiki
Puka Puka
Aitutaki
Rarotonga

Yul
5
--------3
----3
Ozzy
1
------1
1
1
1
1
Becky
3
--------=5
----4
Sundra
6
--------=5
----2
Adam
9
--1
----4
----Parvati
4
--FINAL
1
--2
--Jonathan
8
--FINAL
----Candice
2
----Nathan
7
**Only the players with shaded boxes bought items. Candice was sent to Exile Island in the middle of the challenge, and was unable bid on many of the items.
***Players and their loved ones competed together in this challenge. Their results are shown. Parvati’s father was responsible for choosing who they shared the reward with.
****The second-place and third-place players joined the winner on the reward, rather than the winner choosing the players of their choice.

SURVIVOR US XIV: FIJI
MOTO (green): Fijian for ‘to spear’.
RAVU (orange): Fijian for ‘to kill’. (Supposedly, but no online Fijian translators recognise Ravu as a word. Weird.)
BULA BULA (purple): Fijian for ‘hello’. Proposed by Mookie.
Episode

Title

Reward

Winner/s

Description
The 19 players row to shore as a group, where a
box containing directions to pre-cut lumber and
blueprints for a luxury shelter is later dropped
from a helicopter. They must build it.

1

-----

-----

-----

Immediately prior to the challenge, Probst asks
who the group’s leader is, and they are responsible
for dividing the other 18 into two tribes of nine.
This person is then sent to Exile Island, where they
will get a clue for a hidden Immunity Idol (which is
only playable until the final five, and must now be
played before the votes are read), and will join the
tribe that loses after their Tribal Council.
Sylvia is exiled. (This season, there are two hidden
Immunity Idols, one at Moto and one at Ravu, with
none to be hidden on Exile Island.)

1

Chariots Of Mire

Immunity, the beach with the
built shelter, cutlery, a bush
shower, and a couch

Moto

Two players ride a chariot as the other seven pull
them along a 400-metre course, stopping to untie
three hanging bags. At the end, someone grabs a
tribe flag, and everyone comes back to the start,
where four players open the bags and use the
pieces inside to assemble three puzzles, revealing a
combination for a spinning wheel with
compartments containing bundles of fabric. Follow
the combination correctly to find a knife, and chop
a rope to raise a flag.
Ravu loses and is sent to a new beach, with only a
pot and a machete.

2

3

Supply Ships

Fishing and snorkelling gear,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until after Tribal
Council

Slip, Slide & Score

Choice of luxury items, a set
of fishing and snorkelling
gear identical to that from
the last challenge, or a basket
of fruit, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Moto

Moto

Eight players row a catamaran to a floating crate
and back, over four crates on the way back while
the other player attaches each to a rope. Pull them
to shore, carry them to the tribe mat, and untie
them to find pieces for a puzzle pole and a flag.
Assemble the pole, put the flag in the top, and
place the pole in its holder.
In rounds, race down a slippery track to retrieve a
particular colour-coded numbered ball, then throw
it into a basket at the end of the track to score a
point. First tribe to six wins.
Lisi sat out for Moto. Sylvia is exiled.
Moto chose the fishing and snorkelling gear.
Head-to-head eating contest. Eat the item served
to you quicker than your opponent to score a
point. First to four wins.

3

U Pick, I Chews

Immunity

Moto

It looks like something is missing here – not only
does playing to four mean at least one member of
each tribe won’t participate, but Probst actually
says (right before the peanut worms) that they’re
playing to five.
Items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

By The Numbers

A king-size bed delivered to
camp, pillows, blankets,
spices, rice, several large fish,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Moto

A giant clam
An octopus tentacle
Two peanut worms
Three pieces of sea cucumber
Five fish eyes
Two pig snouts

Rehash of By The Numbers from Vanuatu, with
players now allowed to switch positions by jumping
into the water at the same time, and a narrower
beam.
Cassandra and Gary sat out for Moto. Yau-Man is
exiled.

4

Crab Pots

Immunity, bottle containing
sealed note to be read after
the challenge

Moto (given to Ravu)

Four players have keys on lanyards and are locked
into cages on pontoons. A fifth swims out to the
nearest cage and unlocks it with their own key,
releasing the prisoner, who crosses a set of small
platforms to the second, and so on. Once all four
prisoners are released, the final prisoner and their
rescuer get into a waiting boat with the sixth
player, who has a bunch of keys, then the three
row to shore picking everyone else up on the way.
These six form a human pyramid on the beach, and
the person on top uses the key ring to unlock a
hanging cage containing the seventh and final tribe
member.
Lisi sat out for Moto.
The note told Moto to choose between keeping
Immunity but switching beaches with Ravu, or
keeping their beach but voting someone out
instead of Ravu doing so. They chose to keep their
beach and vote someone out.

5

Kung Fu Cannibals

Catalogue items of choice,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Rehash of Sumo At Sea from Palau, with larger,
firmer bags making it harder for players’ hands to
come loose, and with tribes playing to seven
instead of six.
Moto

Each tribe got to pick two items from a ‘catalogue’
containing possible rewards. Ravu chose fishing
gear and potatoes. Moto choose toiletries and a
coffeemaker set.
Earl is exiled.

Rehash of Remembrance from Vanuatu, with
players matching 30 sandwich boards showing
words and numbers, four boards with no match,
and tribes playing to seven (out of 13 possible
matches) instead of five.
5

Concentration

Immunity

Moto

Yes, thank you, graphics department. I’m fairly
certain I could have identified the writing on the
boards without a shiny halo highlighting it for me.
Okay, we all remember Lisi becoming the first
person to injure themselves in a mental challenge.
But who remembers that after that, she lost her
turn because Moto talked?

6

-----

-----

-----

Shuffle. One person from each tribe – Edgardo
from Moto and Earl from Ravu – began the tribe
selection process. Each player selected chooses the
next, and must choose only someone from the
opposing tribe. Then, the two original selectors
play Rock, Paper, Scissors for the right to pull their
new tribe buff from a bag.
Earl, Michelle, and Yau-Man all moved from Ravu
to Moto; Alex, ‘Dreamz’, and Edgardo all moved
from Moto to Ravu. Lisi is left without a tribe and is
exiled until after Tribal Council, when she will join
whichever tribe votes someone out.

6

Crosswalk

Immunity

Moto

Players are harnessed into a six-point sliding hub
and must manoeuvre themselves along a marked
path through a pole-filled clearing (crisscrossing
with the other tribe’s path) to the finish line,
getting through five checkpoints as they do so.
First tribe to do so wins.

7

7

8

8

Hot La Crosse Buns

Blind Rage

So You Think You Can
Meke?

Warrior’s Choice

Trip to an arcade with hot
dogs and beer, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Immunity

Feast at the village, right to
exile a member of losing tribe
until Immunity Challenge

Immunity

Taking turns, hit three large targets with a burning
ball flung from a platform with what Probst calls a
‘flamethrower’.
Ravu
Earl is exiled. (Earlier in the episode, Yau-Man
found the hidden Immunity Idol at Moto’s camp.
The one at Ravu’s beach remains unclaimed.)

Moto

Moto

A caller (who can be switched at will) guides one
blindfolded member at a time down a field to
smash one of five hanging skulls with a war club
they’re holding, grab the tiles that fall out, take
them to the solving station, and run back. Once all
five sets of tiles are on the station, the entire tribe
runs down the field to it and arranges them to
form a two-word phrase.
Given a lesson at camp, perform a traditional Fijian
meke in front of three judges – Fijian dance
experts – at a local village, accompanied by local
singers. Best dance (in terms of appearance,
authenticity, and spirit) wins.
Yau-Man sat out for Moto. Lisi is exiled. (Earlier,
Alex, Mookie, and Edgardo used the hints Lisi gave
them to find the hidden Immunity Idol on Ravu’s
beach.)

Moto

Rehash of Choose Your Weapon from All-Stars.
This time, all players compete in each round, and
they’re playing for points for the closest to the
target in each round (one point in the slingshot
round, two in the spear round, three in the bow
and arrow round). Highest score wins.
Cassandra sat out for Moto.

9

-----

-----

-----

Tribes row to Exile Island, where they learn from
the box usually containing hidden Immunity Idol
clues that they are merged. They will row as a
group to Moto’s camp, which will be completely
dismantled by the time they get back.

9

River Rats

Immunity, steak, wine, and
vegetables, a skillet for the
entire tribe

Boo, Cassandra, Earl,
Edgardo, and Yau-Man

In two randomly-chosen teams of five, memorise a
seven-symbol shape on a mask design, then row
down the river to the finish platform, stopping at
three stations to unwind a bag of puzzle pieces
from a spring-like hook they’re hanging from. At
the finish platform, two players assemble the 12
pieces to form six of the seven symbols and place
them in the right places on their team’s replica of
the mask.
Though the tribe has merged, all members of the
winning team are given Immunity and will skip
Tribal Council for their reward, while the losing
team heads there immediately, without a chance to
strategise.
Rehash of Face Off from All-Stars. For a correct
answer, use a war club to smash one of three tile
towers belonging to another player. Last one with a
tile tower intact wins.
Cassandra won without getting a question wrong,
the only person in this challenge’s history to do so.
Mookie is exiled.

10

Get Smashed Q & A

Night on a yacht with
Cassandra (shared with
barbecue and cocktails, right
Boo, ‘Dreamz’, and Yauto exile someone until
Man)
Immunity Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who would you trust with your life?
Who are you least likely to invite to a
family dinner?
Who has the biggest sense of entitlement?
Who would you most like to be stranded
on an island with?
Who do you not want to see again after
the game?
Who smells the worst?
Who mistakenly believes they are in
control of this game?
Who has wasted this ‘great opportunity’?
Who has surprised you the most in terms
of their athleticism?

10

Chimney Sweep

Immunity

Yau-Man

Brace yourself between two walls while standing on
tiny footholds above the ground. After 30 minutes,
step down to smaller footholds. After one hour,
step down to the smallest footholds, less than a
quarter of an inch (6.335 millimetres) wide. Only
arms and feet can touch the wall. Last one left
wins.
Yau-Man won after an unknown amount of time.

11

11

Slosh Pit

Torched

Overnight resort trip, right to
exile a member of losing
Alex, ‘Dreamz’, Earl, and
team until Immunity
Stacy
Challenge

Immunity

Stacy

Rehash of Wicker Flicker from Thailand, in two
randomly-chosen teams of four, and smaller
baskets to catch the hurled balls with. Catch any
ball to score a point. First to five wins.
Boo is exiled. (Since Alex played the hidden
Immunity Idol at the previous Tribal Council, it has
been rehidden with new clues available on Exile
Island.)
A giant game of Battleship. Each player silently
picks three squares in a row on a communal 5x5
grid, then they take turns, sight unseen, to choose
squares. Get a hit and Probst ignites a burst of fire,
burning down hanging nametags showing who
picked which square. Last player left with a
nametag hanging (ie. last player left with one of
their squares not picked) wins.
So, basically, it’s random luck.

12

Hungry For Love

Whitewater rafting trip for
top three, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge and an advantage
in it for the winner

Boo, ‘Dreamz’, and YauMan

Rehash of Piranha Feast from Amazon, with players
competing individually, and the three players with
the most meat on their plates all winning.
And pork instead of beef.
Earl is exiled.

12

Twisted

Immunity

Boo

Dig in a marked lane for three tiles. First two move
on. Slot the tiles into provided holders around a
12-foot pole in the water, making a pseudostaircase until you can get on top to grab a flag.
Boo’s advantage was that he automatically qualified
for the second and final round.

13

13

13

14

Keep On Truckin’

An Axe To Grind

Grapple Perch

Fiji Braille Maze

Harnessed together in teams of three, cross three
Trip to deliver supplies and a
individual seesaws (with each team member going
mobile office to a local
over the three different-sized seesaws in a different
Boo, Stacy, and Yau-Man
school, right to compete in
order) without falling, crawl through a net maze,
follow-up Reward Challenge
dig up a hatchet buried somewhere in a sand pit,
unwrap it and chop through a rope.

Ford Super Duty, right to
exile a player not going on
reward trip until Immunity
Challenge

Immunity

Immunity

Yau-Man (given to
‘Dreamz’)

Throw hatchets at a wall to break two crisscrossing
ropes, making a set of car keys catapult into the
air.
Yau-Man exiles himself after giving the car to
‘Dreamz’. Dreamz joins Boo and Stacy on the
reward in Yau-Man’s place.

Boo

Rehash of Bamboozled from Borneo. This time,
players use a rope-and-ball to snag a hoop and pull
it to lower the balance beam in each round. First
four move on to the second round, first two move
on to the final. For the final cross the final beam,
stand on a tiny perch, and use a grappling hook to
retrieve a buoy, making a second buoy float.

Yau-Man

Blindfolded and with an individually shaped
‘medallion’, get to a key station in a maze, use they
medallion to lower a key, then get through the
maze to a drawbridge. Find your drawbridge,
unlock and lower it, cross into the next maze, and
so on. Five mazes, in increasing size and
complexity, but with guideposts throughout to
assist in locating the key stations and exits. First to
get out of the fifth maze wins.

14

Hanging By A Thread

Immunity

‘Dreamz’

Lie on a platform over a pool holding a handle,
while water spills out of a barrel overhead. Starting
at a 35° angle, it increases by 5° every five minutes.
Last one hanging wins.
‘Dreamz’ won after an unknown amount of time.

Warrior’s Choice

1
2

1
2

Earl
Cassandra
‘Dreamz’
Yau-Man
Boo
Stacy
Alex
Mookie
Edgardo
Michelle

Hanging By A Thread

So You Think You Can
Meke?

1
2

Fiji Braille Maze

Blind Rage

2
1

Grapple Perch

Hot La Crosse Buns

1
2

An Axe To Grind

Crosswalk

1
2

Keep On Truckin’

Concentration

1
2

Twisted****

Kung Fu Cannibals

1
2

Hungry For Love***

Crab Pots*

1
2

Torched

By The Numbers

1
2

Slosh Pit

U Pick, I Chews

1
2

Chimney Sweep

Slip, Slide & Score

1
2

Get Smashed Q & A

Supply Ships

1
2

River Rats**

Chariots Of Mire
Moto
Ravu

1
6
7
1
8
6
--2
DQ
=3
--3
1
1
9
2
5
4
--2
DQ
=5
--4
2
2
4
1
=6
=2
FINAL
2
DQ
=3
--1
1
4
1
2
=2
=2
--1
1
2
1
2
1
8
2
2
=6
1
1
1
--1
--2
9
3
1
1
7
--1
--=5
2
7
5
1
=2
5
FINAL
2
5
6
2
4
1
3
8
2
*Moto won, but gave Immunity to Ravu so they could keep their luxury camp.
**Though it was after the merge, the winning team of five was allowed to skip Tribal Council.
***The second-place and third-place players joined the winner on the reward, rather than the winner choosing the players of their choice.
****Boo had an advantage in the challenge.

SURVIVOR US XV: CHINA
FEI LONG (red): Mandarin for ‘flying dragon’.
ZHAN HU (yellow): Mandarin for ‘fighting tiger’.
HAE DA FUNG (black): Pinyin Cantonese translation of Mandarin words meaning ‘black fighting wind’.
Not sure why they’re using Mandarin words when Jiangxi province (the filming location) is one of the few that speak Cantonese, but… eh.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Players observe a ritual at a Buddhist monastery (or
not), before learning that, for the third time in the
show’s history, they will be entering the game with
only the clothes they’re wearing. Players get given
their buffs (in colour-coded bags in a communal
pile), and each tribe gets a copy of The Art of War
by Sun Tzu, and a map to their camps, which they
must row to, and where they will find the usual
minimal supplies, and rice. Because CHINA.
Tribes are pre-divided without any gimmicks for
the first time since Survivor: Pearl Islands.

1

Dragon Dance

Immunity, flint

Fei Long

Harnessed to a ceremonial mascot (a la dragondancing dragons), manoeuvre it around a spiral
alley, head over some hurdles and a bridge (tribes
face these two obstacles in opposing order) to a
gate, where the front person unclips themselves,
crawls through the gap, goes up a ramp to two
walls, climbing over them and releasing two
adjacent drawbridges, before grabbing a key,
unlocking the gate, and clipping back in to their
mascot. The entire tribe then runs along the new
path and through a ‘swamp’ pit to the finish
platform, where each player fits the poles they
were carrying into individually-shaped holders.

2

2

Chinese Checkers

Gatecrasher

Fishing gear, fishing boat,
right to kidnap someone on
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge, sealed tube for
kidnapped player

Immunity

Fei Long

Three players from each tribe (with even gender
matches) attempt to push one of two large
wooden ‘balls’ released by Probst across a
waterlogged field to the finish line to score a point.
Physical contact is allowed, intentionally causing
injury is not. First tribe to two wins.
Todd sat out for Fei Long. Jaime is kidnapped.
Inside her tube is a second tube containing a clue
for a hidden Immunity Idol, which she is instructed
to give, sealed, to a member of Fei Long. She gives
it to Leslie.

Fei Long

Use a heavy battering ram to completely smash
through two wooden gates, place it into a solving
station, wind a metal peg around the maze of
grooves etched into it to free it, and then use it to
hit a gong.
Courtney and Leslie sat out for Fei Long, Jaime sat
out for Zhan Hu.

3

3

Clear The Deck

Blade Runner

Lantern, kerosene, rope, a
tarp, blankets, right to kidnap
someone on losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge, sealed
tube for kidnapped player

Immunity

Zhan Hu

Three players at a time (all of the same sex) start
on opposing boat-shaped pontoons, connected by
two beams, and attempt to force all participating
members of the other tribe into the water to score
a point. First tribe to three wins.
Courtney and Todd sat out for Fei Long. Leslie is
kidnapped. She gives her second sealed tube to
Jaime.

Zhan Hu

One at a time, four players run to a chopping
station, use a sword to cut through seven marked
sections of wood to release a hanging bundle of
puzzle discs, chop them off from the rope, and
carry them back to the start line. Then, the other
two place the sixteen discs onto a puzzle pole with
a heavy stone base and drag it past the four
stations to the finish line.
Denise and Leslie sat out for Fei Long.

4

4

Great Balls Of Fire

Warriors’ Duel

Fishing lesson and cooked
meal from a local family,
spices, vegetables, right to
kidnap someone on losing
tribe until Immunity
Challenge, sealed tube for
kidnapped player

Immunity

Fei Long

Two players at a time carry a burning metal ball
across a clearing to a wok using giant fireworks.
When it lands in the wok, fireworks will ignite. First
tribe to get all three balls in their woks, each with a
larger pair of chopsticks, wins.
Courtney sat out for Fei Long. Dave is kidnapped.
He gives his second sealed tube to Todd.

Fei Long

Dressed in traditional ‘Chinese warrior’ armour
(with small tribe flags hanging from them like
antlers), throw meteor hammers to break porcelain
vases behind your opponents, while they try and
stop you with bamboo poles. Three rounds – two
women, two men, and one of each – with three
meteor hammers per team. Most vases smashed
cumulatively wins.
Jean-Robert sat out for Fei Long.

5

-----

-----

-----

Shuffle. Tribes get a scroll with the members of the
other tribe listed, and circle the two members
they’d most like to have on their tribe. These four
players (two from each tribe, Zhan Hu) switch,
everyone else remains where they are.
Aaron and James move from Fei Long to Zhan Hu;
Frosti and Sherea move from Zhan Hu to Fei Long.

Two players swim to a pontoon and climb up,
alternate diving down to pull bamboo poles out of
a cage, eventually making twelve puzzle discs (each
bearing a sign of the Chinese zodiac) float, then
transport them to shore in a small boat. The other
three use them to solve a puzzle, matching each
disc to the corresponding place on a large board.
5

Plunge, Pull, Pop

Immunity

Fei Long
It looks like the solving board has the Chinese
characters for each of the creatures in the right
place, if they can read it. But Jean-Robert swam
and Peih-Gee threw the challenge, so it’s a moot
point.
Amanda and Courtney sat out for Fei Long.

6

Search & Decode

Teahouse visit and shower
right to kidnap someone on
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge, sealed tube for
kidnapped player

Fei Long

Rehash of Abandoned Barracks from Borneo, with
a now-traditional solving component. One at a
time, enter an abandoned village, grab a colourcoded plank, and return. Once all eight have been
found, slide them into a grid to form an elevenword phrase made famous by Confucius, because
CHINA.
Amanda, Courtney, and Denise sat out for Fei Long.
James is kidnapped. He gives his second sealed
tube to Todd, who finds the hidden Immunity Idol,
stupidly gives it to James, and then tells him where
to find the one at Zhan Hu, which he does.
Rehash of U Pick, I Chews from Fiji, with different
food. This time, though, they really ARE playing to
four.
Jean-Robert, Sherea, and Todd sat out for Fei Long.

6

Name That Spoon

Immunity

Zhan Hu
•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Ten chicken hearts
Three pieces of eel
Three baby turtles, with shell
Two balut (chicken foetuses)
A ‘thousand-year-old egg’

7

-----

-----

-----

Merge. Tribes arrive at a pavilion, are merged, and
head directly to a feast and performance by local
acrobats. After it’s over, they head back to Fei Long
(because Fei Long won more challenges).
Questions about the merge feast/performance.
Give an incorrect answer and you’re out. Last
player remaining wins.

7

Feast Memory

Immunity

Frosti

•
•
•
•

8

The Bucket Stops Here

Village trip for ‘authentic
Chinese meal’, sealed tube

Amanda, James, JeanRobert, and Todd

Questions:
How many times did firecrackers go off?
What was the table’s centrepiece?
What colour was the pole in the
courtyard?
What was worn on the cultural dancers’
feet?

Two captains are randomly chosen, who start a
selection chain, continuing until there are two
teams of four, and one player left out. This player
sits out, and will not go on the reward. Then, one
tribe member sits in a small boat in the middle of
what is essentially a pool, while the three
remaining members of the other team stand on a
pontoon and use buckets to throw water at the
boat to try and make it sink. The player in the boat
can bail water out and move around with their
hands. Sink the other team’s boat first to score a
point. In each round, someone different must sit in
the boat. First to two wins.
Denise was left out. The sealed tube contained ‘the
final’ hidden Immunity Idol clue.

8

Dragon Rider

Immunity

Courtney

Sit on an unsteady water-filled barrel over a swamp
for as long as possible as the water slowly drains
out. Fall off or touch the structure holding the
barrel (shaped like a dragon, because CHINA), and
you’re out. Last one left wins.
Courtney won after an unknown amount of time.

9

9

Drum Roll

Chinese Zodiac Symbols

Overnight Li River boat trip

Immunity

Each member of a four-person team (chosen by
chain selection, as in The Bucket Stops Here) holds
a different-sized drum, and they attempt to bounce
three balls between them down a course and to
Amanda, Courtney, Erik, the team’s finishing barrel (one at a time), heading
and Frosti
over several waist-high hurdles and past several
mock Terracotta Warriors, and returning to the last
of two gates they passed through (or to the start) if
they drop it. First to get all three balls in their
barrel wins.

Peih-Gee

Listen to a list of animals in the Chinese zodiac
called out by Probst, then use a knife to stab into
the corresponding symbols on a solving board in
the right order. Get it wrong and you’re out. Last
one left wins.
Players had the option of competing in the
challenge or eating cheeseburgers and fries for the
duration of it. Courtney, Denise, James, and Todd
ate; the other four participated in the challenge.
The world’s easiest quiz about China and its
culture, held immediately after the Tribal Council
in which Frosti was voted out. First to five points
wins.

10

Confucius Said

Overnight Shaolin Temple
trip

Peih-Gee (shared with
Denise and Erik)

Note that Probst chooses his words very carefully,
describing ‘being invited to stay’ at the Shaolin
Temple as something few outsiders ever get to
experience – he’s not calling the visit something
few get to do, for good reason, considering it’s
second only to the Great Wall as the most-visited
landmark in all of China.
Why did the Outback (and All-Stars) Tribal Council
score play in the background for the final
question?

10

11

11

Star Struck

Marco Polo

Swamp Donkeys

Immunity

Boat trip and feast with loved
ones, overnight stay at camp
for loved ones, phone call
home

Immunity

Erik

Denise (shared with
Amanda and Todd)

First round: Throw three metal stars (which are
Japanese, SHOW) at a target shaped like three
people, scoring points depending on where the star
lands and sticks. Three highest scorers (more in a
tie) move on. Final: One throw each at a new target
ten feet farther away. Highest score wins.
Blindfolded players and their also-blindfolded
loved ones are at opposite ends of a maze. Calling
to each other, they must reunite and make it to
the large platform in the centre of the maze. First
pair to do so wins.
Loved ones are Erik’s mother, Courtney’s and PeihGee’s fathers, Denise’s husband, and Amanda’s and
Todd’s sisters.

Peih-Gee

Attached to a rope, run down a swampy course
(going over and under a series of hitching posts as
necessary) to a colour-coded set of boxes. Untie a
box, open it, choose the correct statement about
Chinese inventions from two options displayed, and
take the corresponding key back to the start to
open a lock if correct. First player to open all three
of their locks and raise a flag wins.
Give each of five arrows to the other players in
secret, then use a replica of a 4th-century repeating
crossbow to hit a grid target with the arrows you
received, playing in order from least arrows to
most. One point any time an arrow hits your
section of the target, regardless of who fired it.
Highest score wins.

12

Zen Archery

Overnight Great Wall trip and
traditional meal

Denise (shared with
Courtney and Todd)

Peih-Gee got one arrow (from Courtney). Denise
got two arrows (one each from Courtney and
Todd). Amanda got four arrows (two from Denise,
and one each from Courtney and Todd). Todd got
six arrows (three from Peih-Gee, two from
Courtney, and one from Denise). Courtney got
twelve arrows (all five of Amanda’s, three from
Todd, and two each from Denise and Peih-Gee).

12

Chinese Leftovers

Immunity

Amanda

The seasonal ‘learn from past mistakes’ challenge,
(although we haven’t actually seen it since Panama
and haven’t officially seen it again since this
season). Throw three metal stars at a target. Lowest
scorer is out. Eat one balut. Last player still eating is
out. Move a ball down an obstacle-filled clearing
into a barrel, bouncing it on a drum. First two
move on. Use a sword to chop through sections of
wood and release a group of puzzle discs, then fit
the discs onto its pole.
Elements come from, in order, Star Struck, Name
That Spoon, Drum Roll, and Blade Runner.

13

Great Wall Of Zhelin

Pizza, brownies, beer, and
soft drink

Amanda (shared with
Todd)

Starting atop a mock Great Wall, climb down a
ladder and go across a small wooden bridge to
reach a partially completed second bridge, use
individually-shaped planks to complete the bridge,
place ‘cement’ blocks in a yoke and carry them all
the way back to the start, repeating the trip until
all pieces have been gathered, then fit all the
pieces into a partially-completed section of the
Mediocre Wall.
Though the reward was an individual serving,
Amanda had the option of eating it herself (which
would make it the first single-player reward since
Wall To Wall in Panama), or sharing it with either
one or two of the other three players.

13

Broken China

Immunity

Amanda

Players hold on to a handle on a ball-bearing pivot
with one hand and gradually stack porcelain dishes
onto a small podium on the far end of the handle,
making it harder and harder to hold steady. Make
any of the china drop and you’re out. Last player
left wins.
Amanda won after an unknown amount of time.

Todd
Courtney
Amanda
Denise
Peih-Gee
Erik
James
Frosti
Jean-Robert
Jaime
Marco Polo

Swamp Donkeys

EAT
EAT
3
EAT
1
4
EAT
2
=2
=4
=4
=4
1
=4
=2
6
=3
2
5
7
1
=3
------1
------------1
--5
3
1
4
2

Broken China

2
=3
=3
1
5

Great Wall Of Zhelin

Chinese Leftovers

Star Struck

2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

Zen Archery

Confucius Said

3
1
4
8
5
6
7
2
9

Chinese Zodiac
Symbols

1
2
1
DQ
2
2
1
2
1

Drum Roll

Dragon Rider

=3
=7
=7
=3
=7
=3
=7
1
=3
2

The Bucket Stops
Here

Feast Memory
Dragon Dance

Chinese Checkers

Gatecrasher

Clear The Deck

Blade Runner

Great Balls Of Fire

Warrior’s Duel

Plunge, Pull, Pop

Search & Decode

Name That Spoon

Zhan Hu
Fei Long
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2

----1
--4
3
1
2

SURVIVOR US XVI: MICRONESIA (Fans vs. Favourites)
AIRAI (pastel orange): One of Palau’s sixteen provinces.
MALAKAL (pastel purple): A lagoon in Palau.
DABU (pastel green): Made-up word believed by nine of ten of its members to be Micronesian for ‘good’. Proposed by Erik.
No idea why, given the pastel theme of the buffs and flags, much darker block colours were used in challenge props, but… eh.
Episode

1

1

2

Title

Reward

First To Shore

Immunity from tribe’s first
Tribal Council for a member
of each tribe

Reinventing The Wheel

Smash And Grab

Immunity, flint

Immunity, fishing gear,
bamboo fishing boat, right to
exile a member of each tribe
overnight

Winner/s

Description

Kathy and Yau-Man

Rehash of First To Shore from Palau, with teams
wading/swimming from one island to another
nearby, and with the first member of each tribe to
grab the correct Immunity Idol winning it.

Airai

Assemble twelve puzzle pieces to form four wheels,
attach them to a cart, wheel it through a series of
fences to a sandpit, dig up a bundle of planks, fit
them into the empty spaces in a bridge, push the
cart to the final platform, take the wheels off, fit
each individual piece into a large turnstile, and turn
it to raise a lit cauldron high enough to light a fuse
to a second cauldron.

Malakal

Rehash of Smash And Grab from Cook Islands, with
five swimmers (first running across a group of small
pontoons) grabbing one key each, a sixth player
opening the locks, and the final three using the
pieces inside to make a map of Micronesia and the
surrounding area.
Kathy sat out for Airai. She and Cirie from Malakal
are exiled. (This season, the hidden Immunity Idol
clues work in a chain, and are all available from the
beginning if players can find them.)

3

Beach Bash

Catalogue items of choice,
right to exile a member of
each tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Starting from your opponent’s end zone, and
carrying three canvas bags per tribe, cross a
marked ‘field’ in the shallow water to your own
end zone, attempting to gain control of the other
tribe’s bags any way necessary. Bags are not out of
play once they reach an end zone. First tribe to get
five of the six bags in their end zone at the same
time wins.
Malakal

Each tribe got to pick three items from a catalogue
containing potential reward packages. The winners
got what they chose but, unlike in the past, did not
get what the other tribe chose. Both tribes chose
shelter. Airai also chose a fishing kit and cooking
equipment. Malakal also chose a lighting kit and a
‘survival kit’ (whatever that means).
Kathy from Airai and Ami from Malakal are exiled.

3

4

Nut Bucket

Diver Down

Immunity

Three egg-laying chickens and
a rooster, right to exile a
member of each tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Airai

Malakal

Two men and two women hold a rope to keep a
heavy net in the air, while the remainder of the
tribe tries to throw coconuts into the opposing
tribe’s net, making it heavier. First tribe to drop
their net loses.
Four players swim to a platform, then dive one at a
time to a 30-foot-long steel cage filled with colourcoded coconuts, find one of ten with letters
painted on it, get it out of the cage any way
necessary, and place it in a floating tray. Then, all
four move the tray to shore, where the last four
players unscramble the ten letters to form the
mystery word.
Normally, I wouldn’t think you’d need four people
to arrange ten coconuts in order, but given the
people cast for this season…
Chet sat out for Airai. Kathy from Airai and Ozzy
from Malakal are exiled. While there, Ozzy finds
the hidden Immunity Idol.

4

Crosswalk

Immunity

Malakal

Rehash of Crosswalk from Fiji. This time, each
player has a keyring and must first run to the
sliding hub, get into their harness, and unlock their
section hub from its stand, before they move
together through the forest to collect hanging
necklaces. When all six have been gathered, they
head to the finishing table, where the final two
place the necklaces (with some black and some
colour-coded ‘beads’) into grooves on the circular
table correctly, in order to reveal a three-word
phrase reading clockwise on the tribe-coloured
beads.
Tracy sat out for Airai.

5

-----

----

-----

Shuffle. Players draw stones from a bag (each tribe
has one) to work out who begins the chain
selection process. Each player must select someone
from the opposing tribe.
Eliza, James, Jonathan, and Parvati all moved from
Malakal to Airai; Chet, Erik, Joel, and Tracy all
moved from Airai to Malakal.

5

Cat & Mouse

Steaks, vegetables, spices,
wine

Airai

Kind of a rehash of Hot Pursuit from Palau.
Immediately after the shuffle, tribes divide into
pairs, each harnessed together. A pair from each
tribe will start from opposite ends from an
obstacle-filled clearing, with one pair trying to grab
a flag hanging from one of the other pair’s backs
to score a point. If they’re unable to grab the flag
within a minute, the pair being chased scores a
point for their tribe. Tribes alternate roles each
round. First tribe to three wins.
Because of the shuffle, nobody was exiled.

5

A Stone’s Throw

Immunity

Airai

Four players take turns throwing rocks to smash
hanging tiles, releasing a pile of large puzzle pieces
hanging below. Then, the other four (including a
caller sitting on a perch) arrange the sixteen pieces
on a large solving platform so every edge is next to
one of the same colour.
It’s not similar enough to be a rehash, but it’s eerily
reminiscent of Tribal Tiles from Vanuatu.

6

Build It Up, Break It
Down

24 hours with two native
guides, right to exile a
member of each tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Airai

Rehash of Build It Up, Break It Down from Palau.
This time, tribes only have ten minutes to grab
their supplies from a pontoon, return to shore, and
build a barricade inside the opposing tribe’s cage,
making it as hard as possible to move through.
Then, they switch to their own cages and do
whatever they need to in order to get all of their
participating members from one end to the other,
and onto the finishing mat.
They’re not ‘two native Micronesians’, Probst.
Micronesia is an entirely different country.
Natalie sat out for Airai. Jason from Airai and Chet
from Malakal are exiled.
After the challenge, Jonathan was evacuated due to
life-threatening injuries sustained in Cat & Mouse.

6

United We Stand

Immunity

Airai

Rehash of United We Stand from Cook Islands,
with tribes not needing to assemble the poles this
time.

7

Money Roll

Waterfall trip for shower with
snacks, right to exile a
member of each tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Malakal

Four blindfolded players, directed by a caller, use
handles to push a large ‘money stone’ through a
course, crushing it through tiles at four stations to
uncover two smaller money stones. Once all eight
stones have been retrieved (by the final player),
the caller, retriever, and one other player fit them
into a rotating cog puzzle.
Natalie from Airai sat out. Jason from Airai and
Tracy from Malakal are exiled. Since Tracy is exiled,
she will not participate in the reward trip.

7

8

What-er Drag

The Gauntlet

Immunity

Immunity, pizza and beer
delivered to camp

Airai

One tribe member runs along a line of floating
bridges from the beach to a pontoon, carrying one
end of a long rope. On the pontoon, they clip the
rope to a giant, folded puzzle piece, and ride it as
the rest of their tribe hauls them back with a large
winch. Once all five pieces are retrieved, two
players unfold them and assemble them to form a
5x5 square.
Rehash of The Gauntlet from Palau, with the rope
swing replaced with a disc walk, the ‘wobbly
bridge’ replaced by three floating podiums, the
two-rope hand-over-hand traverse replaced by a
mesh net run, and tribes only needing to grab five
flags instead of ten (presumably since there were
only two runners, compared to five in Palau).

Airai
Parvati sat out for Airai.
With treemail, tribes got a list of the remaining
members of the opposing tribe, and had to choose
one player to sit out of the challenge and be given
individual Immunity. Airai chose Ozzy. Malakal
chose Alexis. These two were sent to Exile Island.

9

9

-----

Last Gasp

----

Immunity

-----

Jason

Merge. Players row to a separate island with their
supplies for the merge feast, where they name the
merged tribe, paint the flag, and decide where to
live. They will spend the night on this island,
without shelter, before heading to the chosen
beach. They return to Malakal.
Rehash of Last Gasp from Palau, without the first
person to bail sent to Exile Island.
Jason won after an unknown amount of time.

10

Bai Bai

Overnight trip to Yap

Divided into two teams of four via chain selection
(with the remaining player exiled until the
Immunity Challenge), one player at a time swims to
an offshore net maze, moves through it, swims to a
pontoon where a large board shows fifteen similar
symbols, memorises the positions of them before
returning, using puzzle pieces showing the same
images to recreate it as possible. In addition, there
Amanda, Erik, Jason, and are decoy pieces at the solving station to make it
Ozzy
harder. First team to correctly recreate the board
in its entirety wins.
This is the first international trip ever offered as a
reward in Survivor history (the season’s being
filmed in Palau; Yap is in the Federated States of
Micronesia).
Cirie is exiled.

10

When It Rains, It Pours

Immunity

Parvati

Rehash of When It Rains, It Really Pours from
Africa and, with only the entirely superficial
changes of the water now being coloured, and
different temptations offered.
Parvati won after just over 6 hours.

The seasonal auction. This time, no sharing items or
money.

•
•
11

Survivor Auction

Various items

-----

•
•
•
•

Items:
Mystery item (hot dog and fries)
Mystery item (jar of octopus) or second
mystery item (nachos)
Mystery item (fruit bat soup)
Peanut butter and jam sandwich with milk
Mystery item (right to exile someone until
Immunity Challenge and take their money)
Mystery item (giant chocolate cake, to be
shared with three others and eaten within
a minute)
Jason is exiled by Natalie.

11

Pool Party

Immunity

Erik

Essentially, it’s the ‘learn from past mistakes’
challenge, except not stated as such. Throw a rock
at a tile to drop a chained bundle of puzzle pieces.
First four move on. Dig for a key to unlock the
pieces, use them to form a wheel, place it on a
winch, and spin it to lower two planks until they
touch a table. First two move on. Use the planks to
cross a knotted rope bridge over a pool, then
complete a disc walk to the finish platform.
Elements come from, in order, A Stone’s Throw,
Reinventing The Wheel, Smash And Grab,
Reinventing The Wheel (again), What-er Drag, and
The Gauntlet. The knotted rope bridge does not
appear elsewhere in the season.

Rehash of Face Off from All-Stars. For a correct
answer, chop a player’s rope to lower a weight,
eventually setting off a spiked catapult to smash
their ceramic effigy. Last player left wins.

12

Body Slam

Trip to Jellyfish Lake with
loved one, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge

Alexis (shared with Cirie
and Natalie)

•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who does the most for the tribe?
Who never shuts up?
Who mistakenly thinks they are controlling
the game?
Who is the most honest?
Who are you least likely to invite to a
family dinner?

Loved ones are Natalie’s and Parvati’s mothers,
James’s father, Cirie’s husband, Amanda’s sister,
and Alexis’s and Erik’s brothers.
Amanda is exiled.
12

Shoot To Thrill

Immunity

Erik

Rehash of Shooting Gallery from Palau, with each
player aiming to hit three colour-coded sake
bottles.

Given an event from the past 16 seasons of
Survivor, use a spinning wheel with every season’s
logo on it to show the season it happened in. First
to four wins.

13

Survivor Roots

Overnight resort trip, right to
exile someone until Immunity
Challenge

Erik (shared with
Amanda)

In theory, the season’s theme means the challenge
should be over in four questions. Sadly, not only
does it take longer, but it looks as though there are
questions edited out that nobody got right – Cirie’s
wheel is showing the Africa logo right after the
shark question, for example.

•
•
•
•
•
13

14

Dash, Dig, Decode

Crystal Method

Immunity

Immunity

Questions:
When did someone have a pet snake?
When did someone bite a live shark in
retaliation for being bitten?
When did someone ask another player to
pee on them after a jellyfish sting?
When did someone fall into a fire?
When was the first season with four tribes?

Erik (given to Natalie)

Rehash of Puzzle Dig from Panama, with the five
players digging in three larger communal circles,
each farther away from the solving stations.

Amanda

Two separate rehashes of boring challenges
combined into one really boring challenge. First, a
rehash of Perch from Panama, with players
reaching for a key instead of a flag and swimming
to shore with it. Secondly, a rehash of Lopevi’s
individual Immunity Challenge in Vanuatu, with a
larger ladder and with players using their key to
unlock a chest containing the rungs instead of
digging it up.

14

The Ball Drop

Immunity

Amanda

Keep a small steel ball balanced in a loose groove
on a piece of wood for as long as possible, holding
the wood over a table with two oar pieces as
‘handles’. Every five minutes, lower the block/s to
the table, add an extra block on each side, and lift
it back up.
Amanda lasted the equivalent of about 21 minutes.

Money Roll

What-er Drag

The Gauntlet

1
2

2
1

1
2

1
2

The Ball Drop

United We Stand

1
2

Crystal Method

Build It Up, Break It
Down

1
2

Dash, Dig, Decode

A Stone’s Throw

1
2

Survivor Roots

Cat & Mouse

2
1

Shoot To Thrill**

Crosswalk

2
1

Body Slam

Diver Down

1
2

Pool Party

Nut Bucket

2
1

Survivor Auction*

Beach Bash

2
1

When It Rains, It
Pours

Smash And Grab

1
2

Bai Bai

Reinventing The
Wheel

Kathy
Yau-Man

Last Gasp

First To Shore
Airai
Malakal

Parvati
9
2
1
--=5
7
--=4
----3
Amanda
10
1
3
--=3
2
--=4
--1
1
Cirie
7
DQ
=8
--=5
4
--2
----2
Natalie
6
2
6
--=5
3
--3
----Erik
4
1
=8
--1
6
1
1
1
Alexis
8
2
7
--=5
1
--James
3
2
5
--2
5
Jason
1
1
2
--=3
Ozzy
2
1
4
Eliza
5
* Only the players with shaded boxes bought items. Jason was sent to Exile Island in the middle of the challenge, and was unable bid on many of the items.
**This challenge happened in the same episode as Body Slam, but James was evacuated before it, and was no longer in the game.

SURVIVOR US XVII: GABON
FANG (red) and KOTA (yellow): Local artwork styles. [In fact, the individual Immunity Talismans/Necklaces in the first challenge are based on the
respective styles.]
NOBAG: ‘Gabon’ spelled backwards. Stoidi yb. Proposed by Ken.
Episode

1

1

1

2

Title

-----

One For All

Temptation Valley

Lemme Go Rock ‘N’ Roll

Reward

-----

Immunity from tribe’s first
Tribal Council for a member
of each tribe; extra bag of
corn and beans

Immunity, flint

Immunity, fishing gear, right
to exile a member of losing
tribe overnight

Winner/s

Description

-----

Repeat of Thailand’s tribe selection method, with
the two oldest players choosing their tribe mats
instead of buffs, no hints about each camp, and
players chosen in a chain selection instead of solely
by the oldest players.

Kota wins the food;
Marcus and G.C. each
win Immunity

Kota

‘Run over there!’, pretty much. The first person
from each tribe to get to the top of a steep hill
nearby wins individual Immunity from the tribe’s
first Tribal Council; the first tribe to get all of its
members across wins the food.
After the challenge, tribes carry their supplies to
camp, where there are some haphazard structures
pre-built to protect them from the local wildlife at
night. They will only get the clothes they were
wearing at the beginning of the game.
Six players run, harnessed together, through a
swamp, over a net A-frame, under and over a
group of hitching posts, then to a sand pit to dig
up three bags of puzzle pieces, before taking them
to the finish, where the other three use them to
solve a puzzle.
Rehash of Rock ‘N’ Roll from Africa, with tribes
stopping at two stations for someone to climb on
and untie hanging keys, which unlock chains at the
finish.

Kota

Paloma sat out for Kota. Dan is exiled. (This season,
exiled players have a choice – pick either a clue for
the hidden Immunity Idol, again in ‘chain reaction’
style, or a key to a shack with food and a hammock
for comfort, but not both. Dan takes the clue.)

3

3

Kicking And Screaming

Lake Launch

Blankets, hammocks, pillows,
a mat, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Immunity

Rehash of Kicking And Screaming from Cook
Islands, now in separate rounds. First tribe to two
points wins.
Fang
Ken sat out for Fang; Corinne, Jacquie, and Kelly
sat out for Kota. Sugar was exiled. She chose the
clue and found the hidden Immunity Idol.

Fang

One at a time, six players go down a waterslide into
the lake, swim to a buoy, untie a number, and get
it back to the top of the hill. Once all six are
gathered, the last player uses a clue to arrange
them in the correct order on a combination lock.
Open the lock, grab the axe inside the chest, and
cut a rope to raise your flag.
Paloma and Sugar sat out for Kota.

4

-----

-----

-----

Shuffle. Players fill out a survey ranking themselves
and the other members of their tribe in descending
order of importance to the tribe. Then, the player
deemed most important on each tribe becomes
the first person to pick in a chain selection process.
Each player chosen must only pick someone from
the opposing tribe.
Ace, Jacquie, and Kelly move from Kota to Fang;
Dan, Randy, and Susie move from Fang to Kota.
Sugar is left without a tribe and exiled until after
Tribal Council, when she will join whichever tribe
loses a member. She chooses the comfort shack.

4

Big Oar Deal

Immunity

Kota

It’s lacrosse on the water, pretty much, with each
player being given a dinky raft and a paddle. First
tribe to score three goals wins.

5

Fruit Flies

Herb garden, salt, oil, chili
sauce, all fruit the winning
tribe catches, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Kota

One player throws a piece of fruit through an
overhead arch to one of two players, who then
throws it through a second arch to one of two
more. Meanwhile, one player from the other tribe
stands beneath each arch and tries to knock food
to the ground with a wooden club. If fruit hits the
ground at any point, knocked by a club or just not
caught, it’s not allowed. Tribe with the heaviest
haul after five minutes wins.
Sugar is exiled, and chooses the comfort shack.

5

6

Cliff Bowling

Snake In The Grass

Immunity

Pastries, coffee and a
coffeemaker, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge

Kota

One player from each tribe at a time throws a large
ball of sticks down a hill aiming for goal areas
worth different point values. At the bottom, one
blindfolded player holds a shield and tries to stop
the ball while a second guides them to it. Get a ball
past the goalkeepers to score the relevant point
value. Highest score after all five people at the top
of the hill have thrown wins.
Rehash of Hot Pursuit from Palau, with a 20ft (6m)
long, 200lb (91kg) plush snake replacing the
sandbags and making success depend more on
where people are positioned on the harness as
opposed to when they dropped out, and on a dirt
track.

Kota

What exactly is the purpose of those two tribecoloured ramps in the middle of the track? Tribes
don’t run on them, the people who quit don’t sit
on them, they’re just… there.
Corinne sat out for Kota. Once again, Sugar is
exiled, and chooses the comfort shack.

6

Jungle Relay

Immunity

Kota

Harnessed together, two players crawl underneath
a cargo net shaped like a spiderweb, cross a set of
logs any way possible, untie a hanging pair or
puzzle pieces, and come back. Another pair crosses
the same obstacles, then gets through a toughnut
at the end for another pair of pieces. The third pair
does the same thing, adding another toughnut
after the first. Then, the tribe works together to
assemble the flagpole and raise their flag.
Susie sat out for Kota.

7

Elephant Eggs

Helicopter ride and picnic,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge

Kota

Three players throw ceramic balls across a marked
area (with additional ropes making it slightly harder
to move around) to each other, while a member of
the other tribe tries to smash it to the ground with
their bare hands. Make the other tribe’s ball break
and score a point. First tribe to three wins.
Corinne and Charlie sat out for Kota. Once again,
Sugar is exiled and chooses the comfort shack.

7

8

Lake Log Jam

-----

Individual Immunity, right to
give individual Immunity to a Marcus (given to Sugar)
member of other tribe

-----

-----

A rehash of Log Jam from Amazon, this time with
each player competing in a single-elimination
tournament for individual Immunity, even as
players compete against others from their own
tribe and, unlike the two previous appearances of
this challenge, against people of the opposite sex.
Tribes arrive at a feast (with a clue to a hidden
Immunity Idol in the surrounding area hidden
beneath the food) and enjoy it before being told to
draw numbered stones from a bag. Players who
draw odd numbers become members of Fang;
players who draw even numbers become members
of Kota.

8

Keep It Up

Immunity

Fang

Balance two poles in position between an overhead
plank and the backs of your hands for as long as
possible. Let either one of them drop to the
ground and you’re out. Last player remaining wins
Immunity for their tribe.
The last player remaining, Matty lasted an unknown
amount of time.

9

Super Golf

Overnight trip to Gabonese
village, right to exile someone
until Immunity Challenge

Fang

Golf with slingshots, two players controlling the
ends of it while a third aims the oversized ball
towards an oversized hole. First to get the ball in
the hole wins a point. First tribe to two wins.
Bob is exiled, and chooses the clue.

9

9

-----

Fired Up

-----

Immunity

-----

Rehash of Africa’s merge, with tribes forced to
head back to Fang rather than choosing.

Susie

Essentially, it’s a nine-person Tribal Council
tiebreaker. With flint, steel, and kindling, make a
fire large enough to burn through a rope about a
foot above the fire-making station.
The usual seasonal auction. As with last season’s,
no sharing of any kind is allowed.

•
•
•
10

Auction

Various items

-----

•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Beer and peanuts
Mystery item (right to exile someone until
Immunity Challenge and take their money)
Mystery item (chocolate and peanut
butter)
Hot bath and more of your packed clothes
Hamburger, fries, and soda
Mystery item (spaghetti bolognese, garlic
bread, and wine)
Immunity Challenge advantage
Mystery item for tribe (plate of cookies)

Bob is exiled by Ken and chooses the clue again,
seemingly unfamiliar with how the game works.

10

The Domino Effect

Immunity

Ken

Cross an individual line of balance beams
(originally stacked a la dominoes, and each
narrower than the last) without falling off while
holding a bag of ‘puzzle blocks’, repeating until
you’ve got three bags across the finish line. First
two move on. Line the blocks up like dominoes on
a tilted surface while avoiding tripwires, then let
them drop to knock a ball into a bucket, raising a
flag.
Corinne’s advantage was that she automatically
qualified for the second and final round.

11

Now Or Never

Video message from loved
ones, pizza, beer, brownies,
surprise loved one visits for
all

Bob

In two three-person teams chosen by a chain
selection, retrieve seven sprocket-shaped puzzle
pieces from two stations across a swampy field
while harnessed together, then fit them into a
solving station correctly to raise a flag. First team
to raise their flag moves on to the final, a (very
simple) nine-square sliding puzzle.
Loved ones are Bob’s wife, Susie’s husband, Matty’s
girlfriend (who he proposes to), Crystal’s boyfriend,
Ken’s and Sugar’s sisters, and Corinne’s brother.

11

12

Bombs Away

Swamp Monkeys

Immunity

Overnight trip to gorilla
sanctuary, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge

Bob

Answer a trivia question about Gabon correctly to
earn a ball for the final round. After four questions,
take the balls you’ve earned and throw them from
a platform down a steep hill into a large target.
Closest to the centre wins.

Run to a swamp, cross a mesh net, floating bridge,
floating raft, and second floating bridge, untie a
ball, return to the start, and throw the ball into a
Bob (shared with Crystal
small net from behind a marked line. First player to
and Ken)
get three balls into their net wins.
Susie is exiled, and chooses the comfort shack.

12

13

13

Mask Match

A-Mazing Gabon

House Of Cards

Immunity

Immunity

Immunity

Bob

Blindfolded, study the features of a threedimensional ‘mask’ with your fingers, then grab a
bag of puzzle pieces and move under and over
ropes, planks, and a mesh net to a solving station
at the end of an individual lane, drop the bag off,
and return, repeating until three bags have been
taken. Empty them, feel for the matching pieces,
and fit them into the right places on the mask to
make an exact copy.

Bob

Dig under a fence and crawl through, cross an
elevated maze made of balance beams without
falling, untie a gate and enter a second, groundlevel maze containing 25 huts to find one of three
with bags of puzzle pieces inside. Take a colourcoded bag through the maze and up a steep ramp
to a solving station, before returning to the maze
for another bag. Once all three bags have been
retrieved, open them and use the pieces to build
the roof of a model hut on a provided base.

Susie

Given a pile of 200 playing-card-shaped wooden
tiles, build a tower as high as you can on a
platform, any way possible. A ladder is provided for
assistance. First player to get a tower ten feet tall,
or whoever has the tallest tower after 30 minutes
wins.

House Of Cards

------1
1
1
1
1
------7
----------FINAL
=2
--------FINAL
--=2
--------1
--=2
----------FINAL
=5
--------FINAL
DQ
=5
--------***Bob as exiled during the auction and as unable to bid on most of the items.

1
2

A-Mazing Gabon

Mask Match

Swamp Monkeys

Bombs Away

Now Or Never

The Domino Effect

Auction***

Fired Up
Bob
Susie
Sugar
Matty
Ken
Crystal
Corinne
Randy
Charlie

Super Golf

Keep It Up

Lake Log Jam**

Elephant Eggs

Jungle Relay

Snake In The Grass

Cliff Bowling

Fruit Flies

Big Oar Deal

Lake Launch

Kicking And
Screaming

Lemme Go Rock ‘N’
Roll

Temptation Valley

One For All*

Fang
G.C.
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
Sugar
1
Kota
Marcus
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Marcus
2
*There were separate rewards for the first players on each tribe to finish, and for the first tribe as a whole to finish.
**Though in the tribal phase of the game, each contestant competed individually.

1
---------

=3
1
=3
2

SURVIVOR US XVIII: TOCANTINS
JALAPAO (red) and Timbira (grape): Oases in the Tocantins province of Brazil.
FORZA (green): A misspelling of the Portuguese word for ‘strength’. Proposed by ‘Coach’.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Players have one minute to take whatever supplies
they can from the truck which drove them to their
current location. Then, they must vote someone
out based solely on first impressions, before taking
their supplies on a four-hour hike to camp. Players
are not told that the person ‘voted out’ will take a
helicopter ride to camp while the rest of the tribe
is hiking. This person will then have two choices –
either go searching for a hidden Immunity Idol to
protect them from their first Tribal Council, or
begin building a campsite in order to try and
overcome the poor first impression.
Sandy from Jalapao and Sierra from Timbira are
voted out and take the helicopter to camp. It’s not
explained how they leave in the same helicopter
and are later dropped off in separate ones.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

A River, Run Through It

Immunity, flint

Timbira

Six players run over a set of sand mounds to the
river, swim to a raft loaded with puzzle pieces, get
it back to shore, untie the pieces, and carry them
back to the start, where the two others use them
to assemble a puzzle staircase. Then, the whole
tribe runs up, and any two of them work together
to complete a rope maze in order to raise a flag.

Three-on-three basketball, on a court in the water,
with physical contact allowed, and with both goals
at the same end of the court. Get a basket to score
a point. First to three wins.

2

3

Water War

Immunity, fishing gear, right
to exile a member of losing
tribe overnight, note for
exiled player

Umbrella, chairs, pillows,
blankets, a hammock, a tarp,
right to exile a member of
Blind Leading The Blind losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge, right to exile a
member of winning tribe for
exiled player

Some sites list this challenge as ‘Basketbrawl’.
Jalapao

Jalapao

Debbie sat out for Timbira. Brendan was exiled.
The note told him to pick a member of the winning
tribe to join him. He chose Taj. (This season, there
are two gourds, each player picking one. One is
empty; the other has a hidden Immunity Idol clue.
In addition, the player who picks the clue can
switch tribes at the end of their stay if they wish.
Brendan chose the clue and stayed on Timbira.)
A caller sits on a pedestal and guides three
blindfolded pairs, each harnessed together,
through a course filled with hitching posts to
retrieve a bucket each, then go to a water tower,
where they pull a handle to release water, trying to
fill the buckets. When they fill them, they must
return to the start and pour it down a chute into a
barrel, eventually raising a flag. Then, they’ll head
to a second tower and repeat the process, filling
the barrel with corn. First tribe to raise both of
their flags wins.
Brendan is exiled, and chooses Taj again. This time,
she gets the clue.

3

Crate Idea

Immunity

Jalapao

Two players at a time run down a field to a large
crate and work together to roll it back to camp.
When all six crates have been gathered, work
together to build a staircase with the tribe’s name
reading along the side, and climb up it to a
platform.

Rehash of the second Pull Your Weight from Pearl
Islands (appropriate, given the reward is a rehash
of a twist from that season), with tribes forced to
select two men and a woman as their carriers, and
loaders putting the weight on their own carriers at
the request of the other tribe’s loaders.

4

Pull Your Weight

Right to loot two items from
losing tribe’s camp, right to
exile a member of losing tribe
until Immunity Challenge,
right to exile a member of
winning tribe for exiled player

Some sites list this challenge as ‘Shoulder The
Load’.
Jalapao
The winners get to send two players to the losing
tribe to choose the items to be looted. Joe and J.T.
loot a bag of beans and a water can.
Spencer and Stephen sat out for Jalapao; Sierra sat
out for Timbira. She is later exiled, and picks Taj to
join her. Taj picks the clue. (Between now and the
next trip to exile, both Taj and Stephen find the
hidden Immunity Idol at their camps.)

4

Try-Any-Angle

Immunity

Timbira

A rehash of In-Cog-Neato from Panama, with
players retrieving eight giant three-sided puzzle
pieces and arranging them to reveal a six-word
phrase.
Taj sat out for Jalapao.

5

Dizziness As Usual

Coffee, pastries, letters from
home, right to exile a
member of losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge, right to
exile a member of winning
tribe for exiled player

Jalapao

One player at a time sits on a small circular
pedestal holding a pole as another tribe member
runs to the platform and pulls the attached rope,
making it spin. When the rope runs out, the nowdizzy tribe member on the pedestal must get up,
cross a long balance beam without falling, and run
to the finish. Winner of each round scores a point.
First tribe to three wins.
Some sites list this challenge as ‘Dizness As Usual’.
Brendan is exiled, and picks Stephen. Since
Stephen is exiled, he misses out on the reward and
his letter from home. We don’t see who picks the
clue.

5

6

Water Mortar

When Pigs Fly

Immunity

Waterfall trip for barbecue,
right to exile a member of
losing tribe until Immunity
Challenge, right to exile a
member of winning tribe for
exiled player

Timbira

Timbira

Rehash of Wicker Flicker from Thailand, with two
tribe members alternating using the slingshot, and
the others using butterfly nets to catch.
A challenge rehashing elements of Build It Up,
Break It Down from Micronesia and Fruit Flies from
Gabon. Given five minutes, build barricades in two
provided frames. Then, switch to the barricade the
other tribe built. One player picks a ceramic pig up,
throws it to a second, who throws it through the
first frame to a third, who throws it through the
second frame to a fourth, who throws it to the
final tribe member, who puts it on a finishing table.
One pig at a time. Drop a pig at any point and it
doesn’t count. Most pigs successfully caught within
ten minutes wins.
Erinn sat out for Timbira. Joe is exiled, and chose
her to join him. She picked the clue.

6

Sandstone Shootout

Immunity

Timbira

A player uses a slingshot to smash a tile, releasing
sand and eventually revealing another tile, as well
as letting a bag of puzzle pieces swing towards the
tribe. Once all three bags are released (players can
switch at will if desired), two more players use the
pieces to complete a rotating puzzle.
Debbie sat out for Timbira.

7

-----

-----

-----

Players arrive at a feast and discover new buffs and
flag painting supplies. They are told that they will
return to Timbira, and all of the former Jalapao’s
reward and personal items have been moved over.
Rehash of Get A Grip from Vanuatu, with more
divots and no ropes.

7

Get A Grip

Immunity

Tyson

Tyson won after an unknown amount of time. His
immunity was made redundant when Joe was
evacuated before Tribal Council.

8

Rock Block

Kind of a rehash of Kamikaze from Palau. In teams
of three, take turns to throw metal balls at tiles
belonging to one of the other two teams, trying to
smash them. Each team’s eight tiles are lined up in
Whitewater rafting trip and
a row. When your team has not tiles left, you’re
picnic, right to exile someone Brendan, Debbie, and J.T.
out of the challenge. Last tribe left wins.
until Immunity Challenge
Stephen is exiled. From now on, only one person at
a time will be exiled, and they will only have one
urn, guaranteeing they’ll find the clue.

8

9

Rope-A-Dope

Swiss Cheese Please

Immunity

Capoeira performance and
feast, right to exile someone
until Immunity Challenge

Tyson

Debbie, Erinn, J.T., and
Tyson

Rehash of Around The Bend from Guatemala, with
the hitching post in the first round replaced by a
second truss with the crossbars in the middle
removed, a smaller final obstacle, and only three
players moving on to the final.
Two teams of four. One pair at a time runs to a
large board, unties it, and brings it back. Once all
four are gathered, align them in four holders
(flipping and rotating as necessary) so seven
plaques with vowels on them can be read through
holes. Use tiles showing those seven vowels, along
with seven provided consonants, an apostrophe,
and an exclamation mark, to form a four-word
phrase.
The stupidest challenge idea in a LOOONG time.
Stephen is exiled.
Rehash of Shoot ‘N’ Shuffle from Amazon, except
on a three-dimensional board and giving the
players three pucks each in lieu of a slingshot
round.

9

Tocantins Shuffle

Immunity

Debbie

Players had the option of competing in the
challenge or eating pizza for the duration of it
(and: about fuckin’ time they had a ham and
pineapple pizza). ‘Coach’, J.T., and Stephen ate; the
other five participated in the challenge.

Rehash of Face Off from All-Stars. This time, having
your rope chopped three times releases a mallet,
smashing in the head of a ceramic effigy. Fun for
all the family!

10

Jala-Powed

Trip to natural springs, feast
with local family, right to Stephen (who shares with
exile someone until Immunity
J.T. and Taj)
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions:
Who has not lived up to their potential?
Who would waste the million-dollar prize
the quickest?
Who would never survive on their own?
Who would you trust with your life?
Who is most likely to stab you in the back?
Who would you least like to see win?
Erinn is exiled.

10

Snag, Drag & Bag

Immunity

‘Coach’

Use a grappling hook to retrieve three colourcoded bags. First three move on. Move a ball
through a table maze to the finish without it falling
into any of the decoy holes.

Usual seasonal auction. As is now tradition, no
sharing of any kind.

•
•
•
•
•
11

Auction

Various items

-----

Items:
French fries and sauce
Chicken parmagiana, garlic bread, and
wine
Mystery item (nachos)
Mystery item (grilled chicken hearts)
Video message from loved ones, surprise
loved one visit [For this item, players can
pool money, but only one can win]

After buying/being given the video message, Taj
had a choice: Take her husband back to camp, or
exile herself until the Immunity Challenge in order
to get a private visit and have everyone else’s loved
ones visit camp. Not surprisingly, she exiled herself.
Loved ones are Erinn’s father, Debbie’s and Taj’s
husbands, Stephen’s brother, J.T.’s sister, and
‘Coach’’s… assistant.

11

Propellerheads

Immunity

Stephen

Dig under a log, cross a balance beam, complete a
commando crawl, then run to a station where signs
showing ten mathematical symbols are rotating a la
a spit roast. Memorise them in order, come back,
write them into the gaps on a solving station, and
solve the equation.

12

Blind To Reason

Overnight stay at Governor’s
Retreat, right to exile
someone until Immunity
Challenge

J.T. (who shares with
Stephen)

Run through a maze shaped like the word
‘SURVIVOR’ (in the same font as on the logo, no
less) with your feet shackled together to the exit,
use a pile of sticks and rope to build a pole long
enough to retrieve a hanging sandbag, then swing
it to knock over three colour-coded poles in order
to raise a flag.
It seems like the feet-shackling was a last minutesubstitute for being blindfolded during the maze
for some reason, both because of the challenge’s
title and because the maze looked ridiculously easy
compared to past mazes.
Coach is exiled.
Rehash of Chimney Sweep from Fiji.

12

Chimney Sweep

Immunity

J.T.
J.T. won after an unknown amount of time.

13

Tarantula

Immunity

J.T.

Run along a mesh net to one of several mesh
tunnels, climb through it to the other end, untie a
colour-coded bag of puzzle pieces, return to the
start, and place it on your solving station. After all
three bags have been retrieved, use the pieces
inside to build a spiderweb in a provided frame.
Note that despite Probst mentioning the inner ring
having one piece in each slot, the middle having
two, and the outer having three, one of the slots in
the outer ring needs only two pieces.

13

Simmotion

Immunity

J.T.

With one hand tied behind your back, drop a metal
ball down a chute (which leads to two separate exit
points) and catch it before putting it back in at the
top. ‘Every few minutes’, add an extra ball to the
chute. Fail to catch a ball and you’re out. Last one
left wins.
J.T. won after an unknown amount of time.

Sandstone Shootout
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evacuated before Tribal Council could be held.

1
-------
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When Pigs Fly
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*The challenge was made irrelevant when Joe was

Tarantula

Get A Grip*
J.T.
Stephen
Erinn
Taj
‘Coach’
Debbie
Sierra
Tyson
Brendan
Joe

Chimney Sweep

Water Mortar

2
1

Blind To Reason

Dizziness As Usual

2
1

Propellerheads

Try-Any-Angle

2
1

Auction

1
2

Snag, Drag & Bag

Pull Your Weight

2
1

Jala-Powed

Crate Idea

1
2

Tocantins Shuffle

Blind Leading The
Blind

1
2

Swiss Cheese Please

Water War

1
2

Rope-A-Dope

1
2

Rock Block

A River, Run Through
It
2
1

Jalapao
Timbira

1
2
3

SURVIVOR US XIX: SAMOA
FOA FOA (yellow): Samoan for ‘conch shell’.
GALU (purple): ???
AIGA (blue): Samoan for ‘family’. Proposed by Brett.
Episode

1

Title

-----

Reward

-----

Winner/s

-----

Description
Based solely on first impressions, and without
talking to each other, vote for a member of your
tribe (besides yourself) to become its chief. Most
votes wins the right to make all tribal decisions on
their own, excluding Tribal Council votes.
Mick for Foa Foa and Russell S. for Galu are chosen
as chiefs.
Tribes are pre-divided.

1

1

Chief’s Choice

Yank Your Hank

Flint

Immunity

Foa Foa

Again based on first impressions, and without
talking to each other, the newly-elected chiefs
must choose who they think is the tribe’s most
agile player, the strongest, the smartest, and the
best swimmer. The swimmer will swim out to a
buoy and retrieve a key before swimming back to
shore and giving it to the strongest player, who
unlocks two large wood stacks and carries them to
a balance beam. The agile player uses them to
climb onto the beam, and then moves across it
while pulling a second key along a rope wound
around the beam. When they and the rope are
free, the smart player unlocks a chest containing
puzzle pieces and uses them to assemble a statue.

Galu

Six players run over three large wooden A-frame
walls while carrying three coils of rope between
them, then tie them together and to a crate,
before hauling it along a series of tilted ramps to
the finish platform, where the remaining four take
the wooden side planks off and use them as puzzle
pieces to reveal a six-word phrase.

2

Schmergen Brawl

Immunity, fishing gear, right
to choose a tribe member to
visit losing tribe until after
Tribal Council for winning
tribe’s chief, hidden Immunity
Idol clue for player sent to
losing tribe

Galu

Rotating positions each round, three tribe
members at a time race to retrieve three balls
(they appear to be a rugby ball, Australian Rules
football, and inflatable volleyball, all covered in
white fabric) from the centre of an enclosed
playing field, and pass them to three more tribe
members waiting on elevated platforms at the end
of the field, who will then try to get it into a
basketball-style net at the end of the field to score
a point. Physical contact is allowed, wilfully trying
to injure someone is eventually banned. First to
three wins.
Russell S. chose Monica to sit out for Galu. Later,
he chose Yasmin to visit Foa Foa. (After the
challenge, Mike from Foa Foa is evacuated.)
No, Probst, it’s not the ‘first time in the history of
Survivor someone’s been pulled out of a
challenge’. Remember Pilfering Pirates? In
Thailand? When four Sook Jai players – one third of
the people taking part in the challenge – were
pulled out?

3

Sea Crates

Immunity, choice between
two possible rewards and
right to choose a tribe
member to visit losing tribe
until after Tribal Council for
winning tribe’s chief, hidden
Immunity Idol clue for player
sent to losing tribe

Galu

Two players at a time swim between two pairs of
flags to a large crate floating in the water, untie it,
and bring it back. On the way out (and only on the
way out), a defender from the opposing tribe tries
to slow them down any way necessary as they
move between the first and second pairs of flags.
Once all four crates are retrieved, stack them into
a vertical holder so that each of the four columns
formed show four different colours.
The rewards were a choice between ‘comfort’
(pillows, candles, towels, and woven mats) and
‘function’ (a tarp, lanterns, and a cooking pot).
Stupidly, Russell S. chose the comfort items.
Mick chose Russell H. to sit out for Foa Foa. Russell
S. chose Brett, Eric, ‘Shambo’ and Yasmin to sit out
for Galu. Later, he sends ‘Shambo’ to Foa Foa.
Prior to the challenge, the tribe’s chief chooses one
man and one woman to join them for it, while the
rest of the tribe stays at camp. At the challenge,
without Probst present, a pole is set up in the
middle of a marked ring on the beach, and each
player has three attempts to get as close as
possible to the pole using bocce-style balls. Closest
ball at the end wins for their tribe.

4

Bocce In A Box

Three live chickens and a
rooster

Galu

Because of the twist, nobody is sent to the losing
tribe, and no clue is given. (While the host not
being present is indeed a Survivor first, having only
some tribe members attend is not – the South
African version did it in its second season in 2007.)
Mick chose Natalie and Russell H. to participate for
Foa Foa. Russell S. chose Dave and ‘Shambo’ to
participate for Galu.

4

Well Stacked

Immunity

Foa Foa

Carry wooden blocks across a mesh net run to a
platform, then stack them all in one tall pile
capable of standing on its own. Cross a two-rope
hand-over-hand traverse to reach a second
platform, remove more blocks from net bags, and
stack all of them in an even taller pile that will
stand on its own.
Russell S. chose Dave, Laura, ‘Shambo’, and himself
to sit out for Galu.

5

5

Samoa Smoothies

Sack Attack

Barbecue, right to choose a
tribe member to visit losing
tribe until Immunity
Challenge for winning tribe’s
chief, hidden Immunity Idol
clue for player sent to losing
tribe

Immunity

Galu

Rehash of Survivor Smoothies from Pearl Islands,
with new items on the wheel. Score a point for
finishing. First tribe to five wins.
Russell S. chose John, Kelly, and Laura to sit out for
Galu. Later, he chose ‘Shambo’ to visit Foa Foa.

Galu

Rehash of Nut Bucket from Micronesia, with one
man and one woman each holding on to an
individual net. Last player left wins for their tribe.
Russell S. chose Dave, Brett, and ‘Shambo’ to sit
out for Galu.

One player is strapped into a giant hamsterball and
guides to blindfolded team members to push them
down a path to the end of the course, then align
them so they can see a table maze. The rollers then
join two other blindfolded players to control the
corners of the table maze at their caller’s
commands, in order to move a ball to a finishing
hole.

6

Roll With It

Pizza, right to watch losing
tribe’s Tribal Council

-----

The meal was to be served at Tribal Council,
because both tribes were to head there to vote
players out. However, plans were cancelled after
Russell S. collapsed during the challenge and had
to be evacuated. (Note that despite his claims to
the contrary, Probst comments on Russell S. having
‘no idea where he’s at right now’ and slowly walks
over to him instead of getting the medical crew
straight in as soon as he realised something was
wrong. And that it’s not the first challenge in
Survivor history to be called off – the very first
Immunity Challenge in Australian Survivor was
cancelled way back in 2002.)
Russell S. chose Dave, Kelly, Monica, and ‘Shambo’
to sit out for Galu.

7

Brain Food

Sailboat trip and lunch, right
to choose a tribe member to
visit losing tribe until
Immunity Challenge for
winning tribe’s chief, hidden
Immunity Idol clue for player
sent to losing tribe

Rehash of Concentration from Fiji, with players
matching thirteen pairs of survival items instead of
sandwich boards, and chiefs allowed to take a
matched item back to camp, forfeiting the point
scored (and making it harder to win the challenge).
Highest score after all the pairs are found wins.
Galu

After Russell S.’s departure, new Galu chief
‘Shambo’ chose Dave, Kelly, and herself to sit out.
Since she sat out, she chose Eric Brett to make
tribal decisions during the challenge. After the
challenge was over, she sent Laura to Foa Foa.
Galu kept a fire-starting kit (and a bonus tarp). No
other items were kept by either tribe.

7

8

Canoe Dueling

-----

Immunity

-----

Galu

-----

Row a boat to six small floats with fish-shaped
puzzle pieces dangling beneath them, use a
grappling hook to pick them up and get them in
the boat, then row back to shore, where three
players fit them into a solving station to make a
partially-tessellating pattern.
Merge. Tribes arrive on an empty beach and find a
treasure chest containing a tarp, new buffs, and
flag-painting supplies. After the traditional merge
feast, they will return to Galu.
Because of the merge, Mick and ‘Shambo’’s chief
necklaces are now nothing more than cheap, tacky
souvenirs of their time in Samoa.

8

Nut Cracker

Immunity

John and Laura

Tee-ball. With men and women competing
separately for quite literally no reason other than
shits and giggles, it seems, each player gets one hit,
aiming for several numbered divisions downfield.
Highest score for each gender wins.
Oh, Probst. Nobody wants to know how often Dave
has sex.

9

Coconut Code

Natural rockslide trip and
picnic

Dave, John, Kelly,
Monica, and ‘Shambo’

Randomly divided into two teams of five, and with
a blindfolded player waiting at a puzzle station, two
players at a time run into a field, retrieve a pole
skewered with painted coconuts, and bring it back.
Once the five poles are gathered, put them onto
holders on a wall and manoeuvre them around so
the white coconuts reveal a four-digit number. Tell
the blindfolded tribe member, who must then
make the same number on a combination lock
(which has Braille-esque raised dots on it) and
unlock it to raise a flag.
Natalie was left without a team in the random
draw. She had to ‘support’ one of the two teams,
and would go with that after the challenge, either
on the reward or back to camp.

9

Square Peg, Round Hole

Immunity

Laura

Use grappling hooks to retrieve two bags. First
three move on. Take the two puzzle pieces inside
the bags, fit one of them (the other is a decoy) into
a unique hole on a peg board to release a new peg,
and fit this one into its correct hole, continuing
until the entire board has been filled up.
Rehash of Get Hooked from Panama, with four
people controlling the player in the cradle instead
of three.

10

10

Get Hooked

Spear Me The Details

Picnic at a waterfall, hidden
Immunity Idol clue

Immunity

Brett, Dave, Laura,
Natalie, and Russell H.

Mick

Since Russell H. played a hidden Immunity Idol at
the previous Tribal Council, a new one has been
hidden, and the clue here is the first to its location.
(Russell H. finds it.)
Throwing one rock, smash as many of three colourcoded tiles aligned close together as possible.
Then, use one spear for every tile of yours smashed
in the first round to hit a large target with a giant
crossbow. Closest to the centre wins.
The seasonal auction. No sharing.

•
•
11

Auction

Assorted items

-----

•
•
•
•
•
•

Items:
Peanut butter and jam sandwich
Mystery item (sea noodles, ‘slug guts’, and
parmesan)
Mystery item (whole roast chicken)
Immunity Challenge advantage
Hamburger, fries, and beer
Hidden Immunity Idol clue
Hot shower and clean underwear
Slice of apple pie OR four slices for others

Using one hand, hold a knotted rope attached to a
heavy log (itself seemingly attached to a pivot of
some sort) for as long as possible. Every three
minutes, switch hands and move to the next knot
farther down, making the log harder to hold. Let
go of the rope and the log drops like a drawbridge
to smash through a tile. Last person with their tile
intact wins.
11

Drop A Log

Immunity

Jaison
Jaison’s advantage was that he could move his hand
two knots back up on the rope at any point,
making it easier to hold (and at the same time
stopping him from having to ever use the final
section of rope, which has no knot to stop it from
accidentally slipping through your hands).
Jaison won after an unknown amount of time.

12

Fauxconut Bowling

Immunity

Jaison

Single-elimination bowling tournament. Use
stereotypical, Gilligan’s Island-style coconuts as
bowling balls to knock over skittles. Highest score
in one frame (two balls) moves on.
No idea why they needed a hokey sign for this
challenge. It makes it look like a rejected The Price
Is Right game.

12

13

Walk On Water

Coco Plunk

Immunity

Overnight village trip and
feast

Brett

Rehash of Stomp-pede from Africa, with players
having to wade to a small raft and untie one of
three colour-coded bags before coming back to
the beach and catapulting it into the basket, then
repeating. First to get all three bags into their
basket wins.

Jaison, Russell H., and
‘Shambo’

Kerplunk! with coconuts. In two teams of three
(chosen by captains), take turns to pull ropes
holding a large pile of coconuts above a platform.
First team to make a cumulative total of 100
coconuts fall on their turns loses.

13

14

14

Combo Platter

Tentacle

Over Extended

Immunity

Immunity

Immunity

Brett

Rehash of Station By Station from Panama, with no
ropes or carabiners, different items (pigs, hermit
crabs, rocks, coconuts, fish, and squid) at the six
adjacent stations, single-digit tiles to make it
quicker to arrange the numbers necessary, one
single combination lock, players smashing a tile
instead of raising a flag, and nobody needing a
WHAMBULANCE.

Brett

Run over a mesh net and across a thick balance
beam (so big as to make it almost impossible to fall
off) to untie a bag of puzzle pieces, then bring it
back across the same obstacles, run up a steep wall
(with small steps added so as to not make it too
hard) to a solving station, then assemble the
puzzle. So basically, it’s exactly the same challenge
we see six or seven times each season, but even
lamer, if that is at all possible.

Russell H.

Place a small statue (similar to the one used as the
puzzle in the first challenge of the season) on a
small podium at the end of a pole, then keep it
there for as long as possible. Every two minutes,
slot another section of pole into a hole at the base
of the current pole, making it longer (and thus
more difficult to keep balanced). Drop the statue
and you’re out. Last player left wins.
Russell H. won after an unknown amount of time.

Canoe Dueling

Brain Food

Roll With It**

Sack Attack

Samoa Smoothies

Well Stacked

Bocce In A Box*
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Yank Your Hank
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3
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Walk On Water*****
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4
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Fauxconut Bowling

1
1
2
1
2
2
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1

Drop A Log****

----FINAL
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DQ
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

Spear Me The Details

Square Peg, Round
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=4
2
4
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=4
3
3
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1
2
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Get Hooked

Coconut Code

Natalie
Russell H.
Mick
Brett
Jaison
‘Shambo’
Monica
Dave
John
Laura
Kelly
Erik

Nut Cracker***

Galu
DQ
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
XXXXX
Foa Foa
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
*For the first time in Survivor history, Jeff Probst was not present at the challenge. Though there’s never really been an explicit reason as to why, it looks as though the entire
purpose was to make the merge (presented to tribes in the same manner as the challenge) less obvious.
**The challenge was cancelled midway through after Russell S. collapsed during it and was evacuated. Neither team was given the reward.

3
1
4
2

***Men and women competed separately.
****Jaison had an advantage in the challenge.
*****This happened in the same episode as Fauxconut Bowling, but Dave was voted out in a Tribal Council in the middle of the episode, before this challenge.

A note from the writer
So. There you have it. A complete, detailed list of every single challenge in Survivor. Finally. For, like, literally the first time in seven years.
Frankly, I didn’t know why nobody had bothered to do it before. Then I started, and found out exactly why. Jeff Probst is a competent host,
but isn’t exactly a sympathetic character (despite the editors’ attempts to try and convince us otherwise), and he’s usually at his
misogynistic worst during challenges. Imagine watching all his “[Female contestant trying their hardest in a challenge skewed towards men],
the tribe has spoken and you SUCK!”, “Nobody wants to see the hot guys get naked when there are hot women around!”, and “Women-onwomen, yay!” ranting back to back. Or, I should say, back to back to back to… you get the point, right? Good. Add in that so many of the
challenges in later seasons fall into only four basic categories – auctions, gross food challenges, challenges basically advocating assault, and
“Go over here, grab some puzzle pieces, come back, and solve the puzzle” challenges, and it’s really one of the most repetitive things you
could imagine, short of being a contestant on Big Brother. Which is part of the reason I’ve also included two foreign versions (the
Australian and British incarnations) on this list as well. There’s more coming in future updates, too – I’ve been trying to get information
about South Africa’s seasons (as far as I know, the only English-language ones not included here) for a while, and I’ve probably got enough
on the Filipino version to get by, but after that… who knows? I’d love to get some of the Scandinavian ones done some day, and from the
little I’ve seen, the French version has some amazing challenges. But those are for a future update, if ever. Suffice to say, the next update is
going to make this one look positively bare by comparison. I’m thinking it’ll be in about six months, probably during or just after Survivor
21, but in the meantime I’ll also be doing similar files for a few other deserving reality shows. Hint: No shows with the words ‘Jersey’,
‘Shore’, ‘Real’, or ‘Housewives’ are included, but I can’t include the word ‘Paradise’ on that list, much as it otherwise seems appropriate.
Also, challenge designers? Some of these ones in later seasons are so bad I’m seriously thinking I could do a better job. I’ve definitely found
shortcuts in the challenges players haven’t, and I’m the sort of guy who works out how to solve the “puzzles” in my spare time. Contact me
if you’re looking for a spare dreamteamer. Actually, if anyone, challenge designer or not, notices any errors, or you just want to tell me
what you think, feel free to get in touch. My email address is snideasides (at) gmail (dot) com.
(Insert a way to end this note that’s less stupid than ‘Survivors ready? GO!’, but more on-topic than ‘The world is waiting for you. GO!’)

--- David A. Bindley
Melbourne, Australia
March 20th, 2010

